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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of April 2003!
posted: Originally in 2003, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page begins with April 5 and goes through April 20, 2003. These photos were originally posted back in
2003, but were somehow "lost" until recently. Now that they have been found, We are going to the effort to
repost them - with the hope that they may be enjoyed by a few people. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 2003

  The first 2 shots here were taken on April 5 from the roof of our office in Iidabashi. Of course those are cherry trees along the moat. The 3rd shot, taken on April 7, shows a nice
clump of cherry blossoms and was taken at Takao Science Garden.

IidabashiCherry
Blossoms01RC

IidabashiCherry
Blossoms02RC

TakaoScience
Garden27b_CherryRC


  The first 2 shots in this row were also taken on April 7 at Takao Science Garden. The first shot shows the lunch we brought with us, the 2nd shot is a Baimo (Fritillaria verticillata)
and the 3rd shot shows a cherry tree branch at the International Christian University, near our apartment. It was also taken on April 7.

TakaoScience
Garden31_LunchRC

TakaoScience
Garden62_BaimoRC

ICUCherry
04aRC


  These 2 shots were taken on April 20 at Koganei Park. The first shot is a late blooming cherry tree with some people enjoying their lunch under it. The 2nd shot is a pink flowered
Dogwood tree.

KoganeiPark
Cherry02RC

KoganeiPark
Dogwood01RC

End April 2003's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of April
& Early May 2004!
posted: May 9th, 2004

This page includes photos taken between April 17th and May 3rd, 2004. All of them were taken during
mountain climbing adventures. Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  This row of photos shows the delicate green colors of spring in the first photo, and the 2nd and 3rd photos show Okutama Lake (a man-made lake) from the Mt. Sougaku Trail.

MtSougakuTrail03_04_
05PanoramaRC.jpg

MtKagenobu
Trail05aRC.jpg

MtSougakuTrail
04RC.jpg


  In this row you can see a Chloranthus japonicus, Kazuya at the summit of Mt. Gozen (1,405 meters) and a Trout Lily on Mt. Gozen.

MtSougakuChloranthus
_japonicus02RC.jpg

MtGozenSummit_
Kazuya02RC.jpg

MtGozenTrout
Lily02RC.jpg


  This row shows a Chrysosplenium sp., some delicate spring greens on the mountain across the valley, and a Asarum caulescens (it smells weird).

MtGozen
Chrysosplenium03RC.jpg
MtGozen
Trail01RC.jpg

OkutamaApril2004_19
Asarum_caulescensRC.jpg


  Here you see a Philadelphia Daisy, a very interesting violet on the Mt. Kumotori trail and a tired me at the summit of Mt. Nanatsu-ishi (1,757.3 meters).
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NogawaPk_Philadelphia
Daisy02RC.jpg

KumotoriTrail
Violet02RC.jpg

MtNanaTsuIshi2_
Daniel03RC.jpg


  This row includes a shot of Mt. Nanatsu-ishi from Mt. Kumotori, our "poor man's" tent at the camping spot on Mt. Kumotori and the 3rd photo is Kazuya on the climb to the summit
of Mt. Kumotori. If you look closely you can see the tent site in the background.

NanaTsuIsahi_Fm_
Kumotori01RC.jpg

MtKumotori
Camp01RC.jpg
Kazuya_Tent
Site01RC.jpg


  This row includes a deer shot on the hike to the summit of Mt. Kumotori, Kazuya and I at the summit of Mt. Kumotori (2,017.1 meters) and a sunset shot from Mt. Kumotori.

KumotoriDeer01aRC.jpg

KumotoriSummit05RC.jpg

KumotoriSunset04RC.jpg


  Here you can see 2 sunset panorama shots and a tree snag with sunset lighting.

KumotoriSunset
Panorama04_05_06RC.jpg

KumotoriSunset
Panorama13_14RC.jpg

KumotoriSunset
Snag02RC.jpg
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  This row includes a morning shot of our Mt. Kumotori camp and 2 shots which show that we were in the clouds. Interesting - the English translation for "Kumotori" is "cloud
catcher", so the mountain was doing as it's name indicates - catching clouds!!

MtKumotori
Camp06RC.jpg

KumotoriTrees_
Clouds05RC.jpg
KumotoriTrees_
Clouds03RC.jpg


  Here is me at the summit of Mt. Takanosu (1,736.6 meters). Mt. Takanosu means "hawk's nest mountain". The 2nd photo shows that we were still in the clouds now and then! The
3rd, and final photo, shows my DVD collection as of several months ago now. At this time the bottom shelf on the right is just about full! By the way, here is a link to my entire DVD collection
if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link
will open a new browser window.

MtTakaNoSu_Summit04RC.jpg

MtTakaNoSu_Clouds02RC.jpg

DVDShelf3_resize.jpg

That's all for this month, hope that you found something which you enjoyed looking at.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of April 2005 Vacation!

Go To Page:

posted: May 2nd, 2005

Photos included on this page include only those taken between April 5th and April 7th, a trip to Yamanaka
Lake and an outing to the Mt. Takao Area - the first part of our vacation. Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  The first phase of our vacation was a trip to Yamanaka Lake, where there are great views of Mt. Fuji. We waited until Tuesday, April 5th to go, as the weather forecast for the
previous days was not good. As you may guess from these first 3 photos, it snowed the day before we went. The first thing we did upon getting to Yamanaka Lake was to find & hike the Mt.
Mikuni Trail. That trail takes you over the summit of Mt. Oobura (Photo #3) and Mt. Mikuni (next row).

MtMikuni_Yamanaka08RC

MtMikuniTrail01RC

MtMikuni_Yamanaka10RC


  Summit of Mt. Mikuni, view of Mt. Fuji from a great Panorama Area, and 3rd photo is Kazuya in the tall grass. We need to go here sometime in the summer and see what this grass
is like when it's green! If it's still this tall and dense after a full winter of snow and storms, what's it like in summer?

MtMikuniTrail12RC

Yamanaka_PanoramaArea02RC

Yamanaka_PanoramaArea06RC


  These 3 are all the same photo - taken from the Panorama area. The 2nd one is "embossed" and the 3rd one has a "Sheet Metal" effect applied to it. This Sheet Metal effect is very
interesting when you see the full size photo and also when printed.

Yamanaka_PanoramaArea
09RC

Yamanaka_PanoramaArea09
Emboss01RC


  The first shot is another one with the Sheet Metal effect, the 2nd one is "Lunarized" and the 3rd shot is actually a Panorama of 2 shots.
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Yamanaka_Panorama
Area09_10RC
Yamanaka_PanoramaArea09
SheetMetal02RC

Yamanaka_PanoramaArea09
SolarizeRC


  The sun was trying to interfere, but Kazuya did a great job in this first photo. The 2nd shot is at 5:01 AM the next day (so the darkness of the photo is not an error), after a night in
Marimo Pension. The 3rd Shot is at 5:15 AM.

PanoramaDaiArea07RC

Yamanaka_FujiSunrise01aRC

Yamanaka_FujiSunrise04aRC


  In this row, the first photo is at 5:34 AM, the 2nd shot is at 5:39 AM and the 3rd shot is actually a stitched together panorama taken at 5:56 AM. Then we went back to the Pension
for breakfast.

Yamanaka_FujiSunrise
10RC

Yamanaka_FujiSunrise
13RC
Yamanaka_FujiSunrise28_29
PanoramaRC


  We hiked back up to the Panorama Area again on the 2nd day, and the first shot was taken at 10:10 AM. The next 2 are that Sheet Metal effect again.

MtMyoujin_Fuji02RC

MtMyoujin_Fuji02SheetMetal01RC

MtMyoujin_Fuji02SheetMetal02RC


  The first shot is that "Lunarize" effect with the shot in Row 7. The 2nd photo is a Panorama of the ridge which we hiked the day before - the Mt. Mikuni and Mt. Oobura ridge line.
The 3rd Shot brings us to Phase 2 of Vacation - a trip to the Mt. Takao area on another quest for the wild and wary Cymbidium goeringii orchid! This first shot is a Violet though, not an
orchid!
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MtMikuni_OoburaRidge01_03_PanoramaRC

MtMyoujin_Fuji02SolarizeRC

April7TakaoViolet02RC


  Shows one of the 4 different species of Arisaema we have identified. The next 2 shots are the Cymbidium goeringii orchid we were in search of. We also found it last month, but
these shots are even better than what appeared in this space last month.

April7Arisaema01RC

April7TakaoCymbidium13RC

April_TakaoCymbidium11RC

April7TakaoCymbidium22RC

April7TakaoCymbidium25RC


  Three more orchid shots!

April_TakaoCymbidium13RC


  One more orchid shot, a Euphorb and a Violet.

April_OgesawaEuphorbia_sp01RC

April7TakaoCymbidium31RC

April7_Ogesawa_Viola_keiskei01RC


  Shows two more violet shots. Note the weird leaves on the Viola eizanensis, makes it one of the easy ones to positively identify! The violets hybridize so readily and there are so
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many of them anyway, that most of them are quite difficult to positively identify. The 3rd shot is a good one of a Chrysosplenium.

April7_Ogesawa_Violet02
RC

April7Ogesawa_Viola_eizanensis
05RC
April7OgesawaChrysosplenium
_album04RC

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of April 7th at the Mt. Takao Area and through April 10th at 3:00 PM at Kusatsu.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of April 2005 Vacation!

Go To Page:

posted: May 2nd, 2005

Photos included on this page include only those taken between April 7th at 3:07 PM and April 10th at 3:00
PM, mostly a trip to Kusatsu for vacation. Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  This row continues with Phase 2 of Vacation, with 3 more shots of Violets. We THINK that we identified all of them, but if you think there is a mistake in the name, you could be
right.
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April7Ogesawa_Viola_keiskei
03RC

April_OgesawaViola_
bissetii01RC

April7Ogesawa_Viola_
eizanensis07RC


  This row begins with a shot of Chloranthus japonicus showing how it always grows. The 2nd shot is an Omphalodes japonica and the 3rd shot is the next day - a beautiful street of
Cherry Trees at the ICU (International Christian University) campus, only a 10 minute walk from our house.

April7Ogesawa_Chloranthus_
japonicus02RC

April7Ogesawa_Omphaloides_
japonica09RC

Apr8_ICU_CherryTree
02RC


  The first two shots are beautiful close-up shots of Cherry flowers, both taken by Kazuya. Aren't these shots amazing?! The 3rd shot is some other flower - maybe a Peach tree?!

April_ICU_CherryTree03RC

Apr8_ICU_PeachTreeMaybe05RC

April_ICU_CherryTree02RC


  The first shot is another Violet, at ICU, then a Trigonotis peduncularis - such a tiny little flower, less than 1/4 inch across. The 3rd shot is a Glechoma hederacea.

Apr8_ICU_Violet01
RC
Apr8_ICU_Trigonotis_
peduncularis02RC
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  This row includes 2 beautiful Gentiana zollingeri flowers and an Ajuga nipponensis.

Apr8_ICU_Ajuga_nipponensis
02RC
Apr_ICU_Gentiana_
zollingeri02RC

Apr8_ICU_Gentiana_
zollingeri02RC


  This row begins Phase 3 of vacation - a 3 day and 2 night trip to Gunma Prefecture. We traveled to the Kusatsu Area, a very famous geothermal area. The first shot is called
Yubatake. It is a hot "spring" which puts out something like 14,000 liters per minute of extremely hot water. I don't remember how hot - very hot! They run it through these wooden things
which collect some of the sulfur and then they periodically remove the sulfur from the wooden slats and dry it for selling in packages so that you can take home a bag of sulfur and make your
bathtub into a "hot spring". The 2nd shot is a footbath right beside Yubatake, kind of a funny shot with all of the old people sipping on their drinks. The 3rd shot is one more of Yubatake.

Kusatsu_Yubatake03RC

Kusatsu_YubatakeFootBathRC

Kusatsu_Yubatake04RC


  The first shot is of course - Kazuya - at the base of Yubatake. The 2nd shot is right at sunset time of day - a HUGE outdoor hot pool in Sainokawara Park. You can't quite tell from
the photo, but all of these people are stark naked. The Hot Pool is behind a fence so that you can't see in (easily) from the outside. Oh, I did take this shot from inside the fence, NOT
outside. You CAN see snow on the hillside in the back. The 3rd shot is the base of Yubatake at night. Interesting lighting.

Kusatsu_SainoKawaraParkBigBath02RC

Kusatsu_YubatakeNight10RC

Kusatsu_Yubatake_Kazuya08RC


  The first shot is the same photo as in the previous row, but with that Sheet Metal effect. The 2nd shot is me along the road which we followed to Mt. Shirane on Day 2 of our stay in
that area. And the 3rd shot is a shot from along the road to Mt. Shirane. There were buses, but we had to wait an hour for the bus, so we decided to hike, it took about 1.5 hours to hike up
the road to the bottom of the mountain.
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Kusatsu_YubatakeNight10
SheetMetalRC

Kusatsu_WalkingRoadToMt
Shirane01RC
Kusatsu_DanRoadToMt
Shirane01RC


  In this row, the first shot is a scene from along the road which we walked up, the 2nd shot shows a person skiing down a slope. The 3rd shot is taken from the Gondola car which
we rode to the next level of Mt. Shirane.

Kusatsu_WalkingRoadTo
MtShirane06RC

Kusatsu_WalkingRoadTo
MtShirane13RC

Kusatsu_GondolaTo
MtShirane03RC


  In Row 10 you see one more shot from the Gondola car we rode in, and the next 2 shots show the scenery from the top of the mountain. After the Gondola, then we had to ride a
ski lift to the summit of the mountain. The big building in shots 2 and 3 is the top station of the Gondola.

Kusatsu_FromMt
Shirane01_2RC
Kusatsu_GondolaToMt
Shirane02RC

Kusatsu_FromMt
Shirane01RC


  Two more scenic shots from the top of Mt. Shirane and a shot of Kazuya in the bright snow. The snow was still meters deep, we could not hike anywhere after we got to the top of
the mountain. In addition, it was still ski season, lots of people skiing around us. There were a few people like ourselves, just on foot.
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Kusatsu_FromMtShirane05
RC

Kusatsu_FromMtShirane04
RC
Kusatsu__KazuyaAtMt
Shirane09RC


  The first shot here shows both the top of the Gondola and the bottom of the ski lift; well, there are actually 2 ski lifts showing in the photo, but obviously the one we rode is the one
which shows in the lower left quadrant of the photo. In the 2nd photo, the mountain WAY in the distance is Mt. Asama and that is SMOKE billowing out of it. It's an active volcano. It does not
show well, but it's right in the center of the photo. The 3rd shot is in the evening after we got back to town, back in Sainokawara Park and after a refreshing soak in the outdoor hot spring.

Kusatsu__FromMtShirane_Gondola_
Lift10RC

Kusatsu_MtAsamaFromMt
Shirane14RC
Kusatsu_KazuyaSainoKawara
Park02RC

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of April 10th at Kusatsu. The next page goes through the end of the month.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of April 2005 Vacation!

Go To Page:

posted: May 2nd, 2005

Photos included on this page are those taken from April 10th to the 24th, a bit past the end of vacation. All
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but the final 3 photos are vacation shots though. Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  Photo 1 is me - same time & place as the final photo on the previous page. In this row and also in the next row are several "Yu" photos - "Yu" = bath. In Kusatsu there are 18 free
public baths, all fed by natural hot water! On the 3rd day our mission was to visit as many of these free baths as we could fit into our schedule. Our bus back home did not leave until 5:00
PM, so we had all day to do so. The weather forecast was for rain, so we did not want to try any mountain hiking this final day, plus, we were still kind of tired from yesterday's hike. Note the
interiors of the baths in shots 2 and 3. We squeezed in visits to 6 of the 18 free hot baths and all but one of them was constructed of wood and very tall for easy escape of the steam. One of
them was made of concrete and it was all steamy inside, we saw the benefit of wood construction.

Kusatsu_DanSainoKawaraPark
02RC

Kusatsu_ChiyoNoYuInside
01RC

Kusatsu_ChiyoNoYuInside
02RC


  The first shot here was the newest appearing free bath we visited. The 2nd shot, a Japanese skunk cabbage was along the road between 2 of the hot baths. The 3rd shot was a
very nice one, even though it looks old and decrepit, it was not! Oh, by the time we were on our way to the 6th bath, it was beginning to rain too. The weather forecast was correct.

Kusatsu_NikawaNoYuOutside
01RC
Kusatsu_OkinaNoYuOutside
01RC

Kusatsu_SkunkCabbage
02RC


  Rows 3, 4 and 5 were all taken on April 16th at Nogawa Park. That is a great park for flowers which is near our house. They have a fenced in area with board walks which is not
open to dogs, picnickers, frisbee throwers, baseball players and etc. It is strictly for flower and bird people. Note the WHITE Dandelion!!! There appears to be only one plant in the area. The
rest of them were the typical dark yellow. Note that it has it's own species name, albidum - Latin for white!

April2005_NogawaTaraxacum_
albidum03RC

April2005_Nogawa
Sakurasou01RC


  The most amazing thing in this row is the VIOLET VIOLET! Ha, I mean, that the color is REALLY Violet!
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April2005_Nogawa_Violet
Violet03RC
April2005_NogawaLamium_
album02RC

April2005_Nogawa_Ajuga
01RC


  Another Violet, Cherry Blossoms along the Nogawa (gawa = river) and a green tinted cherry tree. Yes, the flowers were truly green tinted, it is not merely a reflection off the
surrounding greenery.

April2005_Nogawa_PurpleWhite
Violet03RC

April2005_Nogawa
02RC

April2005_NogawaGreen
Cherry03RC


  This row brings us to April 17th - another trip to the Mt. Takao area, this time - in search of the elusive Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis). Last year we only found one of them. We did
much better this year! The first shot is one of them - note the purple leaves and the purple veins in the flowers. The next 2 shots are 2 species of Corydalis.

Apr17HikageTakao
Violet01RC

Apr17HikageCorydalis_
decumbens02RC

Apr17HikageCorydalis
_sp04RC


  Two more shots of the Takao Violet. These little 480 x 640 pixel pictures do not do it justice. This first shot is incredible when printed as an 8 x 10 photo. If you would like to see
the full size print of this photo CLICK HERE for the 806 KB JPG file (1,516 pixels width x 2,000 pixels height) (which will open in a new window) or if you'd like to save the JPG file, then
right click and click the appropriate menu option for your browser. The 3rd shot is another nice little Omphalodes japonica.
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Apr17HikageTakaoViolet
BEST11RC

Apr17HikageTakaoViolet
BEST13RC

Apr17HikageOmphaloides_
japonica01cropRC


  All 3 shots here are Asarum caulescens, a weird plant - the flowers are virtually underground and you have to move some leaf litter and stuff to find the flowers. The first shot is an
increbibly well lit shot by Kazuya.

04_17_05HikageAsarum_
caulescens05RC

Apr17HikageAsarum_
caulescens06RC

Apr17HikageAsarum_
caulescens07RC


  Mitella pauciflora - the entire plant, and a close up of the weird flowers of this small guy. The 3rd shot is an Oka Violet, which must be rare, because this one group of research
people was freaking out over it. There were several of them at the higher elevations of Castle Mountain.

Apr17HikageMitella_pauciflora
06RC

Apr17HikageOkaViolet
02RC
Apr17HikageMitella_pauciflora
07RC


  The first 2 shots are a species of Oxalis, both taken by Kazuya. Great lighting, he's really good at lining himself up so that his lighting is wonderful! And, check out all of that green
in the 2nd shot. That ends what can be considered vacation pictures. The final shot in this row is a pink dogwood flower at Koganei Park, taken just a few days ago (April 24th).
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04_17_05HikageOxalis02RC

04_17_05HikageOxalis04RC

Apr24KoganeiPkPinkDogwood01RC


  A white dogwood flower, a repeat of the Takao Violet in the center position of Row #7 (an afterthought actually) and a new picture of my DVD shelf!!! Yes, it's actually a current
photo. You may ask why I don't update this photo more often. The reason is that I take a separate photo of EACH SHELF using the tripod. I have to use the tape measure to make sure that
the camera is the same distance from the shelf for each shot, and then bring each photo into PhotoShop, crop, adjust and so on, and eventually paste all of them together. It took me 6 hours
to create this photo. Here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased.
You can click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new browser window.

Apr24KoganeiPkWhiteDogwood04RC

Apr17HikageTakaoVioletBEST13bR

That's all for this month! Thanks for looking and reading. Hope you enjoyed the tour of some new
areas of Japan!

DVDShelfApril15_2005Small

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Go To Page:

This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of April 2006!
posted: May 2nd, 2006

The photos on this page cover only from April 1st through April 5th. Click on any thumbnail to begin.


  The first shot shows a nice bowl of Morel Mushrooms we found on April 1st at ICU (International Christian University), which is only a 10 minute walk from our house. The 2nd
photo is a beautiful Cherry Tree in full bloom in Nogawa Park on April 3rd. The 3rd shot is a Trigonotis peduncularis, a very tiny flower.

Apr01_ICU_Morel
MushroomsRC

Apr03_NogawaPk
Cherry01RC

Apr03_NogawaPk_Trigonotis_
peduncularis01aRC

Apr03_NogawaPkCherry
06RC

Apr03_NogawaPark_Cherry
Blossoms05RC


  Here are 3 nice shots of Cherry Trees in Nogawa Park on April 3rd.

Apr03_NogawaPkCherry
04RC


  First image is another Cherry Tree, 2nd shot is a pair of Weeping Willow trees in their delicate spring finery and the 3rd shot is a Spiraea bush.

Apr03_NogawaPkCherry08RC

Apr03_NogawaPkWillow03aRC


  The first 2 images show a Forsythia bush and a Spiraea bush - nice contrasting colors. The 3rd shot is a close-up of a Cherry Blossom.
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Apr03_NogawaPark_
Forsythia_Spiraea_Dan04RC

Apr03_NogawaPkForsythia_
Spiraea07RC

Apr03_NogawaPark_Cherry
Blossoms08RC


  The first shot shows a bunch of Cherry Trees along Nogawa Creek. The 2nd shot is a Gentiana zollingeri flower, such beautiful little blue flowers! The 3rd shot is a fern in the
"fiddlehead" stage taken at Hikage Creek on April 5th. It was a dark and rainy day, so had to use the flash.

Apr03_NogawaPk_NoGawa
Cherry02RC

Apr03_NogawaPk_Gentiana_
zollingeriRAW04aRC

Apr05HikageFern
02RC


  The first 2 images are Viola bissetii, again - had to use the flash. The 3rd image is a Hikage (or Takao) Violet (Viola yezoensis). If you look closely you can also see the leaves in
each of these shots.

Apr05Hikage_Viola_
bisseti04RC

Apr05Hikage_Viola_
bisseti06RC

Apr05Hikage_Hikage
Violet01RC


  The first shot is another Takao Violet, the 2nd shot is a Viola grypoceras and the 3rd shot is a species of Anemone. All three of these shots are still taken along Hikage Creek.

Apr05Hikage_Anemone
03RC
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Apr05Hikage_Hikage
Violet06RC

Apr05Hikage_Tachitsubo_
sumire02RC


  The first shot is an Anemone flower - sometimes we see these mutated forms, greenish in color. They are rare enough so that we always take pictures of them when we see them.
The 2nd shot is a blue form of Omphalodes japonica and the 3rd shot shows both the blue form and the pink form of Omphalodes japonica.

Apr05Hikage_Anemone_
Green04RC

Apr05_Hikage_Omphaloides_
japonica02RC
Apr05_Hikage_Omphaloides_
japonica05a1RC


  The only shot here is a close-up of the pink form of Omphalodes japonica.

Apr05_Hikage_Omphaloides_
japonica07RC

Thanks so much for taking the time to look, please go to page 2 now for a continuation starting with
April 12th.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of April 2006!

Go To Page:

posted: May 2nd, 2006

The photos on this page continue, starting with April 12th, and go through the end of the month. Click on any
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thumbnail to begin.


  On April 12th we went for another walk around the ICU campus and managed to get these 2 shots - a Camellia flower and another Gentiana zollingeri. This shot shows the buds.
On April 14th we went to Nogawa Park again and found these amazing violets. It is one of the varieties of Viola mandshurica. There are several forms, varieties and hybrids of this particular
genus and we are not sure which one it is!

Apr12_ICUCamelia
02RC

Apr14_Nogawa_Viola_
mandshurica01aRC
Apr12_ICUGentiana_
zollingeri01RC


  The first 2 shots are most definitely just a straight Viola mandshurica. By the way you can find a larger size of the 1st photo in Row 2 HERE. It is 1,531 pixels x 2,000 pixels JPG
file and it is 562 KB in size! The 3rd shot is an image of Cherry Blossoms. This tree had the most amazing color.

Apr14_Nogawa_Viola_
mandshurica08RC
Apr14_Nogawa_Viola_
mandshurica13aRC

Apr14_NogawaPk_
Cherry05RC


  All 3 images in this row are that same Cherry Tree. Enjoy, because this will be the last of the Cherry Blossoms until next spring. You can also find a beautiful 2,000 pixel x 1,516
pixel JPG image of the 3rd photo in Row 3 HERE. It's 542 KB!

Apr14_NogawaPk_
Cherry06RC
Apr14_NogawaPk_
Cherry07RC

Apr14_NogawaPk_
Cherry08RC


  The 1st photo is a bunch of Cherry Petals laying on the ground, looks like snow, eh!? The 2nd shot is a species of Glechoma and the 3rd shot is a Yama-Buki-Sou (local name) plant
and flowers.
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Apr14_NogawaPk_CherryPetals14RC

Apr14_NogawaPk_Glechoma_sp02RC

Apr14_NogawaPk_YamaBukiSou01aRC


  The first photo is a closer image of the Yama-Buki-Sou (local name) plant and flowers. The 2nd image is a Chloranthus japonicus and the 3rd shot is a species of Jack-In-The-Pulpit
(Arisaema sp.).

Apr14_NogawaPk_
YamaBukiSou04RC
Apr14_NogawaPk_Chloranthus_
japonicus01RC

Apr14_NogawaPk_
Arisaema_sp02RC


  The first shot is that same Jack-In-The-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) plant, but a bit further away. The 2nd photo is a different species of Glechoma and the 3rd photo is another Gentiana
zollingeri - never seen so many buds on one plant!

Apr14_NogawaPk_Arisaema
_sp03RC

Apr14_NogawaPk_Glechoma
_sp05RC

Apr14_NogawaPk_Gentiana_
zollingeri01RC


  The first shot is yet another Gentiana zollingeri and the 2nd shot shows how prolific they are in this one spot which we found. We have NEVER SEEN SO MANY in one place before.
The 3rd shot is my newly constructed DVD Shelf and if you click on it then you will be taken to our "DVD Collection and Home Theater System" web page, where you can find a bigger image
of it.

Apr14_NewDVDShelf_Dimensions
_33Size_55Qual
Apr14_NogawaPk_Gentiana_
zollingeri10RC

Apr14_NogawaPk_Gentiana_
zollingeri13aRC


  The first 2 shots in this row were taken on our porch! The first shot is a Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis f. discolor). Note the beautiful purplish leaves. The 2nd shot is a Mandshurican
Violet (Viola mandshurica) - also taken on the porch! We brought these plants home from the wild, sickly plants on the verge of death and nursed them all last summer and this is what they
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are now. The Takao Violet blossomed earlier in the season, but the Mandshurican Violet is a high elevation violet and blooms later. The 3rd shot is another Jack-In-The-Pulpit, notice that this
is a different species than the one in Row 5. This shot was taken on Mt. Takao on April 22nd.

Apr18_Porch_Viola_
yezoensis01RC
Apr19_Porch_Viola_
mandshurica01aRC

Apr22_Takao_San_
Arisaema03RC


  The first shot is a Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum. Notice the difference in maturity of these flowers and those on Page 2 (Rows 2 and 3) of last month's photos. In this shot
the hairs you could see last month on the new flowers are gone, the pollen is all gone and the color has deteriorated from bright white to a faded green. The next shot is taken through the
woods, of a bunch of Mountain Azalea bushes. The 3rd shot is an Aquilegea sp. or crowsfoot. All 3 of these shots were taken on April 22nd on a climb of Mt. Takao and hike from there to ICcho-Daira (Daira=plateau).

Apr22_Chrysosplenium_album
_var_stamineum02aRC

Apr22_Takao_San_
MtnAzalea02RC
Apr22_ICchoDaira_
Aquilegea04RC


  The first shot here is Mt. Fuji, again from I-Ccho-Daira, against a dark sky. The 2nd shot is a beautiful stand of Mountain Cherry trees at I-Ccho-Daira.

Apr22_ICchoDairaMtnCherry
06RC
Apr22_ICchoDaira_Fuji
05RC


  On April 29th we hiked the old road from Okutama Town to Okutama Lake - here are 3 scenes. Note that the trail follows more or less along the Tama River. In the first shot you
can see the bridge we crossed to get to this spot, where we ate our lunch. The sign says maximum 5 people at a time on the bridge. The 2nd shot shows the huge boulders in the Tama
Riverbed. The 3rd shot is a woods shot on the way back up from the river to the bridge.
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Apr29_OkutamaOldRoad
Scene15RC

Apr29_OkutamaOldRoad
Scene18RC
Apr29_OkutamaOldRoad
Scene21RC


  The first 2 shots in this row show scenes along the trail. These 2 shots show the delicate greens of spring. In the 1st shot you can also see blooming mountain cherry trees on the
mountains if you look closely. The 3rd shot is a brand new violet which we found. Our book says it is quite rare. It is Viola variegata var. variegata. You can find a larger size JPG image of the
3rd photo HERE, it's an 838 KB file and is 1,918 x 2,000 pixels in size.

Apr29_OkutamaOldRoad
Scene39RC
Apr29_OkutamaOldRoad
Scene41RC

Apr29_Okutama_Viola_variegata
_var_variegata_Collage_SmRC


  This is now a link to a separate web page showing a BRAND NEW photo of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our new Sharp Aquos
TV. By the way - I just finished building a beautiful DVD Shelf - you can see it here and - also in Row 7 on this page.

April 1, 2006 DVD Collection - 1 NEW Photo,
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look this month. We hope that you found something which you
enjoyed looking at.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of April 2007 Vacation Month!

Go To Page:

posted: May 1st, 2007

My vacation began on April 7th. This page covers April 1st thru April 10th. We KEPT about 1,715 pictures
this month and deleted a whole bunch too! It was very difficult to pick & choose the ones you see on these 3
pages. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 1st

  April 1st was a Sunday and it was great weather plus - the CHERRY BLOSSOMS were at their peak, so Kazuya made a great lunch box and we headed out for a picnic lunch under
the Cherry Trees. The pictures in this row were taken on the way to where we decided to stop for lunch. We were on our bicycles.

Apr1_ICU_
Cherry03RC

Apr1_Nogawa
Park03RC
Apr1_ICU_Gentiana_
zollingeri02RC


  The first shot here was still on the search for the "perfect" lunch spot. We found the spot and unpacked the lunch - here is a picture of what Kazuya made for us! We also took
along a bottle of Saké and we drank that with our lunch. After lunch we continued our bicycle ride and found an area of Ornamental Peach Trees.

Apr1_NogawaPk_Lithospermum_
zollingeri03CropRC

April1Hanami08_
BentoRC
Apr1_MusashinoPk_Ornamental
Peach05RC


  The only shot in this row is an ornamental peach tree in front of a cherry tree.
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Apr1_MusashinoPk_Cherry_
OrnamentalPeach05aRC

End April 1st, Begin April 4th

  On April 4th Kazuya went exploring for a place for us to go on the weekend and he found this brand new violet! These are Viola violacea - very small and very beautiful!

Apr4Akigawa64_ViolaViolaceaRC

Apr4Akigawa94_ViolaViolaceaRC

End April 4th, Begin April 5th

  On April 5th he went out to a spot where we often go to see what was blooming and he found Takao Violets (Viola yezoensis f. discolor).

Apr5Hikage16_ViolaYezoensisF
DiscolorRC

Apr5Hikage33_ViolaYezoensisF
DiscolorRC


  Here is one more Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis f. discolor) and an Asarum caulescens. This is one of the Asarum's which has flowers above the soil.

Apr5Hikage48_ViolaYezoensisF
DiscolorRC
Apr5Hikage26_Asarum
CaulescensRC
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End April 5th, Begin April 7th

  On April 7th I was on vacation and we went to the place where Kazuya went on April 4th. Here is a Viola grypoceras and two Viola violacea shots.

Apr7Akigawa01_ViolaViolaceaRC

Apr07_Viola_grypoceras01aRC

Apr07_Viola_violacea18aCropRC


  Here is the best Viola violacea shot, a Viola grypoceras f. variegata and another Viola violacea. For the "smudged" background in the first shot I used the "SMUDGE" tool in Adobe
PhotoShop.

Apr07_Viola_violacea27a
CropBEST_SmudgeRC

Apr7Akigawa15_Viola
ViolaceaRC
Apr07_Viola_grypoceras_f_
variegata03RC


  Here is another Viola violacea, a Viola obtusa and one final Viola violacea. This final shot shows the entire plant.

Apr07_Viola_violacea33CropRC

Apr07_Viola_violacea49CropRC

Apr07_Viola_obtusa02RC


  In this row is another Viola obtusa and 2 shots of a violet which we had never seen in the wild - Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana. Quite a month so far, eh!
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Apr07_Viola_
obtusa06RC

Apr07_Viola_chaerophylloides
_f_sieboldiana01RC

Apr7Akigawa49_Viola
ChaerophylloidesFSieboldianaRC

End April 7th, Begin April 10th

  On April 10th we went out and climbed Mt. Takao and camped out at I-Ccho-Daira. In this row you can see that we found some Viola bissetii and lots of Viola eizanensis.

Apr10_Takao_Viola_bisseti06RC

Apr10_Takao_Viola_eizanensis03_BESTRC

Apr10_Takao_Viola_eizanensis10RC


  In this final row for April 10th, you see a Viola phalacrocarpa, some Mountain Azalea and a Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.).

Apr10_Takao_Mtn_
Azalea04RC
Apr10_Takao_Viola_
phalacrocarpa02_BESTRC

Apr10_Takao_Arisaema_
sp02CropRC

End April 10th, End Page 1
And, that shows you what we saw during the first 10 days of the month. Thanks so much for taking
the time to look. Please continue on to Page 2 for a continuation of this month's adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of April 2007 Vacation Month!

Go To Page:

posted: May 1st, 2007

The vacation continues. The photos on this page continue with April 11th and go through April 21st. Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 11th

  Remember, we camped out at I-Ccho-Daira the night of April 10th. In this first row you can find another new violet which we found on the way down the mountain on April 11th Viola phalacrocarpa var. glaberrima. There is a Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum in 2nd position. In 3rd position is a Viola japonica, which is mis-labeled under the thumbnail.

Apr11Chrysosplenium_macrostemon
_var_atrandrum02RC
Apr11_Hikage_Viola_
phalacrocarpa_f_glaberrima05aRC

Apr11_Hikage_Viola_
phalacrocarpa_f_glaberrima11RC


  Here is a Viola bissetii and an Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis.

Apr11_Takao_Viola_
bisseti24RC

Apr11_Hikage_Oxalis_griffithii
_var_kantoensis01RC


  The first photo shows Kazuya in a patch of Anemone flaccida. The 2nd shot is one more Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana (first one on page 1).
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Apr11_Hikage_Anemone_
flaccida_Kazuya02RC

Apr11_Takao_Viola_chaerophylloides
_f_sieboldiana05RC

End April 11th, Begin April 13th

  On April 13th we hiked to some waterfalls (see February 2007's photos). We found some Viola sororia and then some waterfalls!!

Apr13_Mazukari_Viola_sororia03RC

Apr13_Mazukari_RockWall01RC

Apr13Mazukari07_WaterfallRC


  The 3rd shot in Row 4 and the first 2 in this row are the same one shown HERE, but back in February we didn't hike to the waterfall! This time we did - and continued much farther
than the waterfall. The 3rd shot in this row is another waterfall along this same trail.

Apr13_Mazukari_Aya
Waterfall11aRC
Apr13_Mazukari_
TenguWaterfall04RC

Apr13_Mazukari_
AyaWaterfall06_07RC


  Here is a Viola bissetii and then a shot looking right up the TsuTzuRa Rock! Right at the base of this rock we found the next violet - Viola sieboldi. This was another new one for us!
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Apr13_Mazukari_TsuTzuRaRock02RC

Apr13_Mazukari_Viola_sieboldi05CropSmudgeRC

Apr13_Mazukari_Viola_bisseti03RC


  Here is a collage of that Viola sieboldi we found and you can find a larger JPG file of this image HERE (586 KB). The 2nd shot in this row is a Shortia uniflora.

Apr13_Mazukari_Viola_sieboldi_CollageRC
or HERE for 586 KB larger PDF file
Apr13_Mazukari_Shortia_
uniflora05aCropRC

End April 13th, Begin April 15th

  On April 15th we climbed Mt. Sougaku and Mt Gozen, in the Okutama Area. We have climbed these 2 peaks before, but this time we took a different trail. We found some Viola
rossii and then we found a new violet WAY UP HIGH on an un-named sub-peak. It's a variety of Viola violacea which we had hoped to find here - var. makinoi. We call it the "hands-up violet"
because notice how the leaves tend to stand up straight.

Apr15_Viola_
rossi03CropRC

Apr15_Viola_violacea_var_
makinoi_BESTCropSmudge03aRC

Apr15MtGozen28bCrop_Viola
ViolaceaVarMakinoiRC


  Here you can find a comparison image of Viola violacea and Viola violacea var. makinoi and you can find a larger JPG file of this image HERE (618 KB). The 2nd image is another
Viola rossii and the final image is a Trout Lily Erythronium japonicum.
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Viola_violacea_and_Viola_violacea_var_
makinoi_CollageRC
or HERE for 618 KB larger JPG file

Apr15MtGozen59_ViolaRossiRC

Apr15_MtSougaku_TroutLily01aRC


  Here is one more Trout Lily, a Scopalia japonica (poisonous plant) and a shot of a small waterfall which can be seen from the trail coming down to the Okutama Road.

Apr15_MtSougaku_
TroutLily02RC
Apr15MtGozen77_
ScopoliaJaponicaRC

Apr15_DownTrail
WaterfallMtGozen01RC

End April 15th, Begin April 19th

  On April 19th we went to Nogawa Park again and we found this beautiful Ebine Orchid (Japanese name) and some Chloranthus japonicus.

Apr19_NogawaPk_Ebine
Orchid02RC

Apr19_NogawaPk_Cholranthus_
japonicus02RC

End April 19th, Begin April 20th & 21st

  We spent April 20th & 21st at Yamanaka Lake and stayed at Marimo Pension again. The first day we hiked - in the snow - the Mikuni Hiking Course. In the drifts the snow was knee
deep. It had snowed just the day before, so we didn't find any flowers on this day.
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Apr20Yamanakako01_
FootprintsRC

Apr20Yamanakako03
_DanRC

Apr20_MtMikuniTrail03
_MtOoburaRC


  On the 2nd day at Yamanaka Lake we hiked a ridge trail on the opposite side of the lake, where the snow had melted off more quickly. We had some fantastic views and also found
a beautiful patch of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.

Apr21_MtMikuniRidgeFrom
MtOhira09_10PanoramaRC
Apr21Yamanakako01
_FujiRC

Apr21_Viola_tokubuchiana_var
_takedana_MtOhira12CropRC

End April 20th & 21st, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page, please continue on to page 3 for April 26th to
the end of the month.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of April 2007 Vacation Month!

Go To Page:

posted: May 1st, 2007

The vacation still continues. The photos on this page continue with April 26th and go through the end of the
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month. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 26th

  On April 26th we climbed a different Mt. Sougaku (the first one was climbed on Page 2 - Row 8). This one is in the Mitake Area. In this row you can see a Disporum smilacinum
flower. We found Viola violacea here as well - much to our surprise. We also found some really nice Viola rossii flowers.

Apr26_Sougaku_Viola_
rossi07BESTRC
Apr26_Sougaku_Disporum_
smilacinum01RC

Apr26_Sougaku_Viola_
violacea07RC


  Here are 2 more Viola rossii flowers and a mountain scene where you can see lots of Mountain Cherry trees in bloom.

Apr26SougakuIwatake17_
ViolaRossiRC

Apr26SougakuIwatake25_
ViolaRossiRC

Apr26_Iwatakeishi
Scene04RC


  Here is a Viola bissetii flower and also a Viola sieboldi flower. We were also surprised to find the Viola sieboldi flower here. This row was taken on Mt. Iwatakeishi and Mt. Takamizu.

Apr26_Takamizu_Viola_
sieboldi17RC
Apr26_Iwatakeishi_Viola
_bisseti03RC


  These 2 shots - Viola rossii and Viola eizanensis were found on Mt. Takamizu. This hike was a 3 mountain loop trail.
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Apr26_Takamizu_Viola_
eizaneneis06BESTRC
Apr26_Takamizu_Viola_
rossi07aBESTCropRC

End April 26th, Begin April 28th

  On April 28th - 30th we went to the Kawaguchi Lake Area with hopes of finding 2 more new violets, one of which is yellow. We found it on the first day of hiking and here it is Viola orientalis. Amazing, eh! In the 3rd photo notice that the backs of the flowers also have color on them.

Apr28_Viola_orientalis02CropRC

Apr28_Viola_orientalis05RC

Apr28Asagiri12_ViolaOrientalisRC


  In the first 2 photos you can see the backs of the flowers of this Viola orientalis. The 3rd photo shows a bud and a flower and leaves.

Apr28Asagiri22_ViolaOrientalisRC

Apr28_Viola_orientalis21CropRC

Apr28Asagiri25_ViolaOrientalisRC


  The first 2 shots show a flower and also an opening bud which shows the back of the flower. The 3rd shot shows the grassland in which we found these violets.
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Apr28Asagiri43_ViolaOrientalisRC

Apr28_Viola_orientalis30RC

Apr28_Viola_orientalis35CropRC


  The first shot again shows the grassland in which these violets were found and the 2nd shot shows the back of yet another flower.

Apr28_Viola_orientalis57RC

Apr28Asagiri47_ViolaOrientalisRC

End April 28th, Begin April 29th

  On April 29th - still the Kawaguchi Lake Area - we hiked a high ridge and crossed over 3 mountains. The weather was probably the clearest day of the year - absolutely amazing! In
this row are 3 shots of Mt. Fuji, each from a slightly different angle as we hiked the long ridge. We didn't find many violets this day - it was barely spring at this elevation, leaves not even
coming out yet.

Apr29_MtFuji_Fm_Tanka_Chaya03RC

Apr29_MtFujiFm_Misaka01RC

Apr29_MtFujiFm_MtMisaka05RC


  The first photo here shows the Japanese Alps Mountains from the ridge and the 2nd shot is another new violet Viola collina - we only found one of them. Notice how it blooms
before the leaves are hardly out of the soil.

Apr29_JapaneseAlpsFm_MtMisaka04RC
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End April 29th, Begin April 30th

  On April 30th we were in search of yet another new violet as we hiked to the HahaNoShira Waterfall. We found it - on the way to the waterfall we found only a couple of this plant
Viola mirabilis var. subglabra. Then we got to the waterfall - a rather amazing one for pictures.

Apr30_Viola_mirabalis_var_subglabra02RC

Apr30HahaNoShirataki03RC

Apr30_HahanoshiroWaterfall10aRC


  Here is one final picture of the waterfall and 2 shots of the new violet - Viola mirabilis var. subglabra.

Apr30
HahaNoShirataki13RC
Apr30_Viola_mirabalis
_var_subglabra07aRC

Apr30_Viola_mirabalis
_var_subglabra12aRC

Apr30_Viola_mirabalis_
var_subglabra23RC

Apr30_Viola_mirabalis_
var_subglabra28RC


  Here are 3 more shots of this incredible violet - flowers, leaves and the entire plant.

Apr30_Viola_mirabalis_var_
subglabra19BESTCropRC


  Here are 2 final shots of Viola mirabilis var. subglabra. And that's the end of April!
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Apr30_Viola_mirabalis_
var_subglabra31CropRC

Apr30_Viola_mirabalis_
var_subglabra33RC

End April 30th, Begin Mountains Climbed

  Here is a List of Mountains Kazuya and I climbed During April
Mountains Climbed During April 2007
(#31) indicates that this was the 31st time this mountain was climbed

No.

Date

Mountain Name

Elev., Ft. Elev., M.

Where?

1

04/10/2007 Mt. Takao (#31)

1,965

599

Takao, Tokyo, Japan

2

04/11/2007 Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama (#9)

2,199

670

Takao Area, Tokyo, Japan

3

04/13/2007 Mt. Tsuru-Ashi

3005

916

Musashi-Itsukaichi Area, Tokyo

4

04/13/2007 Mt. Mazu-Kari

2,900

884

Musashi-Itsukaichi Area, Tokyo

5

04/13/2007 Mt. Ko-Myou

2,618

798

Musashi-Itsukaichi Area, Tokyo

6

04/15/2007 Ogouchi Pass

3,445

1,050

Okutama, Tokyo, Japan

7

04/15/2007 Mt. Sougaku (#3)

4,400

1,341

Okutama, Tokyo, Japan

8

04/15/2007 Mt. Gozen (#3)

4,610

1,405

Okutama, Tokyo, Japan

9

04/20/2007 Mt. Oobora (#2)

4,539

1,384

Yamanaka Lake, Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan

10

04/20/2007 Mt. Mikuni (#2)

4,331

1,320

Yamanaka Lake, Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan

11

04/21/2007 Mt. Ohira (#2)

4,250

1,296

Yamanaka Lake, Yamanashi Prefecture, Japan

12

04/26/2007 Sogaku Mtn. (#3)

2,480

756

Mitake, Tokyo, Japan

13

04/26/2007 Iwatakeishi Mtn (#3)

2,602

793

Mitake, Tokyo, Japan

14

04/26/2007 Takamizu Mtn. (#3)

2,490

759

Mitake, Tokyo, Japan

15

04/29/2007 Mt. Misaka

5,236

1,596

Kawaguchi Lake Area, Yamanashi Pref., Japan

16

04/29/2007 Mt. Kurotake

5,882

1,793

Kawaguchi Lake Area, Yamanashi Pref., Japan

17

04/29/2007 Mt. Hafu

5,492

1,674

Kawaguchi Lake Area, Yamanashi Pref., Japan

End Mountains Climbed, End Page 3, End April 2007's Photos

  This is a link to a separate web page showing a Relatively NEW photo of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our new Sharp Aquos TV.
You can see the new DVD Shelf here too.

    April 1, 2006 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)
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By the way - Kazuya has started a blog which exhibits different photos than shown here (mostly - I have
used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and
Wildlife" link in the new window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month, I hope you found something you
enjoyed looking at. Any feedback is always appreciated.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of April 2008!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2008

This page covers April 5th - a trip to Akigawa Hills - and the 6th - a trip to Ogesawa. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin April 5th

  On April 5th Kazuya and I went out to Akigawa Hills in search of Viola violacea and whatever else we could find. In this first row you can see a few of the fruits of our search.

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Viola_violacea01RC

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Viola_violacea14RC

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Viola_violacea26RC


  Here are 2 more shots of Viola violacea and a very close-up shot of a Cymbidum Orchid Flower (Cymbidium goeringii).

Apr05_AkigawaHills_Viola
_violacea27_BESTRC

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Viola_violacea61RC

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Cymbidium_goeringii01RC


  Here are 2 more close shots of Cymbidium Orchid Flowers and a shot of Kazuya on the trail in the middle of a bamboo stand.

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Cymbidium_goeringii05RC

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Cymbidium_goeringii27RC
Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Bamboo_KazuyaRC


  Here are 2 photos of Viola phalacrocarpa and one shot of a Viola obtusa. Notice the hairy inner part of the Viola phalacrocarpa flower and the lack of hairs in the inside of the Viola
obtusa flower.
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Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Viola_phalacrocarpa01RC

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Viola_phalacrocarpa04RC

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Viola_obtusa01RC

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Viola_obtusa20RC

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Viola_japonica02RC


  A Viola verecunda, another Viola obtusa and a Viola japonica.

Apr05_AkigawaHills_
Viola_verecunda03RC

End April 5th, Begin April 6th

  On April 6th we went out to the Ogesawa area and also the Hikage Creek area in search of a few things which we suspected should be out my now. In this first row of April 6th you
can see a Viola bissetii flower, a Viola phalacrocarpa flower, with its hairy inside, and a Viola keiskei flower.

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Viola_bisseti02RC

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Viola_phalacrocarpa03RC

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Viola_keiskei01RC


  Here is another V. keiskei shot and then two shots of V. eizanensis photos. Notice how "butter yellow" the center of the first eizanensis flower is - weird.

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Viola_keiskei02RC

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Viola_eizanensis11RC

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Viola_eizanensis16RC


  Here is one more shot of V. eizanensis and then 2 shots of Viola yezoensis forma discolor - the Takao Violet. This is one of the things we were specifically in search of on this day!
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Apr06_Ogesawa_
Viola_eizanensis26RC

Apr06_Ogesawa_Viola_
yezoensis_f_discolor03RC

Apr06_Ogesawa_Viola_
yezoensis_f_discolor05RC


  Here is one more shot of a Takao Violet - notice how purplish the leaves are on this form of this species. The 2nd shot is a Corydalis lineariloba and the 3rd shot is Chloranthus
japonicus.

Apr06_Hikage_Viola_yezoensis
_f_discolor23_BESTRC

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Corydalis_lineariloba02RC

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Chloranthus_japonicus01RC


  Here is the other prime flower we were in search of on this day - Omphalodes japonica. We found LOTS of them. The 3rd shot is a small lizard. I actually saw 2 of them this close
on this day. I also saw a bee close enough to get stung! It was my day for closeness to small things of nature I guess.

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Omphalodes_japonicus03RC

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Omphalodes_japonicus24RC

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Lizard05RC


  Here are shots of a Trout Lily, an Oxalis (Oxalis griffithi var. kantoensis) and a Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum.

Apr06_Ogesawa_
Erythronium_japonicum02RC

Apr06_Ogesawa_Oxalis_griffithii
_var_kantoensis14RC

Apr06_Hikage_Chrysosplenium_
macrostemon_var_atrandrum03RC


  Here is another thing which we were in search of on this day. We used to find lots of this plant (Mitella pauciflora) here, but there have been fewer and fewer every year! We have
never got what we consider really fine shots of it - it's very tiny flowered and very difficult to focus on. Why fewer and fewer every year? The final shot on this page shows some spring color
on the mountainside.
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Apr06_Hikage_Mitella_
pauciflora07_BESTRC

Apr06_Hikage_Mitella
_pauciflora14RC

Apr06_TakaoCrkSpring
Colors05eRC

End April 6th, End Page 1
And, that shows you what we saw on April 5th and 6th. Thanks so much for taking the time to look.
Please continue on to Page 2 for the continuation of April.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of April 2008!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2008

The photos on this page begin with April 12th in far western Tokyo doing some climbing, then continue to
Mt. Takao and include a camp-out at I-Ccho-Daira. This page ends with April 16th. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin April 12th

  On April 12th Kazuya and I went out to the Hinohara area of far Western Tokyo. We hiked up to the Mazukari Ridge and hiked along it. In this first row you can see a shot of the
river where we started our trek. In the 2nd shot you have the very best shot of Mitella pauciflora we have ever succeeded in getting! In the 3rd shot you you see an escaped domestic violet Viola sororia.
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Apr12_Hinohara
River01RC

Apr12_Hinohara_Viola_
sororia01RC
12Apr_Mazukari_Mitella_
pauciflora02_BESTRC


  The first shot in this row shows Kazuya at Tengu Waterfall, the 2nd shot is of the Cedar Forest around the Aya Waterfall area and the 3rd shot is Aya Waterfall.

12Apr_Mazukari_Cedar
Forest02RC
Apr12_Hinohara_Tengu
_Waterfall07RC

Apr12_Hinohara_Aya_
Waterfall04RC


  The first shot here is Tsu-Tzu-Ra Rock (picture title spelled incorrectly) - notice the rock climber. The next 2 shots show Shortia uniflora. We were very excited to find this very
beautiful and delicate flower. We only found one of them along this trail last year. This year we found LOTS of them. They always grow in the most precarious spots possible, making getting
to them for photos very scary and dangerous.

Apr12_Hinohara_
Tsu_Tsu_Ra_Rock03RC

Apr12_Mazukari_Shortia
_uniflora08seRC
12Apr_Mazukari_Shortia
_uniflora08RC


  Here is a photo of me shooting a Shortia uniflora, Kazuya doing the same thing and another shot of the plant itself.
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12Apr_Mazukari_Shortia
_uniflora22_DanRC

Apr12_Mazukari_Shortia_
uniflora22_KazuyaRC

Apr12_Mazukari_
Shortia_uniflora23RC


  The first shot here shows some scenery from Mazukari Ridge. The next shot is a Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana - a fairly rare violet for us to find. The final shot is a Viola
sieboldi. This was one of the main flowers we came here to find. It is SO TINY that it's really hard to focus on and get good shots of.

Apr12_Mazukari
_Scenery02RC

Apr12_Mazukari_Viola_
chaerophylloides_f_sieboldiana01RC

Apr12_Trail_Viola_
sieboldi25RC


  Here are 2 more photos of Viola sieboldi and a photo of Viola rossii with the delicate pink colored flower and the rolled up leaves.

Apr12_Trail_Viola_
sieboldi35RC

Apr12_Trail_Viola_
sieboldi36_BESTRC

Apr12_Mazukari_
Viola_rossi01RC


  Here are 2 final shots of Shortia uniflora and me at the summit of Mt. Tsuru-Ashi (916 meters = 3,005 feet).

Apr12_Mazukari_
Shortia_uniflora26sbRC

12Apr_Mazukari_
Shortia_uniflora47RC
12Apr_Mazukari_Mt_
Tsuru_Ashi_Dan02RC


  Here is Kazuya at the summit of Mt. Tsuru-Ashi. The 2nd shot is another photo of Viola rossii and the final shot is a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.
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Apr12_Mazukari_Viola_
rossi07RC

Apr12_Hinohara_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedana07RC

Apr12_Mazukari_Mt_
Tsuru_Ashi_Kazuya02RC


  The first shot here is a weird one - the flowers look like Viola bissetii but the leaves appear to be Viola rossii. The 2nd shot is a Viola bissetii.

Apr12_Hinohara_Viola
_bisseti09RC

Apr12_Hinohara_Viola
_bisseti10RC

End April 12th, Begin April 15th

  On April 15th and 16th Kazuya had to work, but I wanted to get out and do something, so I climbed Mt. Takao and hiked to I-Ccho-Daira and camped out there. The first shot in
this row shows a weirdly red Viola eizanensis. The next shot is a very beautiful clump of Mountain Azalea. The 3rd shot is the Mountain Cherry at its peak of blooming.

Apr15_Takao_Viola
_eizanensis_RED06scRC

Apr15_ICchoDaira_Tr
_Azalea06RC

Apr15_ICchoDaira
_Yamazakura04RC


  A clump of Red Pine showing sunset colors on them, next shot is one of the Red Pines and Mountain Cherry in the background. The 3rd shot is the moon through the Cherry
Blossoms - I took this shot looking pretty much straight up from my tent spot.

Apr15_ICchoDaira_
Yamazakura_Moon05RC
Apr15_ICchoDaira_
RedPine02RC
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End April 15th, Begin April 16th

  This shows my camping spot on the morning of April 16th. The next shot is a nice shot of what is probably some kind of sparrow and the 3rd shot shows my camp spot from the
trail on the opposite ridge line. Amazing, eh!

Apr16_ICchoDaira_
Yamazakura_Tent01RC

Apr16_Kobotoke_
Sparrow03CropRC

Apr16_ICchoDaira_From
HikageRoad07RC


  Here is a Viola obtusa a colorful shot of Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum and a beautiful Takao Violet with its purplish leaves (Viola yezoensis f. discolor).

Apr16_Hikage_Viola_
obtusa03RC

Apr16_Hikage_Chrysosplenium_
macrostemon_var_atrandrum03RC

Apr16_Hikage_Viola_yezoensis
_f_discolor05RC


  The first shot here is an Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis another shot of a Takao Violet and a shot of what is locally called Yama Buki.

Apr16_Hikage_Oxalis_griffithii
_var_kantoensis06RC

Apr16_Hikage_Viola_yezoensis
_f_discolor17RC

Apr16_Hikage_
Yama_buki02RC


  And - here are 2 final shots of Takao Violet. This is a violet which we really like to see every year. It is uncommon except in small macro-environments.

Apr16_Hikage_Viola_yezoensis
_f_discolor23RC

Apr16_Hikage_Viola_yezoensis
_f_discolor36RC

End April 16th, End Page 2
And, that shows you what we saw from April 12th through the 16th. Thanks so much for taking the
time to look. Please continue on to Page 3 for the conclusion of this month's adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of April 2008!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2008

This page continues with April 17th at ICU and Nogawa Park, jumps to the 19th at Fujino, in Saitama
Prefecture and then to the 20th - a climb of Takamizu 3 Mountains. It ends with an April 26th climb of Mt.
Sougaku and Mt. Gozen, in the Okutama Area. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 17th

  On April 17th Kazuya had a day off, so we went to Nogawa Park. We found the first Gentiana zollingeri of the season. These first 2 shots are of the same plant. The 3rd shot is an
Ebine Orchid.

Apr17_ICU_Gentiana
_zollingeri10RC

Apr17_ICU_Gentiana
_zollingeri21RC

Apr17_NogawaPk_
Ebine_Orchid02RC


  Here is a shot of incredible purple Ajuga nipponensis, a perfectly formed flower of Lithospermum zollingeri, which is quite rare to see - these flowers are generally attacked by
insects very quickly. The 3rd shot is a beautiful patch of fern.

Apr17_NogawaPk_Ajuga_
nipponensis01RC

Apr17_NogawaPk_Lithospermum
_zollingeri03RC

Apr17_NogawaPk_
Fern01RC

End April 17th, Begin April 19th

  On April 19th Kazuya and I went out to Fujino (picture titles spelled incorrectly), in Kanagawa Prefecture, to a hot spring. On the hike back to the Station from the hot spring
Kazuya spotted this pheasant in a field and we snuck up on it and got these shots. Notice that in the first picture you can see the hen too. Kazuya told me this is a Korean Pheasant, not the
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native Japanese Pheasant.

Apr19_FunjiNo_Pheasants12RC

Apr19_FunjiNo_Pheasant14RC

Apr19_FunjiNo_Pheasant20RC


  Here is a picturesque old abandoned bridge and a weirdly colored shot. This is what it looked like - with some trees leafing out and some not yet leafing out, but it's a strange color
combination - kind of silver and light green!

Apr19_FunjiNo_OldBridge03RC

19Apr_Funjino_SpringColors05RC

End April 19th, Begin April 20th

  On April 20th we went out to Mitake and hiked the Takamizu-san 3 mountain trail. We crossed over the tops of Sougaku Mtn. (756 m = 2,480 ft), Iwatakeishi Mtn. (793 m = 2,602
ft) and Takamizu Mtn. (759 m = 2,490 ft). These 2 shots are both Viola rossii - you can identify it by the tightly rolled up leaves.

Apr20_Takamizu3Mtns_
Viola_rossi20RC

Apr20_Takamizu3Mtns_
Viola_rossi22RC


  Here are 2 scenery shots. The first is from the summit of Iwatakeishi Yama and the 2nd shot is the town of Iksubata taken from the summit of Takamizu San.

Apr20_Iwatakeishi_
Yama_Scenery02RC

Apr20_Takamizu_San_
Ikusabata02RC

End April 20th, Begin April 26th

  On April 26 we went out and climbed Mt. Sougaku (1,341 m = 4,400 ft) and Mt. Gozen (1,405 m = 4,610 ft) in the Okutama Lake Area. It was cloudy and rainy. The first photo
here shows a Trout Lily covered with rain drops. The 2nd shot shows a vague view of Okutama Lake from Mt. Sasuzawa. The 3rd shot is another new Violet we found for the first time - a
cross between Viola rossii and Viola bissetii. We've now found several new violets (first time for us - not new species) this season.
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Apr26_OkutamaLake_from
_Mt_Sasuzawa02RC
Apr26_Sougaku_
Erythronium_japonicum03RC

Apr26_MtSougakuGozen_Viola_
rossi_x_Viola_bisseti03RC


  Here is another shot of the cross between Viola rossii and Viola bissetii followed by a scenery shot and then another Trout Lily Shot.

Apr26_Sougaku_Viola_rossi_
x_Viola_bisseti03RC

Apr26_Sougaku_
Scenery02RC

Apr26_Sougaku_Erythronium_
japonicum05RC


  Here are 2 shots of a rain drop covered Pseudostellaria palibiniana and then another raindrop covered Trout Lily.

Apr26_Gozen_Pseudostellaria
_palibiniana01RC

Apr26_Gozen_Pseudostellaria
_palibiniana02RC

Apr26_Gozen_Erythronium_
japonicum02RC


  Here is another new violet for us - Viola shikokiana. We found lots of the plants but very few in bloom, it was still too early for them to be in full bloom. The final shot is a Trillium
smallii in bloom.

Apr26_Gozen_Viola_
shikokiana07RC

Apr26_Gozen_Trillium_
smallii02RC
Apr26_MtSougakuGozen_
Viola_shikokiana07RC


  Here are 2 scenery shots taken on the way down. Seeing as it was raining and the rain was a surprise (not called for in the forecast) we were unprepared and therefore wet and
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cold by the time we got to a bus stop on the highway! It was a very tiring day.

Apr26_Gozen_DownTrail
Scene01RC
Apr26_MtSougakuGozen
_Sakai_Bashi03RC

End April 26th, End Page 3, End April 2008's Photos

  This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    November 11, 2007 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
By the way - Kazuya is still maintaining his blog, which exhibits different photos than shown here
(mostly - I have used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the
"Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We sincerely hope you found
something which was of interest to you.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of April 2009!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2009

This page begins with April 4th - Cherry Blossoms and other flowers on the ICU campus - and takes you
through April 11th at 10:41 AM on the Takamizu 3 Mountains trail. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 4th - 8th

  The first shot here is the Viola variegata var. variegata on our porch on April 4th. The next 2 shots, on April 5th, are Cherry Blossoms along the main road into the ICU
(International Christian University) campus. ICU is only a 5 minute walk from our house.

Apr04_Porch_Viola_
variegata_var_variegata05aRC

Apr05_ICU_19_
CherryBlossomsRC

Apr05_ICU_25_
CherryBlossomsRC


  In 1st and 3rd position are shots of Gentiana zollingeri on the ICU campus. I gave Kazuya a new camera on April 3rd for an early Birthday present. It's a Canon SX110-IS. The 2nd
photo is Kazuya using his new camera.

Apr05_ICU_36_Gentiana
_zollingeriRC

Apr05_ICU_44_
Gentiana_zollingeri_BESTRC
Apr05_ICU_31_Cherry
Blossoms_KazuyaRC


  On the ICU campus we found a patch of Viola grypoceras var. variegata. This Viola grypoceras is a pretty common violet around here, but the variegated form (the red veins in the
leaves) is not so common and it's always hard to get a decent shot of the red veins. This shot (2nd photo) came out very nice. The 3rd shot is a Viola keiskei.

Apr05_ICU_72_Viola_
grypoceras_var_variegataRC

Apr05_ICU_83_
Viola_keiskeiRC
April5th_ICU71_Viola_
grypoceras_var_variegataRC
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  The first photo here is a Viola betonicifolia var. albescens at Nogawa Park. The next 2 shots show you where we stopped for lunch in Musashino Park on this fine Cherry Blossom
day. Of course we had some very high grade Japanese Sake with us to drink on this special occasion.

April5th_Nogawa_Musashino
Park03_Viola_mandshuricaRC

April5th_Nogawa_Musashino
Park15_CherryBlossomsRC

April5th_Nogawa_Musashino
Park31_CherryBlossomsRC


  Here are 2 shots of different types of Flowering Peach in Musashino Park and then a night shot of Cherry Blossoms with the April 8th nearly full moon.

April5th_Nogawa_Musashino
Park37_FloweringPeachRC

Apr05_MusashinoPk13_
Flowering_PeachRC

April8th_Mitaka
NightCherry04RC

End April 4th - 8th, Begin April 10th

  On April 10th we went out to the Tama Forest Science Garden to see the beautiful Cherry Blossoms at that place. The first shot is a shot of young Maple leaves. The next 2 shots
are beautiful cherry blossoms.

April10th_TamaForest
ScienceGarden003_MapleRC

Apr10_TakaoSciGar14_
CherryBlossomsRC
April10th_TamaForestScience
Garden040_CherryBlossomsRC


  Here is a beautiful cherry tree with a blue sky background. The 2nd shot is a fine specimen of a type of Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.), followed by a shot from one of the trails in
the garden.

Apr10_TakaoSciGar36
_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr10_TakaoSciGar49
_CherryBlossomsRC
Apr10_TakaoSciGar52_
Arisaema_spRC
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  The first shot here is a very young leaf of a type of edible fern. The 2nd shot is a beautiful patch of Viola grypoceras. The 3rd photo is another cherry tree.

Apr10_TakaoSciGar53
_YoungFernRC

Apr10_TakaoSciGar67
_Viola_grypocerasRC

April10th_TamaForestScience
Garden114_CherryBlossomsRC


  The first 2 shots in this row are fine examples of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata. Note the white variegations in the leaves. The 3rd shot is one more beautiful cherry
tree.

Apr10_TakaoSciGar90_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedana_f_variegataRC

Apr10_TakaoSciGar91_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedana_f_variegataRC

April10th_TamaForestScience
Garden175_CherryBlossomsRC


  Here are the final 2 shots at the Tama Forest Science Center - a shot of the 2 of us with big smiles and enjoying the fine weather day with the Cherry Blossoms.

April10th_TamaForestScience
Garden190_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr10_TakaoSciGar107_
CherryBlossoms_KazuyaRC

End April 10th, Begin April 11th

  On April 11th Kazuya and I hiked the Takamizu 3 Mountains trail. We crossed the summits of Mt. Sougaku (756 m = 2,480 ft), Mt. Iwatakeishi (793 m = 2,602 ft) and Mt.
Takamizu (759 m = 2,490 ft). This is a wonderful trail for several kinds of violets. The first 2 shots are Viola sieboldi and the 3rd shot is a Viola sieboldi f. variegata - with white variegations
in the leaves.

Apr11_Takamizu001_
Viola_sieboldiRC

Apr11_Takamizu002_
Viola_sieboldiRC

Apr11_Takamizu012_Viola
_sieboldi_f_variegataRC


  Here is one more shot of a Viola sieboldi f. variegata - with white variegations in the leaves - and then a normal Viola sieboldi with Kazuya's hand for a scale reference. The final
shot is a new violet for us, a Viola grypoceras f. purpurellocalcarata. This shot was taken at 10:41 AM, the trail still has much to show us.
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Apr11_Takamizu013_Viola
_sieboldi_f_variegataRC

April11th_Takamizu3Mts019
_Viola_sieboldiRC

April11th_Takamizu3Mts036_Viola
_grypoceras_f_purpurellocalcarataRC

End Page 1, but April 11th continues on Page 2
Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of today's adventures, picking up at 11:48 AM.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of April 2009!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2009

Okay, as I said on the previous page, we'll continue at 11:48 AM, April 11th on the Takamizu 3 Mountains
trail. This page will then take you through the end of the day on April 12th - a trip to the Akigawa Hills. Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

April 11th Continues From Page 1 (at 11:48 AM)

  Okay, as I said on the previous page, this continues the adventure of April 11th. The first and 2nd shots are Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. The 3rd shot is only found on steep
rock faces. Usually we find it on a different trail, but this year we found this Shortia uniflora on this trail.

April11th_Takamizu3Mts045_
Viola_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Apr11_Takamizu073_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Apr11_Takamizu090_
Shortia_unifloraRC


  The first 2 shots here are Viola rossii, a very beautiful colored violet. The first shot shows the flower and the 2nd shot shows the early leaf. The 3rd shot is a violet we have
searched for during the past 2 years. It is an Okutama violet - a natural hybrid of Viola eizanensis and Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana - it's called Viola X savatieri.
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Apr11_Takamizu091_
Viola_rossiRC

Apr11_Takamizu093_
Viola_rossiRC

Apr11_Takamizu111_
Viola_X_savatieriRC


  Here are 2 more shots of the Viola X savatieri and a scenic shot from the summit of Mt. Iwatakeishi (793 m = 2,602 ft).

Apr11_Takamizu116_
Viola_X_savatieriRC

Apr11_Takamizu125_
Viola_X_savatieriRC

April11th_Takamizu3Mts
122_IwatakeishiYama_SceneRC


  Here are 2 shots showing Kazuya and I on the summit of Mt. Iwatakeishi. The 3rd shot is another fairly rare hybrid violet - a cross between Viola eizanensis and Viola violacea var.
makinoi. The name of this is Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea. We found this one last year, but it had pretty much finished blossoming last year. This year we hit it at a great time for
the flowers.

April11th_Takamizu3Mts124
_IwatakeishiYama_Summit_DanRC

Apr11_Takamizu130_Viola_x_
taradakensis_var_eizalaceaRC
Apr11_Takamizu126_
Iwatakeishi_Summit_KazuyaRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea. The 3rd shot is a Viola violacea var. makinoi - what we call the "hands-up" violet because of the way the leaves
stand straight up.

Apr11_Takamizu141_Viola_x_
taradakensis_var_eizalaceaRC

April11th_Takamizu3Mts150_Viola
_x_taradakensis_var_eizalaceaRC

Apr11_Takamizu145_Viola
_violacea_var_makinoiRC


  Here is a shot of a Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum), then a nicely colored shot of Viola rossii and another beautiful shot of a Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum).
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Apr11_Takamizu159
_Viola_rossiRC
Apr11_Takamizu177_
Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr11_Takamizu181_
Erythronium_japonicumRC


  The first shot here shows contrasting colors between 2 different plants of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana followed by 2 more exquisite shots of Trout Lily (Erythronium
japonicum).

Apr11_Takamizu188_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Apr11_Takamizu193_
Erythronium_japonicumRC
Apr11_Takamizu195_
Erythronium_japonicumRC


  Kazuya spotted a Japanese Serow (Capricornis crispus) (Kamoshika in Japanese) a little ways off the trail. We were able to get quite close this time (See October 2008, July 2008
and February 2007's photos for more shots). It's so amazing to see this animal. The first shot is included just because it's cute! Nice conclusion to this day, eh?

Apr11_Takamizu210
_KamoshikaRC

Apr11_Takamizu218
_Kamoshika_BESTRC

Apr11_Takamizu225
_Kamoshika_BESTRC

End April 11th, Begin April 12th

  On April 12th Kazuya and I went to a place on the Itsukaichi Train Line, which we don't want people to know the name of. The first photo here is a Disporum smilacinum and its
flower. The 2nd and 3rd shots are of a very tiny little violet - Viola violacea. These are so small that they can very easily be overlooked. We were a bit late for their flowering peak, but with
much searching, we DID find some.

Apr12_AkigawaHills_
002_Disporum_smilacinumRC
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  Here is a shot of a bamboo forest which we hiked through and then 2 more shots of Viola violacea. The 3rd shot shows my finger for you to gauge the scale with.

April12th_Akigawa007_
BambooForestRC

Apr12_AkigawaHills_027
_Viola_violaceaRC
April12th_Akigawa014
_Viola_violaceaRC


  Here is a shot of shot of Viola violacea, then a shot of the trail and forest, followed by a shot of Viola obtusa.

Apr12_AkigawaHills_046
_Viola_violaceaRC

Apr12_AkigawaHills_048
_Viola_obtusaRC
Apr12_AkigawaHills_
040_SceneryRC


  The first 2 shots are of Viola obtusa, followed by another shot of Viola violacea.

Apr12_AkigawaHills_049
_Viola_obtusaRC

Apr12_AkigawaHills_055
_Viola_obtusaRC

Apr12_AkigawaHills_066
_Viola_violaceaRC


  Here are 2 final shots of Viola violacea. The 2nd shot shows both an acorn and a cherry flower petal for scale. The 3rd shot is a Viola verecunda.

April12th_Akigawa070
_Viola_violaceaRC


  The final 2 shots for today show you 2 more views of Viola obtusa.
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_Viola_violaceaRC

Apr12_AkigawaHills_125
_Viola_verecundaRC
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Apr12_AkigawaHills_126
_Viola_verecundaRC

Apr12_AkigawaHills_128
_Viola_verecundaRC

End April 12th, End Page 2

  This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
Kazuya has his - blog all updated now with his latest photos and writings and it is very beautiful. If you
want to take a look at it you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new
window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the conclusion
of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of April 2009!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2009

The photos on this page continue with April 17th, a trip to Niigata Prefecture, and go through the end of the
month and a climbing trip in Gunma Prefecture. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 17th, 18th & 19th

  On April 17, 18 & 19 Kazuya and I both had 3 day weekends, so we went up towards Niigata and climbed Mt. Kakuda (481.7 m = 1,580 ft), in the town of Maki. The first picture
shows the routes we climbed and descended (we climbed this same mountain on 2 different days, using different trails every time). The 2nd shot is an interesting species of Jack-in-the Pulpit
(Arisaema sp.) - note the incredibly long tail on this plant. The 3rd picture is a Heloniopsis orientalis.
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Apr_17_MtKakuda003
_BusMapCropRC

Apr_17_MtKakuda067_
Heloniopsis_orientalisRC
Apr_17_MtKakuda031
_Arisaema_spRC


  Here is another shot of Heloniopsis orientalis and then 2 shots of Viola vaginata, both the flower and the leaves.

Apr_17_MtKakuda083_
Heloniopsis_orientalisRC

Apr_17_MtKakuda092_
Viola_vaginataRC

Apr_17_MtKakuda093_
Viola_vaginataRC


  Here is a picture of the flower spur of Viola vaginata. The 2nd shot is a good one of Kazuya. The 3rd shot shows the scenery from the "up" trail on our 2nd days climb. The land off
in the distance is Sado Island.

Apr_17_MtKakuda094_
Viola_vaginataRC

Apr18_MtKakuda010_
KakudaBeachSceneryRC
Apr18_MtKakuda016_Kakuda
BeachScenery_KazuyaRC


  The first shot here is a scenic shot looking inland, the 2nd shot is a scenic shot looking seaward and the 3rd shot is a Lithospermum zollingeri.

Apr18_MtKakuda019_Kakuda
BeachSceneryRC

Apr18_MtKakuda043_
Lithospermum_zollingeriRC
Apr18_MtKakuda037_Kakuda
BeachSceneryRC
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  Here is a shot looking towards the summit of the mountain we are climbing (the far ridge, not the near little mound) and then 2 shots looking seaward. The 3rd shot was taken at
the same place as the 2nd shot, it is just zoomed in to the lighthouse.

Apr18_MtKakuda049_
MountainSceneryRC

Apr18_MtKakuda054_Mountain
Scenery_LighthouseRC

Apr18_MtKakuda056_Mountain
Scenery_LighthouseRC


  Here are 2 distant scenes of snow covered mountains from the summit of Mt. Kakuda and then a shot which shows how much Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) there was on this
mountain.

Apr18_MtKakuda134
_SceneryRC

Apr18_MtKakuda138
_SceneryRC

Apr18_MtKakuda146_
Erythronium_japonicumRC


  The first photo here shows an amazing root of Viola vaginata on Mt. Kakuda - looks like these plants live for several years, eh! The 2nd and 3rd shots are Viola brevistipulata. On
our 3rd day we were heading for home and got off at a town called Ojiya and hiked from there up a small valley and found these yellow violets. We really wanted to find some yellow violets and we succeeded!!

Apr19_Ojiya_Viola
_brevistupulata13RC

Apr19_Ojiya_Viola
_brevistupulata20RC

Apr18_MtKakuda088_
Viola_vaginata_rootRC


  Here are 2 final shots of Viola brevistipulata. These 2 shots give you an idea of how prolific these violets were in the area where we searched for them. We were extremely
fortunate to find them so easily and in such numbers.
    And that shows you the best of the best from our 3 day outing.

Apr19_Ojiya_Viola
_brevistupulata39RC
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April19th_Ojiya64_
Viola_brevistipulataRC

End April 17th, 18th & 19th, Begin April 24th & 25th

  On April 24th Kazuya and I went to Gunma Prefecture and climbed Mt. Narukami (980 m = 3,214 ft) in search of a violet we had never seen before - Viola eizanensis var.
simplicifolia. The first shot shows you a scenery photo of beautiful delicate spring green colors. The 2nd and 3rd photos are the new violet. It is a simple leaved version of Viola eizanensis.

Apr24_MtNarukami011_Viola_
eizanensis_var_simplicifoliaRC

April24th_MtNarukami046_Viola
_eizanensis_var_simplicifoliaRC

Apr24_MtNarukami003
_SceneryRC


  Here are 2 more scenery shots along the trail up Mt. Narukami. Notice the first shot is 100% cedar forest and the 2nd shot is hardwoods. The 3rd photo is a shot of the flower spur
of the Viola eizanensis var. simplicifolia.

Apr24_MtNarukami048_Viola_
eizanensis_var_simplicifoliaRC
Apr24_MtNarukami022
_SceneryRC

Apr24_MtNarukami027
_SceneryRC


  The first shot here shows me hiking along the trail through more hardwood forest. The 2nd shot is a different place along the trail. The 3rd shot is a great flower photo of the Viola
eizanensis var. simplicifolia which we traveled here to see.

April24th_MtNarukami155
_SceneryRC

Apr24_MtNarukami081_
SceneryRC

April24th_MtNarukami176_Viola
_eizanensis_var_simplicifoliaRC


  The first photo in this row is the final shot of the Viola eizanensis var. simplicifolia. The 2nd shot is me at the summit of the mountain and the 3rd shot shows you what we saw
from the summit of Mt. Narukami.
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Apr24_MtNarukami082_Viola_
eizanensis_var_simplicifoliaRC

April24th_MtNarukami216_
Summit_SceneryRC

April24th_MtNarukami218_
Summit_SceneryRC


  The first photo here is the final shot taken on Mt. Narukami - a pretty waterfall. On April 25th we rode the Watarase Keikoku Railway from Kiryu to Mato - the entire length of this
Railway Line - it follows the Watarase River through the middle of nowhere! An interesting train, as you can see, the train is only 1 car - and it was not crowded! The 3rd shot is at Mato where we waited for a bus and took it to Nikko, and eventually took a train headed for home.

Apr24_MtNarukami135
_SceneryRC

Apr25_Watarase_
Keikoku_Train13RC

Apr25_Watarase_Keikoku
_EndOfLine16RC

End April 24th & 25, End Page 3, End April 2009's Photos

  This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
Kazuya has his - blog all updated now with his latest photos and writings and it is very beautiful. If you
want to take a look at it you can find it HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new
window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the conclusion
of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2010 - Favorite Photo
"Cherry Blossoms" - Taken at Katsunuma Budoukyou in Yamanashi Prefecture. April 10th, 10:35 AM.

APRIL 2010: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Cherry Blossoms By Night And By Day * Viola grypoceras f. variegata * A 2,000 Year Old Cherry Tree * Peach Blossom Festival Yamanashi Prefecture * Takamizu 3 Mountains Climb - April 11th * Viola violacea var. makinoi * Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana * Shortia uniflora * Viola sieboldi * Viola X savatieri *
Mountain Scenery * Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) * Viola rossii * Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis * Skunk Cabbage (Lysichiton camtschatcense) Flowers * Primrose (Primula sieboldii) *
Jindai Botanical Garden Rhododendron spp. * Viola confusa ssp. nagasakiensis * Ajuga reptans * Viola verecunda * Lamium galeobdolon * April 18th Trip To Yamanashi Prefecture Nagasaka to Hinoharu Station Hike * Beautiful Mountain Scenery * Viola keiskei * Viola mirabilis var. subglabra * Viola yezoensis * Viola obtusa * Euphorbia sieboldiana * April 24th Climb
of Takamizu 3 Mountains (Again) - Scenery And Violets * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of April 2010!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2010

This page begins with April 3rd, a trip around the neighborhood at night taking photos of Cherry Blossoms.
It then continues with April 4th and an outing to celebrate the Cherry Blossom Season around this
immediate area. The next adventure was by Kazuya on April 9th (I had to work that day and he did not). He
went to Yamanashi Prefecture and visited a HUGE 2,000 year old Cherry Tree (Rows 9 & 10). On April 10th
we went to Yamanashi Prefecture and Yamanashi City together and visited the Peach Orchards and also
found some more beautiful Cherry Trees. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 3rd and 4th

  On the night of April 3rd Kazuya and I went for a walk around the neighborhood and took some photos of Cherry Blossoms using our flash. That is kind of fun - you don't know for
sure what you'll end up with. Here are 3 of the best - one by me and 2 by Kazuya.

Apr3_NeighborhoodCherry
BlossomsAtNight_01RC

April3rd_NightNeiborhood
003_CherryBlossomsRC

April3rd_NightNeiborhood
010_CherryBlossomsRC


  Then, on the 4th we went out on our bicycles for our annual "HANAMI - which translates as "flower viewing". It is always used in reference to Cherry Blossom season only though.
This is the time when the Cherry Blossoms are at their peak and people go out with a picnic lunch and eat and drink under the Cherry Trees. We go to the same places every year. This year
the weather was not so great - it was mostly cloudy all day, but at least it didn't rain. Here are 3 photos taken on the ICU (International Christian University) campus, very near our home.
These are all pink flowers in this row.

Apr4_ICU_
Hanami_010_RC

Apr4_ICU_
Hanami_013_RC
April4th013
_ICU_HanamiRC


  In this row you can see 2 relatively close up shots and a shot at the center of the ICU campus.

April4th015_ICU_HanamiRC

April4th018
_ICU_HanamiRC

Apr4_ICU_
Hanami_019_RC


  These 3 shots are all taken from near the campus center, looking back down the main entry road towards the main gate. The 3rd shot is zoomed to quite an extent, so you can
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easily see the foreshortening which is caused by a telephoto lens.

April4th024
_ICU_HanamiRC

Apr4_ICU_
Hanami_030_RC

Apr4_ICU_
Hanami_038_RC


  Here is a final shot on the entry road - this was about the only moment all day long when the sun actually shined. The 2nd and 3rd shots are Viola grypoceras f. variegata - you can
easily see why this is forma variegata, as the red veins in the leaves really show up good.

Apr4_ICU_
Hanami_051_RC

April4th043_ICU_Viola
_grypoceras_f_variegataRC

April4th046_ICU_Viola
_grypoceras_f_variegataRC


  Here is a final shot of Viola grypoceras f. variegata. The 2nd shot is very near the Place in Musashino Park where we sat under the blossoms and ate our lunch and drank our fine
"Kami-no-Itazura" (God's Prank) Sake. The 3rd shot is a close up of some blossoms and this shot has been enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro.

Apr4_ICU_Viola_grypoceras
_f_variegata_060_RC

April4th050_
MusashinoP_HanamiRC

Apr4_NogawaMusashino
Pk_Hanami_15SIP_RC


  The first 2 shots in this row are of a bi-colored Cherry Tree - these are very uncommon. The 3rd shot is a very interesting Hamamelis sp.

Apr4_NogawaMusashino
Pk_Hanami_34_RC

Apr4_NogawaMusashinoPk_
Hanami_56_HamamelisRC
Apr4_NogawaMusashino
Pk_Hanami_36_RC


  Here is a shot of Kazuya under a cherry tree - nice smile! The 2nd shot is in Nogawa Park and I used two photos to create this "High Dynamic Range" photo using Photomatix Pro
3.2 Software. The 3rd shot, the final one of the day, is a final Pink Flowered Cherry Tree.
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Apr4_NogawaMusashinoPk
_Hanami_61_2_TMRC
Apr4_NogawaMusashino
Pk_Hanami_17_KazuyaRC

April4th070_Musashino
P_HanamiRC

End April 3rd and 4th, Begin April 9th

  Kazuya visited Yamanashi Prefecture alone on April 9th because I had to work on that day. He went to Nirasaki and visited this 2,000 year old Cherry Tree (see below). You can see
that it has many poles to hold it up, but it is very impressive. Both of these photos have been enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro to reduce the blackness of the trunk and make it visible.

April9th038SIP
Nirasaki_JindaiZakuraRC

April9th039SIP
Nirasaki_JindaiZakuraRC


  Here is a photo of the 2,000 year old Cherry Tree from a different angle. The 2nd photo was taken from the train window - a very nice cherry tree. I used Photoshop to remove
some high-tension wires which were in the upper portion of this photo.

April9th105Nirasaki
_JindaiZakuraRC

April9th111TMCNirasaki
_WanizukaCherryRC

End April 9th, Begin April 10th

  On Saturday, April 10th, we went to Yamanashi Prefecture together and got off the train at Yamanashi City. We took a bus up towards the Hotarakashi Hot Spring and got off at the
"Fruits Center". The 2nd photo is actually the first photo taken - it is a peach tree in front of Yamanashi City Train Station. The 1st photo was taken from up on the mountain near the "Fruits
Center" and it looks back down towards the city. Look at all of the Peach Trees in bloom. This shot was Tone-Mapped - using 3 shots. The pink did not show at all in any of the single photos.
The 3rd shot is a close shot of a Peach Tree branch.

Apr10_Yamanashi_Shi_Peach
BlossomFest_025_26_27_TMRC
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Apr10_Yamanashi_Shi
StationPeach_02RC


  The first shot in this row is an extremely beautiful group of cherry trees. It has been enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro. The 2nd shot is another beautiful cherry tree and has
also been enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro. The 3rd shot is another shot looking down into the valley, well, actually it is 3 shots Tone-Mapped into one photo so that the pink will show
up.

Apr10_Yamanashi_Shi_Peach
BlossomFest_058_59_60TMRC

April10th029SIP_
YamanashiShi_CherryRC
Apr10_Yamanashi_Shi_
PeachBlossomFest_057SIPRC


  Here are 2 more shots showing the pink peach blossoms. They are each Tone-Mapped from a single photo. The 3rd shot is at a different place - later in the afternoon we took a
train to Katsunuma Budoukyo. The cherry trees were also very beautiful there. This shot has been enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro. You may recall that we also went there in January.

April10th034TM_E_
YamanashiShi_PeachRC

April10th045TM_E_
YamanashiShi_PeachRC

Apr10_KatsunumaBudoukyou
_Cherry_Peach_009SIP_RC


  Here are 2 beautiful Peach Blossom Shots at Katsunuma Budoukyo.

April10th058
Katsunuma_PeachRC
Apr10_Katsunuma
Budoukyou_Peach_027_RC

End April 10th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of April 2010!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2010

This page begins with April 11th, a climb of Takamizu 3 Mountains Trail, near Mitake. Takamizu 3 Mountains
Trail include climbs of Mt. Sougaku (759 m = 2,490 ft), Mt. Iwatakeishi (793 m = 2,602 ft) and Mt. Takamizu
(756 m = 2,480 ft). It takes all day. The next outing was a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden on April 17th. We
had planned a different outing, but we got up on the morning of the 17th and it was snowing, so we changed
our plan. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 11th

  On April 11th Kazuya and I hiked the Takamizu 3 Mountains Trail. That involves crossing the summit of 3 peaks; Mt. Sougaku (759 m = 2,490 ft), Mt. Iwatakeishi (793 m = 2,602
ft) and Mt. Takamizu (756 m = 2,480 ft). It is a day-long hike. This was the 6th time we did it. We always find the most incredible hybrid violets along this trail. This year we were a bit early
for many of them, although it was exactly the same date we climbed it last year and had great success. In this row you can see a very beautifully colored Viola grypoceras, the first Viola
violacea var. makinoi we've seen this year and also the first Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana we've seen this year.

Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns_
009_Viola_grypocerasRC

Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns
_027_Viola_violaceaRC

Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns_035_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC


  In this row you can see one more Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and then 2 shots of Shortia uniflora. The Shortia uniflora only grows on the most dangerously steep rock faces.
It is always a challenge to get to it to photograph. This year was no exception.

Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns_045Crop_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns_
059_Shortia_unifloraRC

April11thTakamizu3Mts
054_Shortia_unifloraRC


  Here is a final shot of Shortia uniflora, followed by a Viola sieboldi. The 3rd shot is Viola X taradakensis var. eizalacea, one of the Violets we had REALLY hoped to find this trip and we found it. It is a cross between Viola eizanensis and Viola violacea var. makinoi. In all of our years and miles of hiking we have only found 3 of this plant. We were able to photograph
this very same plant last year too.
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Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns_
068SIP_Shortia_unifloraRC

Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns
_070_Viola_sieboldiRC

April11thTakamizu3Mts064
SIP_Viola_X_savatieriRC


  Here are 3 more shots of this exceedingly hard to find Violet; Viola X taradakensis var. eizalacea, the cross between Viola eizanensis and Viola violacea var. makinoi.

April11thTakamizu3Mts
065_Viola_X_savatieriRC

April11thTakamizu3Mts
066_Viola_X_savatieriRC

Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns_100
TMPS_Viola_X_savatieriRC


  Here are 2 final shots of Viola X taradakensis var. eizalacea. The 3rd shot in this row was taken from the summit of Mt. Iwatakeishi. It is actually 3 shots, Tone-Mapped with
Photomatix Pro Software to create a single "High Dynamic Range" (HDR) Photo.

April11thTakamizu3Mts
072_Viola_X_savatieriRC

Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns_117_18_19
TM_IwatakeIshiSummitSceneryRC
April11thTakamizu3Mts
071_Viola_X_savatieriRC


  And here are the final 2 shots of April 11th. The first is a Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum). It is actually 3 shots which have been "Fused" into a single photo - again using the
Photomatix Pro Software. The final shot has been enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro to reduce the dark shadows - it was getting late in the day and I actually used the flash for this
photo. It is Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis - one of the many Sorrels.

Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns_148SIP_
Oxalis_griffithii_var_kantoensisRC
Apr11_Takamizu3Mtns_140_41_42
Fused_Erythronium_japonicumRC

End April 11th, Begin April 17th

  On April 17th we had planned to go to the mountains to find violets, but when we got up it was snowing. So, we went back to sleep and went to Jindai Botanical Garden later in the
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day - after the snow had stopped and melted off. The first photo is a type of Skunk Cabbage (Lysichiton camtschatcense) in the Aquatic portion of the Botanical Garden. The 2nd shot is a
very small piece of a Primrose (Primula sieboldii) exhibition which was happening on this date. The 3rd shot is a Tone-Mapped image - the result of Tone-Mapping 3 "Exposure Bracketed"
shots taken in the Aquatic portion of the Garden.

Apr17_JindaiBG_17_Aqua_
Lysichiton_camtschatcenseRC

Apr17_JindaiBG_Aqua
_025_26_27_TM_RC
April17thJindaiBG006TM
_PrimulaSieboldiiRC


  The first shot in this row is identical to the 3rd image in the previous row, but on the right-hand side you can see the 3 original images which this photo resulted from. The top
image is the correct exposure, the center photo is under-exposed and the bottom image is over-exposed. The Tone-Mapped image is one possible result of using Photomatix Pro 3.2 software
and Tone-Mapping those 3 photos. The 2nd shot is a beautiful shot of the amazing greenery of early spring. The 3rd image is another Tone-Mapped image of one of the Pavilions inside of
Jindai Botanical Garden.

Apr17_JindaiBG_Aqua
_025_26_27_And_TM_RC
April17thJindai
BG037RC

Apr17_JindaiBG
_028_29_30_TMRC


  The first photo in this row is inside of the greenhouse at Jindai Botanical Garden. It is a Strongylodon macrobotrys. I don't know where it originates. The 3rd shot is also inside of
the greenhouse - a "Battle of Egypt" Orchid. The center photo is NOT in the greenhouse. it is one of several Rhododendron sp. bushes which they have planted.

Apr17_JindaiBG_
066_RhododendronRC
Apr17_JindaiBG_041_Greenhouse
_Strongylodon_macrobotrysRC

Apr17_JindaiBG_048
_Greenhouse_OrchidRC


  Here are 2 more Rhododendron sp. bushes with a beautiful blue-sky background. The 3rd shot is a Viola confusa ssp. nagasakiensis, a very small plant, which you can recognize by
the toothpick which I used for scale. It is Tone-Mapped from a single photo and the brightness and contrast have also been adjusted.
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April17thJindaiBG
065_RhododendronRC

Apr17_JindaiBG_
075_RhododendronRC

Apr17_JindaiBG_085TMBC_Viola
_confusa_ssp_nagasakiensisRC


  Here is an Ajuga reptans - I like the shade of blue of this flower and it records correctly with a digital camera. The 2nd shot is a Viola verecunda. You can easily see the hairs inside
of the flower. The 3rd shot is a Lamium galeobdolon - it has a beautifully variegated leaf. According to Wikipedia it is an invasive species of weed.

Apr17_JindaiBG_099
_Viola_verecundaRC
Apr17_JindaiBG_104
_Ajuga_reptansRC

Apr17_JindaiBG_109
_Lamium_galeobdolonRC

End April 17th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of April 2010!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2010

This page includes only an outing of April 18th, a trip to Yamanashi Prefecture and a hike of the
"Oomurasaki Shizen-hodou" Trail from Nagasaka Train Station to Hinoharu Station (10.0 km). Click on any
thumbnail to begin.
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Begin April 18th

  On April 18th Kazuya and I got up at 4:30 AM and got ready and headed off on a 6:23 AM train from Musashisakai. We had to change trains at Tachikawa, and from there we went
direct to Nagasaka Station in Yamanashi Prefecture, arriving there at around 9:25 AM. Then we hiked the "Oomurasaki Shizen-hodou" Trail from Nagasaka Train Station to Hinoharu Station
(10.0 km). In this first row you can see 3 Mountain Scenery photos taken from near Nagasaka Station. The first photo shows Mt. Yatsugatake - which we climbed back in July of 2009. The
2nd and 3rd photos are Mt. Kai-Komagatake - different zoom factors is all.

Apr18_Nagasaka_
MountainScenery_005_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_Mountain
Scenery_013_14_15_TM_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_
MountainScenery_018_RC


  Here are 2 more photos of Mt. Kai-Komagatake (the 2nd photo is Tone-Mapped from 3 photos). The 3rd shot is a nice cherry tree with mountains in the background. Sorry about
the ugly fence - not much I could do about it.

Apr18_Nagasaka_
MountainScenery_022_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_Mountain
Scenery_030_31_32_TM_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_
MountainScenery_033_RC


  Here is the first violet photo of the day - a Viola keiskei. The 2nd photo is an area we passed by where we had pretty good mountain scenery. The 3rd shot is one of the violets we
came to this specific place in search of, a Viola mirabilis var. subglabra. We were quite excited when we found this one. There were many of them - mostly in one relatively small area.

Apr18_Nagasaka_
039_Viola_keiskei_RC

April18thOomurasaki
Trail019RC

April18thOomurasakiTrail029
_ViolaMirabilisVarSubglabraRC

Apr18_Nagasaka_Viola_
mirabilis_var_subglabra_036_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_Viola_
mirabilis_var_subglabra_039_RC


  Here are 3 more shots of Viola mirabilis var. subglabra.

April18thOomurasakiTrail036
_ViolaMirabilisVarSubglabraRC


  Here are the final 3 shots of Viola mirabilis var. subglabra.
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Apr18_Nagasaka_Viola_
mirabilis_var_subglabra_051_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_Viola_
mirabilis_var_subglabra_060_RC
April18thOomurasakiTrail064
_ViolaMirabilisVarSubglabraRC


  Here is a Lycaena phlaeas butterfly, pretty little thing isn't it! The 2nd shot is a Viola phalacrocarpa. We don't see many of this violet around our usual haunts, but we saw several
of them this day. The 3rd photo is a Lithospermum zollingeri, one of Kazuya's favorite flowers.

April18thOomurasakiTrail
083_LycaenaPhlaeasRC

Apr18_Nagasaka_
Lithospermum_zollingeri_099_RC
April18thOomurasakiTrail
082_ViolaPhalacrocarpaRC


  Here are 3 photos of Viola yezoensis or "Hikage Violet". This is one which we do see around here, but which we have not seen yet this season around here.

April18thOomurasakiTrail
091_ViolaYezoensisRC

Apr18_Nagasaka_
Viola_yezoensis_105_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_
Viola_yezoensis_107_RC


  Here is a shot of a creek which we crossed over (on a bridge). The 2nd and 3rd shots are Viola rossii (the 3rd shot being the leaves) - such a beautifully colored violet. Another one
which we DO see around here, but have not yet seen this season.

April18th
OomurasakiTrail101RC

Apr18_Nagasaka
_Viola_rossi_132_RC


  Here are 3 shots of Viola obtusa. This is also a beautifully colored violet. We see this one around here too, but not yet this season.
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Apr18_Nagasaka_
Viola_obtusa_142_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_
Viola_obtusa_143_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_
Viola_obtusa_148_RC


  Here is another shot of mountain scenery. This was our view while we ate the lunch which we took with us. The 2nd shot is incorrectly labeled - it is NOT what it says it is - it is a
Viola phalacrocarpa. The 3rd shot shows you Euphorbia sieboldiana & Veronica persica.

Apr18_Nagasaka_
MountainScenery_150_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_
Viola_obtusa_164_RC

Apr18_Nagasaka_Euphorbia
_sieboldiana_173_RC


  Here are 3 photos of Viola variegata var. nipponica. This was another of the violets for which we came to this specific trail to find.

April18thOomurasakiTrail150
_ViolaVariegataVarNipponicaRC

April18thOomurasakiTrail154
_ViolaVariegataVarNipponicaRC

Apr18_Nagasaka_Viola_
variegata_var_nipponica_184_RC


  The 2 final photos of this adventure - the first is a Viola variegata var. nipponica and the 2nd shot is a final shot of a beautiful Viola obtusa.

April18thOomurasakiTrail161
_ViolaVariegataVarNipponicaRC

Apr18_Nagasaka_
Viola_obtusa_196_RC

End April 18th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this month's adventures!
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of April 2010!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2010

This page includes only April 24th, a 2nd climb of Takamizu 3 Mountains Trail, near Mitake. Takamizu 3
Mountains Trail include climbs of Mt. Sougaku (759 m = 2,490 ft), Mt. Iwatakeishi (793 m = 2,602 ft) and
Mt. Takamizu (756 m = 2,480 ft). This is the same mountain we climbed for the first 6 Rows of Page 2. We
were searching for a very specific violet both times, but even this time we did not find it in bloom. Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 24th

  Well, as the page header says, on April 24th we climbed the Takamizu 3 Mountains Trail, near Mitake, for the 2nd time this month. This time (last time too) we were searching for a
very specific violet. Last time we found the plant, but it was not yet blooming. This time - 2 weeks later - we found the same plant again and it seemed like it had not grown at all! The
weather has been so cold this year. Oh well, we found some other violets this time - ones which were not in bloom 2 weeks ago. In this row you can see the leaves of a Viola sieboldi f.
variegata and the flowers of it too.

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns
004_Viola_sieboldiRC

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns
007_Viola_sieboldiRC

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns
010_Viola_sieboldiRC


  Here you can see a Viola violacea var. makinoi in first position, a hybrid Viola rossii x V. bissetii in 2nd position and a normal Viola bissetii in 3rd position. We had only found this
hybrid one time before - and on a different mountain. We found it in April 2008 and you can see those photos HERE in Rows 7 & 8.

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns011_Viola
_violacea_var_makinoiRC

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns
022_Viola_rossiRC


  Here is a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and then 2 photos of scenery with blooming Mountain Cherry Trees.
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April24thTakamizu
3Mts053RC

Apr24_Takamizu3
Mtns036TM_SceneryRC

Apr24_Takamizu3
Mtns038_SceneryRC


  The first shot in this row is a VERY TINY Viola rossii - just coming out of the ground. The 2nd shot is a larger size Viola rossii and the 3rd shot is an interestingly colored Viola
violacea var. makinoi

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns
046_Viola_rossiRC

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns054_
Viola_violacea_var_makinoiRC
April24thTakamizu
3Mts065RC


  The first shot here is along the trail - we had a lot of blowdown this past winter, some really amazingly strong winds occurred. The 2nd shot is a Viola phalacrocarpa and the 3rd
shot is a Viola violacea var. makinoi.

April24thTakamizu
3Mts086RC

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns066
_Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns071_
Viola_violacea_var_makinoiRC


  Here are 2 shots of Viola rossii - we both took photos of the same plant. Kazuya's shot shows the leaf better and my shot shows the flowers better. This is a very beautiful plant.
The 3rd shot is the summit of Mt. Iwatakeishi (793 m = 2,602 ft), taken from the trail which goes to Mt. Kuro. We didn't go all the way to Mt. Kuro, just a little ways towards it and we
realized we would not have sufficient time before it got dark.

April24thTakamizu
3Mts119RC

Apr24_Takamizu3
Mtns075_Viola_rossiRC

April24thTakamizu
3Mts127RC


  Here is a shot of Mt. Takamizu (756 m = 2,480 ft) from the same place as the previous photo. The 2nd and 3rd shots show you 2 more nice examples of Viola violacea var.
makinoi.
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Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns089
_Scenery_TakamizusanRC

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns100_
Viola_violacea_var_makinoiRC
April24thTakamizu
3Mts158RC


  Here is one more occurrence of that hybrid Viola rossii x V. bissetii and then 2 shots of normal Viola bissetii.

April24thTakamizu
3Mts166RC

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns
117_Viola_bissetiiRC

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns
120_Viola_bissetiiRC


  Here is a great shot of Viola grypoceras which gives you an idea of how prolific this one can be. The 2nd shot is one possibility I considered for the "Favorite Photo Of April 2010". I
decided I liked the Cherry Blossom Photo better though. So, I stuck this one here rather than throw it out. It is just a few examples of Violets we saw during April.

Apr24_Takamizu3Mtns
122_Viola_grypocerasRC

Apr2010_Some
VioletsSeen_800

End April 24th, End Page 4, End April 2010's Photos

  Here are links to separate web pages. The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.
The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can
click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT coverart of all of our DVDs.

February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& TV Pictures
(new window)

Our DVD Collection
Front Coverart Pages
Click Here.
(new window)

Link to DVD collection in DVD Profiler
Click Here.
(new window)

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2011 - Favorite Photo
"Cherry Blossoms" - At Koishikawa Botanical Garden in Tokyo. April 10th, 9:58 AM.

APRIL 2011: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Two Trips to Mt. Takao * Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana * Omphalodes japonica * Viola bissetii * Viola japonica * Chrysosplenium
macrostemon var. atrandrum * Anemone raddeana * Corydalis lineariloba * Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis * Gagea lutea * Viola yezoensis f. discolor * Lunch at Mt. Kagenobu * Imperial
Palace - Chidorigafuchi - Cherry Blossom Viewing * Koishikawa Botanical Garden * Viola diffusa * Viola yedoensis * Viola confusa ssp. nagasakiensis * Rhododendron Blossoms * Camellia
Blossoms * Magnolia stellata Blossoms * Chaenomeles sinensis (Quince) Blossoms * Fritillaria verticillata * A Trip to Niigata and Mt. Kakuda * Viola vaginata * Erythronium japonicum *
Trillium smallii * Hepatica (Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna) Blossoms * Scenery * Trip to the Mitake Area * Shortia uniflora * Viola rossii (rossi) * Link to: 2:46: Aftershocks:
Stories from the Japan Earthquake Book * An April 29th Trip to Nogawa, Musashino & Sengen-yama Parks * Primula sieboldii * Amsonia ellipitica * Calanthea discolor (an Orchid) *
Lithospermum zollingeri * Chelidonium japonicum * Lamium album var. barbatum * Pink Dogwood (Benthamidia florida) * Hemerocallis middendorffii var. musashiensis * Cephalanthera
falcata (Golden Orchid) & Cephalanthera erecta (Silver Orchid) * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of April 2011!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2011

This page begins with April 2nd and a trip to Mt. Takao and environs. Next, on April 3rd, we go to Kogesawa
and Mt. Kagenobu. That's followed by Cherry Blossom Viewing on April 8th at the Imperial Palace area and
then we go to ICU on April 9th for Cherry Blossom viewing. We end this page with April 9th.   Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 2nd

  On April 2nd Kazuya and I went out to Mt. Takao, hoping to find some nice spring flowers - violets and/or other flowers. The first photo in this row shows a cherry tree which we
could see from the Takao Train Station. Good start for finding flowers I guess. The 2nd shot is a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and the 3rd shot is an Omphalodes japonica. We're only
one-half way to the summit and we're doing good.

April2nd_
MtTakao_001RC

Apr02_024_Takao_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Apr02_021_Takao_
Omphalodes_japonicaRC


  Here are 2 more examples of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and in 3rd position is a Viola bissetii (bisseti).

Apr02_027_Takao_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

April2nd_Mt
Takao_014RC

Apr02_039_Takao
_Viola_bissetiiRC


  Here is a shot of a Lily-of-the-Valley Bush in 1st position, a beautiful example of Viola japonica in 2nd position and a fine specimen of Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum
in 3rd position.

Apr02_043_Takao_Lily_
of_the_Valley_BushRC

Apr02_065_Hikage
_Viola_japonicaRC

Apr02_080_Hikage_Chrysosplenium
_macrostemon_var_atrandumRC


  In this row are 3 shots of Anemone raddeana - this is an astonishing little clump of this flower which was growing alongside the creek as we descended one of the slopes of Mt.
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Takao. The 3rd shot shows Kazuya taking a shot of this clump of Anemone raddeana.

Apr02_084_Hikage_
Anemone_raddeanaRC

April2nd_
Hikage_050RC

Apr02_089_Hikage_
Anemone_raddeana_KazuyaRC


  In this row in 1st and 3rd position are examples of Corydalis lineariloba and in 2nd position is an example of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis.

Apr02_100_Trail_
Corydalis_linearilobaRC

Apr02_102_Trail_
Corydalis_linearilobaRC
Apr02_106_Trail_
Oxalis_griffithiiRC


  Here are 2 of the best shots we've ever gotten of Gagea lutea. This is a flower which we look for every year. Some years we find it and some years we do not. It has a VERY SHORT
flowering season, so one has to find it within about a 1-week period to find it at its most beautiful. The shots of it often come out with very subdued colors, but this year we did good.

Apr02_117_
Gagea_luteaRC

Apr02_121_
Gagea_luteaRC


  In this row are 2 examples of Viola yezoensis f. discolor - Takao Violet. The "forma discolor" part of the name comes from the purplish colored leaves. We also found the normal
Viola yezoensis, but it was not yet in bloom, so we did not include any photos of it. If you want to see it, then I suggest you visit
Rows 20 and 21. That's the end of our best photos of April 2nd.
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Apr02_122_Trail_Viola
_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

April2nd_Ura
Takao_071RC

End April 2nd, Begin April 3rd

  The following day, April 3rd, we went out to a different place near Mt. Takao - we went to Kogesawa. In the past we have always called this place Ogesawa, due to the different
possible pronunciations of Japanese Kanji. We discovered our error - thanks to a sign in English. In first position is a Viola bissetii (bisseti). In 2nd position is a beautiful Viola eizanensis and
in 3rd position is a very nicely colored Viola grypoceras - probably our most common violet around here.

Apr03_123_Ogesawa
_Viola_bissetiiRC

Apr03_126_Ogesawa
_Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr03_132_Ogesawa
_Viola_grypocerasRC


  Here is an additional Viola eizanensis and then another Viola bissetii (bisseti). In 3rd spot is an Omphalodes japonica.

Apr03_146_Ogesawa
_Viola_eizanensisRC

April3rd_
Kogesawa014RC


  Here are 2 more shots of Viola yezoensis f. discolor and then a shot of a Viola eizanensis.
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April3rd_
Kogesawa033RC
April3rd_
Kogesawa019RC

Apr03_167_Ogesawa_
Viola_eizanensisRC


  In this row are 2 very fine shots of Omphalodes japonica. On this day we hiked to the summit of Mt. Kagenobu (727 meters = 2,385 feet). At the summit is a small food stall. We
each had a bowl of slippery mushroom soup and some mountain vegetable tempura in addition to the lunch which we brought with us. It was a chilly day, so this hot soup felt nice in the
belly. And, that ends April 3rd.

April3rd_
Kogesawa038RC

April3rd_
Kogesawa046RC

Apr03_184_Lunch
_Mt_KagenobuRC

End April 3rd, Begin April 8th

  Now we're going to go to a place where - surprisingly - we have never been before, in downtown Tokyo. We're going to go to the Imperial Palace, where the Japanese Emperor
lives, and walk around the outer moat - Chidorigafuchi Moat. The first photo is looking up towards the main gate, from the street. The 2nd photo is just an old looking building with a nice
cherry tree in front of it. The 3rd photo shows Kazuya lost in the crowd of people. Cherry Blossom Viewing Parties were mostly quiet and subdued affairs this year (compared to normal) due
to it being less than a month after 25,000+ people lost their lives in the "Great Eastern Japan Earthquake" and associated tsunami. Of course the nuclear problem still hangs over us even as
I write this. It's not exactly a happy time or a time for big celebrations.

April8th_Chidorigafuchi
009_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr08_Chidorigafuchi_
CherryTrees_019_KazuyaRC
Apr08_Chidorigafuchi
_CherryTrees_018RC


  Here are 3 beautiful shots. You can see the moat in all 3 of these shots.
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April8th_Chidorigafuchi
025_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr08_Chidorigafuchi
_CherryTrees_029RC

April8th_Chidorigafuchi029
_CherryBlossomsRC


  Here is the entrance to the Palace - the public part of it anyway. The public cannot enter the portion where the Emperor lives. The 2nd and 3rd shots show more cherry trees. This
is really a fine spot for viewing - it's not everywhere that a person can look down on the cherry trees.

Apr08_Chidorigafuchi
_CherryTrees_037RC

April8th_Chidorigafuchi040
_CherryBlossomsRC

April8th_Chidorigafuchi043
_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr08_Chidorigafuchi
_CherryTrees_064RC

April8th_Chidorigafuchi
075_CherryBlossomsRC


  Here are 3 more fine shots of the Cherry Blossoms.

April8th_Chidorigafuchi
058_CherryBlossomsRC


  In these 3 shots you can again see the moat. The 3rd shot was taken from the roof of the building where you can rent boats to go boating in the moat. On this day it was very
windy and they were not renting boats.

April8th_Chidorigafuchi
085_CherryBlossomsRC

April8th_Chidorigafuchi
090_CherryBlossomsRC

April8th_Chidorigafuchi
104_CherryBlossomsRC


  The first shot in this row shows mustard weed! You can also see a small corner of the moat. This yellow is a nice contrast to all of the white which you've been seeing. The 2nd shot
shows a contrast between a pink-flowered cherry tree and a white-flowered one. The 3rd shot was taken as we walked back to the train station to head for home. This is one of the several
entrances to Yasukuni Shrine. That ends April 8th.
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Apr08_Chidorigafuchi
_CherryTrees_091RC

Apr08_YasukuniShrine
_CherryTrees_106RC

Apr08_Chidorigafuchi
_CherryTrees_097RC

End April 8th, Begin April 9th

  On the 9th we went to ICU - the International Christian University - you may recall that is only a 5 minute bicycle ride from our apartment. We usually go there for our main cherry
blossom viewing, but after having been to Chidorigafuchi Moat yesterday, we only took a few photos at ICU. The first one is the cherry trees along the entrance road to the university and the
2nd one is Forsythia sp. beside the entrance road. We managed to find a nice bunch of Morel Mushrooms there again this year. We had them, fried in butter, with nice steaks for our supper!

Apr09_04_ICU_
CherryBlossomsRC

Apr09_05_ICU
_ForsythiaRC

End April 9th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of April 2011!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2011

This page begins with April 10th and a trip to Koishikawa Botanical Garden. Then we go to Niigata Prefecture
and climb Mt. Kakuda (482 meters = 1,580 feet) on April 15th. We took so many photos there that our one
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day trip to Mt. Kakuda is continued on the following page.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 10th

  On April 10th we went to Koishikawa Botanical Garden. Koishikawa Botanical Garden is operated by Tokyo University, so it has a pretty high standard of excellence. The first shot
here - a cherry tree - came out very nice. The 2nd shot, a Viola diffusa is also quite nice. The 3rd shot is a Viola yedoensis. It's not as nice as the previous 2 photos, but it's the best shot we
managed to get of this species.

April10th_
KoishikawaBG002RC

Apr10_KoishikawaBot
Gar_023_Viola_diffusaRC

Apr10_KoishikawaBot
Gar_029_Viola_yedoensisRC


  Here is another nice shot of a cherry tree in first position. In 2nd position is an additional shot of Viola diffusa showing the entire plant. In 3rd position is a Viola confusa ssp.
nagasakiensis. This species is not supposed to be growing here, so they probably imported some seeds and planted them.

Apr10_KoishikawaBot
Gar_044_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar_060_
Viola_confusa_ssp_nagasakiensisRC
Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar
_039_Viola_diffusaRC


  Here are 3 shots of cherry blossoms in this row. The 2nd shot just happened to be perfect timing to achieve this effect - taken against a shaded background.

April10th_
KoishikawaBG047RC

Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar_
072_CherryBlossomsRC
Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar_
079_CherryBlossomsRC


  This was our biggest celebration of Cherry Blossom Season this year. We did not take a bottle of nice Saké out this year and enjoy a beautiful lunch under the cherry trees. We had
a more subdued lunch - please allow me to repeat what I said on Page 1 - "Cherry Blossom Viewing Parties were mostly quiet and subdued affairs this year (compared to normal) due to it
being less than a month after 25,000+ people lost their lives in the "Great Eastern Japan Earthquake" and associated tsunami. Of course the nuclear problem still hangs over us even as I
write this. It's not exactly a happy time or a time for big celebrations." We had no Saké at all with our lunch this year, and we did not have a fancy lunch, merely rice balls.
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April10th_
KoishikawaBG067RC

April10th_
KoishikawaBG091RC
Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar_
106_CherryBlossomsRC


  Here are 3 amazingly colored photos of different cultivars of Rhododendron sp.

April10th_
KoishikawaBG107RC

Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar
_111_RhododendronRC
Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar
_124_RhododendronRC


  And here are 3 amazingly colored photos of different cultivars of Camellia sp. These flowers were so perfect as to nearly make us think that they were not real, but artificial!

Apr10_KoishikawaBot
Gar_131_CamelliaRC

Apr10_KoishikawaBot
Gar_144_CamelliaRC

Apr10_KoishikawaBot
Gar_148_CamelliaRC


  In 1st position is a shot of Magnolia stellata and in 2nd and 3rd position are shots of Chaenomeles sinensis - the common Quince. Do you know what Quince is? We had never seen
the flowers of Quince. We collect the fruits in the autumn every year and put some of them in a bowl to make our apartment smell nice, but somehow, we'd never before noticed the flowers.

Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar_
156_Magnolia_stellataRC
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  In this row are 2 shots of "Baimo" or Fritillaria verticillata. This is a very interesting flower.

Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar_
177_Fritillaria_verticillataRC

Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar_
181_Fritillaria_verticillataRC


  Here is a cherry tree beside the pond and a collage of a white dandelion (Taraxacum albidum) flower and a regular dandelion (Taraxacum officinalis) flower.

Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar
_204_209_TaraxacumRC

Apr10_KoishikawaBotGar
_190_CherryBlossomsRC

End April 10th, Begin April 15th

  On the night of April 14th we took a night bus from Tokyo to Tsubame-Sanjou Train Station in Niigata Prefecture. We left Tokyo at 11:45 PM on the 14th and we arrived at
Tsubame-Sanjou Station at about 5:25 AM on the 15th. Then we took a train to Yoshida Station and then a train from there to Maki Station, arriving at about 7:05 AM. From there we took a
taxi out to Kakuda Beach, as the first bus was not until after 9:00 AM. Then we hiked up a trail of Mt. Kakuda for a while. Then we just hiked up a tiny valley filled with Hepatica flowers. From
there we ended up on a real trail again, hiked to the summit of Mt. Kakuda (482 meters = 1,580 feet), ate the lunch which we took with us, hiked down the trail to a Hot Spring at the base
of the mountain, relaxed there for a couple of hours and then took a city bus back to Maki Station. We finally ended up back at Tsubame-Sanjou Station and took a night bus back to Tokyo.
We didn't spend any money on hotels, we just slept on the bus. We also slept for about 5 hours after we got home on Saturday morning.
     The first shot in this row shows the beach where we started. We also visited here in 2009. At that time we hiked up the trail past the lighthouse shown in the 2nd shot. You can find the
documentation of that trip HERE (new window). The 3rd shot is a Viola vaginata.

Apr15_MtKakuda
_001_BeachAreaRC

Apr15_MtKakuda
_002_BeachAreaRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_
008_Viola_vaginataRC


  Here is the entire Viola vaginata plant in first position. In 2nd position is a beautiful Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) and in 3rd position is a Trillium (Trillium smallii).
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April15th_Mt
Kakuda003RC

Apr15_MtKakuda_018_
Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_023_
Trillium_smalliiRC


  Here is a closer shot of the flower of the Trillium (Trillium smallii). That is followed by 2 shots of the flower which we came here specifically to find - Hepatica (Hepatica nobilis var.
japonica f. magna).

Apr15_MtKakuda_
024_Trillium_smalliiRC

Apr15_MtKakuda
_033_HepaticaRC

April15th_MtKakuda
012_HepaticaRC


  Here is a shot showing several Erythronium japonicum flowers and then a shot showing several Hepatica (Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna) flowers in the same shot as
several Erythronium japonicum flowers. The 3rd shot is exclusively Erythronium japonicum. We could not believe how many Erythronium japonicum occurred here! It was just Unbelievable.

Apr15_MtKakuda_042_
Erythronium_japonicumRC

April15th_Mt
Kakuda017_HepaticaRC

April15th_MtKakuda025
_Erythronium_japonicumRC


  We also could not believe how many Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna occurred here. And we could not believe how many colors of the rainbow they come in. When we
visited here in 2009 we only found a very few of this flower - we had missed the peak of their flowering in 2009. This year we were here for the peak of the Hepatica flowers. Please forgive
us if we show you several more of them.

Apr15_MtKakuda
_046_HepaticaRC

Apr15_MtKakuda
_054_HepaticaRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna and the 3rd shot also exhibits a Trout Lily.
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April15th_Mt
Kakuda039_HepaticaRC

Apr15_MtKakuda
_059_HepaticaRC

Apr15_MtKakuda
_062_HepaticaRC


  And an additional 3 shots of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna. The 3rd shot shows an entire plant.

April15th_MtKakuda
070_HepaticaRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_
071_HepaticaRC

April15th_MtKakuda
075_HepaticaRC


  And 3 more shots of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna. The 2nd shot gives you a hint of the amazing beauty which appeared before our eyes.

April15th_MtKakuda
072_HepaticaRC

April15th_MtKakuda
092_HepaticaRC
April15th_MtKakuda
095_HepaticaRC


  Are you amazed yet at what we saw on the side of this mountain?

Apr15_MtKakuda_
077_HepaticaRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_
087_HepaticaRC

April15th_MtKakuda
105_HepaticaRC


  We only saw one deep red flower in the wild area. On the opposite side of the mountain, near a Shrine where the monks had apparently planted seeds, there were several red
flowered plants.
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April15th_MtKakuda
128_HepaticaRC

April15th_MtKakuda
149_HepaticaRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_
112_HepaticaRC


  In this row the center photo is identical to the one just above it (note MtKakuda149), but it has been manipulated into a collage showing several individual flowers in addition to
that photo just above it.

April15th_MtKakuda
153_HepaticaRC

April15th_MtKakuda
180_HepaticaRC
April15th_MtKakuda149
_Many_Hepatica_300RC


  Here is the final Hepatica (Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna) flower you'll see. At this point we ended up on the ridge and we continued on up to the summit. Please continue
on to page 3 to see more amazing flower shots though.

April15th_MtKakuda
192SceneryRC

April15th_MtKakuda
176_HepaticaRC
April15th_MtKakuda
190SceneryRC

End Page 2, but April 15th continues on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of today and also the continuation of this month's adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of April 2011!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2011

This page continues April 15th, our trip to Niigata Prefecture and climb of Mt. Kakuda (482 meters = 1,580
feet). We finish that with Row 8 and then Row 9 takes us to Western Tokyo and some mountains there on
April 17th. This page ends at the end of that day.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

April 15th Continues from Page 2

  Here we continue our climb of Mt. Kakuda. We did not see any more Hepatica until we descended the other side of the mountain. There we saw them down by the Shrine, where
the monks had planted them, as mentioned in the Row 19 text on the previous page. From here on we saw the most amazing number of Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) flowers that can
be imagined. Here is a Trout Lily single flower, a shot of the lighthouse and beach and a shot of me with my hat pulled down because the sun was so bright. This day actually became warm
enough so that we stripped down to our T-shirts after a while (see Row 4).

Apr15_MtKakuda_132_
Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_134
_Lighthouse_OceanRC

April15th_MtKakuda
198_DanielRC


  Can you see the incredible number of Trout Lily flowers in these 3 shots. In the first shot you can see the trail. The trail is lined on both sides with Trout Lilies.

April15th_MtKakuda206
_Erythronium_japonicumRC


  Trout Lilies beyond belief!!!
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Erythronium_japonicumRC

April15th_MtKakuda213
_Erythronium_japonicumRC
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Apr15_MtKakuda_155
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_158
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_172
_Erythronium_japonicumRC


  Trout Lilies mixed in with Anemone raddeana, Kazuya looking pleased with himself for suggesting that we come to this place this weekend and more Trout Lilies.

Apr15_MtKakuda_174
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_183
_Erythronium_japonicumRC
Apr15_MtKakuda
_179_KazuyaRC


  Out of all of these thousands of Trout Lilies we saw only 2 white flowered ones. This one was close enough to get a shot of, the 2nd one was too far away to photograph. The 2nd
shot shows Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum and Viola vaginata.

Apr15_MtKakuda_189_
Erythronium_japonicum_WhiteRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_192_
Erythronium_japonicumRC
April15th_MtKakuda238_
Erythronium_japonicumRC


  Trout Lily and even more Trout Lily!

Apr15_MtKakuda_195
_Erythronium_japonicumRC
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April15th_MtKakuda262
_Erythronium_japonicumRC
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  Here is some Heloniopsis orientalis mixed in with the Erythronium japonicum. The 3rd shot is an Anemone raddeana mixed in with the Trout Lily.

Apr15_MtKakuda_208_
Heloniopsis_orientalisRC

April15th_MtKakuda271
Heloniopsis_orientalisRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_211
_Anemone_raddeanaRC


  Here is a final Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) shot. The 2nd shot is a scenery shot from the summit and the 3rd shot is the summit sign of Mt. Kakuda.

April15th_MtKakuda
300_SceneryRC
Apr15_MtKakuda_221
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr15_MtKakuda_223
_SummitSignRC

End April 15th, Begin April 17th

  On April 17th Kazuya and I headed west - in our normal stomping ground, but to a place where we only go once or maybe twice a year. The exact location will not be given here
because of the plant thieves who may look at these pages. From the titles of the photos you may surmise that we were somewhere in the vicinity of a place called "Takamizu" - don't believe
everything you read on the internet! The 1st and 3rd photos show nice examples of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and the 2nd photo shows a portion of the trail which we were on.

Apr17_Takamizu_013_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Apr17_Takamizu_016_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC
Apr17_Takamizu_
004_TrailRC


  In 1st position in this row is a very delicately colored Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and then 2 specimens of Shortia uniflora. This is the plant, which you may recall from
previous year descriptions, only grows on steep rocky slopes, so it's dangerous to get to it for photos.
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Apr17_Takamizu_025_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Apr17_Takamizu_033
_Shortia_unifloraRC

April17th_
Takamizu3Mts_026RC


  Here is a nice shot of a Mountain Azalea bush with some beautiful flowers on it. The 2nd photo is a Viola rossii (rossi) - a very beautiful example. The 3rd shot is a 2 photo
panorama from one of the summits which we were on.

Apr17_Takamizu_046_
047_Panorama_SceneryRC
April17th_
Takamizu3Mts_039RC

Apr17_Takamizu_
042_Viola_rossiiRC


  The first shot here is zoomed in to a smaller area to show the hardwood trees. The 2nd and 3rd shots are additional examples of Viola rossii (rossi).

Apr17_Takamizu
_049_SceneryRC

Apr17_Takamizu
_051_Viola_rossiiRC

Apr17_Takamizu
_056_Viola_rossiiRC


  There is a shrine on the side of this mountain and it has some nice Mountain Azalea bushes growing around it. These 3 photos were taken at and near the shrine.

Apr17_Takamizu
_062_AzaleaRC

Apr17_Takamizu_
066_Shrine_AzaleaRC

Apr17_Takamizu_
071_Shrine_AzaleaRC


  In 1st position in this row is an intriguing shot of some young maple leaves. In 2nd position is an Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis plant in bloom and in 3rd position is a beautiful
Viola eizanensis.
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April17th_
Takamizu3Mts_062RC

Apr17_Takamizu_076
_Oxalis_griffithiiRC

Apr17_Takamizu_079
_Viola_eizanensisRC


  Here is another example of Viola eizanensis in first position. In second position is a nice patch of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis and in third position is an example of Viola violacea
var. makinoi.

Apr17_Takamizu_080
_Viola_eizanensisRC

April17th_
Takamizu3Mts_074RC

Apr17_Takamizu_088_Viola
_violacea_var_makinoiRC


  Here is another specimen of Viola violacea var. makinoi in first position. In second place is a shot of a clearcut. The amazing thing about this is that we cannot understand why they
do this - nobody will take any of this wood anywhere - it will be left to rot. If that's the case, why spend the money to cut the forest down?! We have seen this happen so many places. Why
does the Japanese public allow it?! Why does the government do it? Why isn't the lumber utilized? Why leave the few standing trees which you can see here? You can probably think of
additional questions which could be asked. The 3rd shot is a different shrine than the one shown in Row 13 - some nice cherry trees around this one. Too bad that they didn't put the power
cables underground.

Apr17_Takamizu_092_Viola
_violacea_var_makinoiRC

Apr17_Takamizu_
095_ClearcutRC

Apr17_Takamizu_
096_ShrineRC


  Here is a small portion of the shrine shown in Row 16. This portion is not visible in the previous photo. The 2nd image - are you aware that 2:46: Aftershocks: Stories from the
Japan Earthquake, which I referred to last month on Page 2, is now available in Amazon Kindle format? All revenue from the purchase of this book will be used to help the earthquake
victims through the American Red Cross. Click HERE (new window) for more information or click the image below to purchase directly from Amazon.com (new window).

April17th_Takamizu
3Mts_084RC

End April 17th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
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conclusion of April!

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of April 2011!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2011

This page begins and ends with April 29th. On that day we went out on our bicycles to Nogawa Park,
Musashino Park and Sengen-yama Park. There are also some alternative covers for an upcoming book which
I will publish - I would really like to get your feedback on the best color.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 29th

  WOW! In most years we go to Nogawa Park several times in the early spring to check on the flowers, but for some reason we have not been here this year since March 13th. We
were in for a surprise. Usually we see the first soft greens of spring here. This year - it is already late spring. As shown in this row - the Primrose (Primula sieboldii) is already in full bloom
and in the first photo you'll note that the trees are fully leafed out.

Apr29_NogawaPk
_Primrose_003RC
Apr29_NogawaPk
_Primrose_001RC


  Here is something we've never seen at its peak. It is Amsonia ellipitica and the blue flowers are amazing.
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April29th_007
_NogawaPRC

Apr29_NogawaPk_
Amsonia_elliptica_013RC
Apr29_NogawaPk_
Amsonia_elliptica_017RC


  We were shocked to find the Calanthea discolor (Orchid) looking like this already. It is obviously at its peak. We have seen it like this - MAYBE - only one time before, several years
ago.

Apr29_NogawaPk_
Calanthea_discolor_021RC

Apr29_NogawaPk_
Calanthea_discolor_033RC

Apr29_NogawaPk_
Calanthea_discolor_055RC


  Here are 3 more shots of the Calanthea discolor (Orchid) which show some color variation.

April29th_020
_NogawaPRC

Apr29_NogawaPk_
Calanthea_discolor_059RC

Apr29_NogawaPk_
Calanthea_discolor_062RC


  In this row are 3 shots of Lithospermum zollingeri. We search for this every year and we usually find it, but we have never seen it quite as beautiful as it is this spring. It is so very
difficult to find a flower of this plant which does not have some wind or insect damage - but this year we had no problem finding perfect flowers.
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Apr29_NogawaPk_
Lithospermum_zollingeri_035RC

Apr29_NogawaPk_
Lithospermum_zollingeri_037RC

Apr29_NogawaPk_
Lithospermum_zollingeri_043RC


  Here is a final Calanthea discolor (Orchid) - the whole plant, followed by a single shot of Chelidonium japonicum. The 3rd shot in this row is a Lamium album var. barbatum. This
plant was much more abundant this year than it usually is too. Overall, we came to the conclusion that this must be a very good for spring flowers.

Apr29_NogawaPk_
Chelidonium_japonicum_050RC
Apr29_NogawaPk_
Calanthea_discolor_063RC

Apr29_NogawaPk_Lamium
_album_var_barbatum_026RC


  As we were bicycling towards a different park and passing through Musashino Park we found this most amazing Pink Dogwood (Benthamidia florida). Pink Dogwood is not rare, but
to find one of this size and of this beauty IS rare!

Apr29_NogawaPk_
PinkDogwood_088RC

April29th_034
_MusashinoPRC

Apr29_NogawaPk_
PinkDogwood_101RC


  We bicycled to Sengen-yama Park - which is famous for its Cephalanthera falcata (Golden Orchid). We found several Cephalanthera falcata (Golden Orchid) in Nogawa Park, so we
wanted to come to this park and see just how abundant it is this spring. The first shot in this row was actually taken in Nogawa Park, but I wanted to keep all of the photos of this plant
together. As you can see, it was very abundant here.
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Apr29_NogawaPk_
Cephalanthera_falcata_071RC

Apr29_SenGenYamaPk
_Cephalanthera_falcata_102RC

Apr29_SenGenYamaPk
_Cephalanthera_falcata_104RC


  Here are 3 more shots of Cephalanthera falcata (Golden Orchid) in Sengen-yama Park.

Apr29_SenGenYamaPk_
Cephalanthera_falcata_107RC

Apr29_SenGenYamaPk_
Cephalanthera_falcata_115RC

Apr29_SenGenYamaPk_
Cephalanthera_falcata_117RC


  This day lily - Hemerocallis middendorffii var. musashiensis - is supposedly found in the wild ONLY in this park. This particular day lily blooms quite a bit earlier than any other day
lily. It is very beautiful.

Apr29_SenGenYamaPk_Hemerocallis_
middendorffii_var_musashiensis_121RC
April29th_072_
SengenyamaRC


  We were hoping to find several Cephalanthera erecta (Silver Orchid) in this park too, but we found only 1 plant. As you can see, this is basically the same as the Golden Orchid, but
it is white in color, therefore giving it the name "Silver Orchid".

Apr29_SenGenYamaPk_
Cephalanthera_erecta_125RC

April29th_075_
SengenyamaRC

End April 29th, Begin Book Cover Alternatives

  As the text at the top of the page says, here are some alternative covers for an upcoming book which I will publish. It has been approved and I am now waiting on the first proof,
which is in the mail. After I review the first proof I need to make a final decision on the cover color and resubmit it - I would really like to get your feedback on your opinion of the best color.
The contrast ratio of the background color and the text color is shown below each image. In this row you can see that covers #1 and #3 have the best contrast ratios. There is an 64 page
SAMPLE PDF file of the book available HERE (new window). Note that it is 5.4 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on the word "HERE" and select "Save Link As". Then after it's
downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9).
The best way to use Acrobat Reader to see what it really looks like is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also "Show Cover Page During Two-Up" and that way you'll
see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the right and even numbered pages on the left).
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Book Cover #1
Contrast Ratio = 11.8:1

Book Cover #2
Contrast Ratio = 8.3:1

Book Cover #3
Contrast Ratio = 21.0:1


  In this row cover #5 has the best contrast ratio. Please vote by cover number and e-mail my home address or else use the e-mail link at the bottom of this page.

Book Cover #4
Contrast Ratio = 8.4:1

Book Cover #5
Contrast Ratio = 12.1:1

Book Cover #6
Contrast Ratio = 8.0:1


  Here is a collage of all 6 alternate book covers for quick and easy comparison of the colors. There is also a PDF file of this available. Click HERE (new window) to access this file. By
using the PDF for comparison you can fill your particular size monitor with the image.

BookCoversR

End Book Cover Alternatives, End Page 4, End April 2011's Photos

  Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2012 - Favorite Photo
"The Moon" - With Purposely out of focus Plum Blossoms in the Foreground. April 1st, 2:48 PM.

APRIL 2012: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING A Trip to Mt. Kagenobu * Cymbidium goeringii * Kogesawa (Small Creek) * Exquisite Examples of Chrysosplenium album var.
stamineum * Omphalodes japonica * Moon Through Plum Blossoms * Anemone raddeana * Veronica persica * Gagea lutea * Cherry Blossoms at Chidori-ga-fuchi Moat and Shinjuku Gyoen
Park * Viola violacea * Viola obtusa * Viola grypoceras f. variegata * Viola phalacrocarpa and Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima * Anemone flaccida * Viola bissetii * Viola eizanensis * Viola
chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana * Lake Tsukui * Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis * Symplocarpus foetidus * Lysichiton camtschatcense * Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana * Erythronium
japonicum * Shortia uniflora * Viola sieboldi * Viola violacea var. makinoi * Viola yezoensis & Viola yezoensis f. discolor * Trillium smallii * Viola keiskei * Asarum caulescens * Mountain
Azalea * Viola orientalis * Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata * Viola X savatieri (Hybrid of Viola eizanensis and Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana * Hybrid of Viola eizanensis and
Viola bissetii * Scenic Mt. Fuji * Viola mirabilis var. subglabra * Trillium tschonoskii * Viola rossii * Chloranthus japonicus * Viola collina * Scopalia japonica * Hahanoshira Waterfall * Mt.
Kachi-Kachi * TWO Movies * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of April 2012!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2012

This page begins with April 1st and a trip to Mt. Kagenobu (727 m = 2,385 ft). Then there are 2 shots of the
moon on April 4th. The next photos were taken while Cherry Blossom Viewing day on April 6th, at 2 different
locations. The final day on this page is April 7th - a trip to Akigawa.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 1st

  In this first row you can see what we found on the trail to Mt. Kagenobu. The first photo is a shot of our first violet of the season - a Viola grypoceras. That is followed by 2 shots of
the "Spring Orchid" - Cymbidium goeringii.

Apr01_03_Kagenobu
_Viola_grypocerasRC

Apr01_02_Kagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Apr01_07_Kagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Cymbidium goeringii. The 3rd shot shows the kind of ground this orchid is found on.

Apr01_08_Kagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Apr01_11_Kagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Apr01_17_Kagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  The first shot in this row shows the flowers of Lindera praecox. The 2nd shot is another Cymbidium goeringii and the 3rd shot shows a hillside of hardwood trees before any buds
have started to come out.

April1st_033_Kagenobu
_LinderaPraecoxRC

April1st_047_Kagenobu_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC


  The first shot here shows another overview photo of Cymbidium goeringii. The 2nd shot is a flower of Cymbidium goeringii.
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Apr01_50_Kagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

Apr01_52_Kagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  Now we have summited Mt. Kagenobu (727 m = 2,385 ft) and we are going down the trail into Kogesawa valley. Here is a beautiful shot of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum,
then the small un-named waterfall where we found these amazing flowers and then another macro shot of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum.

Apr01_088_Kogesawa_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineumRC

Apr01_090_Kogesawa_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineumRC
Apr01_086_Kogesawa_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineum_AreaRC


  Here is another macro shot of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum and then one showing Kazuya photographing some Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum on a rock and then
an interesting shot of a typical place where these plants can be found growing.

Apr01_098_Kogesawa_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineumRC

Apr01_105_Kogesawa_Chrysosplenium_album
_var_stamineum_KazuyaRC

Apr01_111_Kogesawa_Chrysosplenium
_album_var_stamineumRC


  Here is a shot of the only Viola eizanensis which we saw on this outing and then the tiny Omphalodes japonica.

Apr01_116_Kogesawa
_Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr01_122_Kogesawa_
Omphalodes_japonicaRC


  Here are 3 increasingly zoomed shots of the moon through some pink Plum Blossoms as we came down to the end of the Kogesawa trail.
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Apr01_134_Kogesawa
_Moon_PlumBlossomsRC

Apr01_136_Kogesawa
_Moon_PlumBlossomsRC

Apr01_137_Kogesawa
_Moon_PlumBlossomsRC


  Now let's head for the Hikage Creek area. The first and 3rd shots are a beautifully picturesque Anemone raddeana and the center shot is Veronica persica - a very thick patch of it.

Apr01_142_HikageCk_
Anemone_raddeanaRC

Apr01_148_HikageCk_
Anemone_raddeanaRC
Apr01_140_Kogesawa_
Veronica_persicaRC


  And, now we're walking down the trail beside the creek and heading for Takao Station. These 2 shots are of a flower which we search out every spring. This Gagea lutea has a very
short-lived flower - if you don't find it during the very few days when it is in bloom then better luck next year!

Apr01_154_TakaoCk
_Gagea_luteaRC

Apr01_155_TakaoCk
_Gagea_luteaRC

End April 1st, Begin April 4th

  Here are 2 increasingly zoomed shots of the moon with my new Canon PowerShot SX40 HS camera. This was April 4th and the full moon here was on April 7th. I wanted very much
to shoot some full moon pictures with this new camera, but it was 100% cloudy on the night of the 7th.

Apr04_1_MoonRC

Apr04_5_MoonRC

End April 4th, Begin April 6th - Chidori-ga-fuchi Moat

  Now it's April 6th and we went into the city and went to Kudan-shita Station. From there we walked to Chidori-ga-fuchi and walked along the Moat, with the Cherry Blossoms not
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quite at their peak. It was so very beautiful anyway! As you can see, many people are enjoying them down at water level in rented boats. We were thinking about renting a boat and going
around, but we did not.

Apr06_04_Chidorigafuchi
MoatCherryBlossomsRC

April6th_034_
Chidorigafuchi_HanamiRC

Apr06_53_Chidorigafuchi
MoatCherryBlossomsRC


  Here is a shot of me at Chidori-ga-fuchi Moat and then 2 more Cherry Blossom photos.

April6th_059_Chidorigafuchi
_Hanami_DanielRC

April6th_086_
Chidorigafuchi_HanamiRC

April6th_088_
Chidorigafuchi_HanamiRC


  Here are 3 very beautiful Cherry Blossom photos taken at different zoom levels.

Apr06_79_Chidorigafuchi
MoatCherryBlossomsRC

Apr06_82_Chidorigafuchi
MoatCherryBlossomsRC

April6th_092_
Chidorigafuchi_HanamiRC


  And, here are 3 more Cherry Blossom shots at Chidori-ga-fuchi Moat. The 2nd shot is actually a 2 shot panorama which has been stitched together. The third shot was taken with
my camera set to the "Vivid" setting. WOW!

April6th_102_
Chidorigafuchi_HanamiRC

Apr06_90_Chidorigafuchi
MoatCherryBlossomsRC
Apr06_87_88_Stitch_Chidorigafuchi
MoatCherryBlossomsRC


  Here is a short movie - Our local TV stations used a clip similar to this, which was what gave me the idea to take this movie. I can't tell you how large (in KB) this will be for you
because this is QuickTime magic and supposedly one of the 3 different size movies will be downloaded for you, depending on your connection speed and your screen size.
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Click to Play


  Here are the final 2 shots taken along the Moat and then a shot of a very dense cluster of cherry blossoms on a branch.

Apr06_92_Chidorigafuchi
MoatCherryBlossomsRC

Apr06_95_Chidorigafuchi
MoatCherryBlossomsRC

Apr06_107_Chidorigafuchi
MoatCherryBlossomsRC


  The first shot in this row shows you a weeping cherry tree. The 2nd shot is a nice Spiraea sp. bush and the 3rd shot is a Trigonotis peduncularis, cucumber plant. We have not
taken any photos of this tiny flower in several years.

Apr06_125_Chidorigafuchi
MoatCherryBlossomsRC

Apr06_132_ChidorigafuchiMoat
_Trigonotis_peduncularisRC
Apr06_128_Chidorigafuchi
Moat_SpiraeaRC

End April 6th - Chidori-ga-fuchi Moat, Begin April 6th - Shinjuku Gyoen Park

  Now we have moved to Shinjuku Gyoen Park, where there are also lots of Cherry Trees. The first shot is a distance shot and you can see several Cherry Trees on the left. The 2nd
shot shows a nice pink flowered tree and the 3rd shot shows how popular of a place this was on this day.
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Apr06_135_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr06_136_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_CherryBlossomsRC
April6th_183_Shinjuku
Gyoen_HanamiRC


  Here is a nice shot of a weeping cherry tree in first position and then a nice reflection shot on the pond in 2nd position.

Apr06_201_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr06_209_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_CherryBlossomsRC


  Here is another nice reflection shot in first position and then another shot of the weeping cherry tree.

Apr06_211_ShinjukuGyoen
Park_CherryBlossomsRC

April6th_206_Shinjuku
Gyoen_HanamiRC

End April 6th, Begin April 7th

  On April 7th Kazuya went out to Akigawa and due to some miscommunication I ended up staying home. Kazuya found these beautiful Viola violacea specimens.

April7th_Akigawa004RC

April7th_Akigawa010RC


  And, here are the final 2 shots for this page - another shot of Viola violacea and a shot of Viola obtusa.
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April7th_Akigawa067RC

April7th_Akigawa100RC

End April 7th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Preview the Calendars for 2013
(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of April 2012!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2012

This page begins with April 13th and a trip to Minami Takao - or the South side of Mt. Takao - a side of Mt.
Takao which we had never visited before. Then, on April 15th Kazuya went out to the Mt. Mitake Area and I
did not go along because I was busy packing and preparing for a week long English Class to a faraway place.
Then, on April 20th I was still away from home and Kazuya went out to another new place outside of Tokyo.
That will end this page. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 13th

  Well, as it says in the header, on April 13th we went out to the South side of Mt. Takao - a place we had never been to before - at least not together. Kazuya had been there once
before, however. The first shot in this row shows a very nice Viola grypoceras f. variegata. The 2nd shot is an Arisaema sp. and the 3rd shot is a beautiful example of Viola phalacrocarpa f.
glaberrima. Note that the spelling of the photo name is INCORRECT - it should be glaberrima.
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Apr13_04_SouthTakao_Viola
_grypoceras_f_variegataRC

Apr13_10_SouthTakao_Viola
_phalacrocarpa_f_glabberimaRC
Apr13_07_South
Takao_Arisaema_spRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima followed by a shot of Viola phalacrocarpa. What's the difference? The flower stem of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima is
not hairy and the flower stem of Viola phalacrocarpa is hairy.

Apr13_11_SouthTakao_Viola
_phalacrocarpa_f_glabberimaRC

Apr13_36_SouthTakao_Viola
_phalacrocarpa_f_glabberimaRC

Apr13_37_SouthTakao_
Viola_phalacrocarpaRC


  Here is an overview shot of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima showing the habitat where one can find it growing. That is followed by a shot of a Viola obtusa with an ant crawling on
it for scale and the 3rd shot is a Viola obtusa without an ant on it.

April13th_
MinamiTakao019RC

April13th_
MinamiTakao022RC

Apr13_42_SouthTakao_
Viola_obtusaRC


  What the heck is this thing? Is it some kind of cocoon or is it the seedpod of some plant? There were several of these things scattered here and there. If you know what it is, please
contact me through the e-mail link at the bottom of this page. The 2nd and 3rd shots show a beautiful Anemone flaccida.

Apr13_51_South
Takao_WhatIsItRC


  Here are two shots of Viola bissetii followed by a shot of Viola grypoceras.
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Apr13_56_SouthTakao
_Viola_bissetiiRC

April13th_
MinamiTakao032RC

Apr13_78_SouthTakao
_Viola_grypocerasRC


  Here is a shot of a Viola phalacrocarpa (hairy flower stem). That is followed by a shot of a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and then a shot of a Viola eizanensis.

Apr13_92_SouthTakao
_Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

Apr13_97_SouthTakao
_Viola_bissetiiRC

Apr13_102_SouthTakao
_Viola_eizanensisRC


  Here are 3 shots of a Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana - this is a species which we seem to only find every couple of years, so we considered ourselves fortunate today to find
this species.

April13th_Minami
Takao054RC

April13th_Minami
Takao063RC

Apr13_113_SouthTakao_Viola
_chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC


  Here are 2 final shots of Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana and that's followed by a shot from the place where we stopped and ate the lunch which we brought with us. This is an
island in Lake Tsukui. Notice that the Cherry Trees are in full bloom here.

Apr13_116_SouthTakao_Viola
_chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC

Apr13_118_SouthTakao_Viola
_chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC

Apr13_119_SouthTakao_
LakeTsukuiRC


  I set my camera to the 16 x 9 mode for this shot of Lake Tsukui (usually I use the 4 x 3 mode). The next 2 shots are a great specimen of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis. The sun
has to be out to be able to see open flowers of this species.
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Apr13_131_SouthTakao_
LakeTsukuiRC
April13th_Minami
Takao088RC

Apr13_164_SouthTakao_Oxalis
_griffithii_var_kantoensisRC


  In this shot are 2 shots of Omphalodes japonica. We found this species last month, but the photos we got were not good enough to feature it with last month's photos. The 3rd shot
shows the delicate green colors of early spring.

Apr13_173_SouthTakao
_Omphalodes_japonicaRC

April13th_Minami
Takao107RC

April13th_Minami
Takao110RC


  Here are 2 kinds of Skunk Cabbage - the white flowered Lysichiton camtschatcense and the purplish brown flowered Symplocarpus foetidus. They are both in the Araceae family.
Arisaema (row #1 center position) is also in this family.

Apr13_183_SouthTakao
_Symplocarpus_foetidusRC

Apr13_179_SouthTakao_
Lysichiton_camtschatcenseRC

End April 13th, Begin April 15th

  On Sunday, April 15th I had to do class prep and pack my bag for a trip to Omika in Hitachi City in Ibaraki Prefecture for a week long intensive English Class. Kazuya went out to
the Mitake Area for the day and here are some of his best shots from that adventure. The first 2 shots show you Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and the 3rd shot is a Shortia uniflora.

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts007RC

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts018RC

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts022RC


  Here is a last shot of Shortia uniflora and then a Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum). The 3rd shot is a Scenery shot from the top of a mountain Kazuya visited.
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April15th_Takamizu
3Mts023RC

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts031RC
April15th_Takamizu
3Mts040RC


  Kazuya was also fortunate enough to be able to find some Viola sieboldi and then in 3rd position a few Viola violacea var. makinoi.

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts044RC

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts048RC

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts052RC


  Here is another shot of Viola violacea var. makinoi and then 2 shots of Viola sieboldi.

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts054RC

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts065RC

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts068RC


  Here is a final shot of Viola sieboldi and then a nice shot of Cherry Blossoms at a temple which Kazuya passed.

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts069RC

April15th_Takamizu
3Mts077RC

End April 15th, Begin April 20th

  I was still in Hitachi City, Ibaraki Prefecture on Friday when Kazuya had a day off from work. He went out to Fujino on the Chuo Train Line and climbed some mountains there. He
reported that it was a cloudy or foggy day and that gave a mysterious effect to things. The first shot shows some delicate greens of spring. The 2nd shot shows the mysteriousness of the
place. The 3rd shot indicates that the trails in this area are not what one would call over-used.
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April20th_
Daigomaru011RC

April20th_
Daigomaru015RC
April20th_
Daigomaru026RC


  Here you can see a Viola eizanensis in first position. In 2nd position is a specimen of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. In 3rd position is a scenery shot - you should note the
Cherry Trees blooming on the mountain.

April20th_
Daigomaru035RC

April20th_Mt
Shoutou077RC

April20th_Mt
Shoutou090RC

End April 20th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Preview the Calendars for 2013
(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

Go To Page:
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This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of April 2012!
posted: April 30th, 2012

This page begins with April 21st. Kazuya and I went out to Hikage Creek and found much more than we had
expected to find, so we climbed to the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro (670 m = 2,199 ft) for the 30th time
and also Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft) for the 74th time. It was a good day, despite being mostly cloudy all
day. Then, on April 28th we took a train early in the morning and went to Kawaguchi Lake. From there we
took a bus for about an hour, and then we spent the rest of the day hiking. The weather was great! Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 21st

  As it says above, we went out to Hikage Creek on April 21st and hiked all the way up to the Summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro. Then we hiked to I-Ccho-Daira and from there to the
summit of Mt. Takao. The first shot in this row is a shot of spring greenery at Hikage Creek. The next 2 shots show you Viola yezoensis f. discolor - a violet which we search for every spring,
but most years lately we have not found so many of them. Today we found an abundance of them, so you should expect to see many photos of that species on this page. The common name
of this violet is "The Takao Violet".

April21st002
_HikageRC

Apr21_011_HikageCk_Viola
_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

Apr21_016_HikageCk_Viola
_yezoensis_f_discolorRC


  Here are 2 more shots of "The Takao Violet" (Viola yezoensis f. discolor). Can you deduce why the forma of this species is named "discolor" - it's probably because of the weird leaf
color - purplish brown. The 3rd shot in this row is a Trillium smallii which, unfortunately, has already finished blooming.

Apr21_018_HikageCk_Viola
_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

Apr21_019_HikageCk_Viola
_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

Apr21_025_HikageCk_
Trillium_smalliiRC


  The first and 3rd shots in this row are Viola keiskei. In center position is a shot of a white flowered Hikage Violet (Viola yezoensis) (leaves not "discolored") and a purplish colored
Viola grypoceras.

Apr21_030_HikageCk_
Viola_keiskeiRC

Apr21_034_HikageCk_Viola
_grypoceras_V_yezoensisRC

Apr21_036_HikageCk_
Viola_keiskeiRC


  In first position in this row is a shot Anemone flaccida and in 3rd position is a huge patch of them on the other side of the creek. In center position is a Viola keiskei.
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Apr21_042_HikageCk_
Anemone_flaccidaRC

April21st
024_HikageRC
Apr21_037_HikageCk_
Viola_keiskeiRC


  Here are 3 more shots of "The Takao Violet" (Viola yezoensis f. discolor).

April21st
034_HikageRC

April21st
041_HikageRC

Apr21_054_HikageCk_Viola
_yezoensis_f_discolorRC


  And, here are another 3 shots of "The Takao Violet" (Viola yezoensis f. discolor).

Apr21_057_HikageCk_Viola
_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

April21st
047_HikageRC

April21st
048_HikageRC


  In first and 3rd positions in this row is a weirdly pinkish colored Viola keiskei. In the center is an overview of "The Takao Violet" (Viola yezoensis f. discolor).

Apr21_076_HikageCk_
Viola_keiskeiRC

Apr21_078_HikageCk_
Viola_keiskeiRC
April21st
061_HikageRC


  Here are 3 shots of Asarum caulescens. We had never seen so many in bloom at one time. It is really difficult to get the flower and the leaves in a single shot, but you'll note that
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we succeeded pretty well with the 1st and 2nd shots. For the 3rd shot I concentrated on the flower and buds.

Apr21_086_HikageCk
_Asarum_caulescensRC

April21st
084_HikageRC

Apr21_093_HikageCk
_Asarum_caulescensRC


  In all of the shots in this row you can note how many flowers there are of this species this year.

Apr21_102_HikageCk
_Asarum_caulescensRC

April21st
093_HikageRC
Apr21_095_HikageCk
_Asarum_caulescensRC


  Oh heavens, what have they found that they are probably destroying? I snuck up and found that it was some kind of fly which had recently emerged from the stream and was
drying its wings. Wonder if it was still alive when they left? In 2nd and 3rd position is a patch of Anemone flaccida. The 2nd shot is a overview and I zoomed in a bit for the 3rd shot. In the
next row I have included a shot which I zoomed in on even more.

Apr21_108_HikageCk
_RudeCrowdRC

Apr21_109_HikageCk_
Anemone_flaccidaRC

Apr21_110_HikageCk_
Anemone_flaccidaRC


  In 1st position is the same patch of Anemone flaccida which you saw in the row just above. I have zoomed in even more for this shot. The 2nd shot is a VERY dark colored Viola
yezoensis f. discolor while the 3rd shot shows a patch of Hikage Violet - Viola yezoensis (leaves not discolored).
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Apr21_111_HikageCk_
Anemone_flaccidaRC

April21st
103_HikageRC

Apr21_132_HikageCk
_Viola_yezoensisRC


  Here is that patch of Viola yezoensis (Hikage Violet) again and its followed by 2 shots of Viola yezoensis f. discolor.

April21st
117_HikageRC

Apr21_139_HikageCk_Viola
_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

April21st
118_HikageRC

Click the above button for a Special Page Dedicated to the Violets which we have identified with confidence.

  Now we are getting up towards the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro and looking across to the Mountain Cherry on I-Ccho-Daira. We'll be going over there. For this image I took 3
exposure-bracketed shots and created this HDR (High Dynamic Range) photo with Photomatix Pro. I used the Tone-Compressor Option for tone-mapping the 3 exposure-bracketed shots. The
2nd shot is a Corydalis sp. The 3rd shot was taken at I-Ccho-Daira - the place which you see in the first shot in this row.

Apr21_155_156_157_
TMTC_HikageCk_ICchoDairaRC

April21st
133_IcchoudairaRC
Apr21_141_HikageCk
_CorydalisRC


  And, here is a shot of me and also a shot of Kazuya which we took at I-Ccho-Daira with the Yama-zakura (Mountain Cherry) blossoms as our background. The 3rd shot is an area of
Mountain Azalea. This was not yet at its peak - some years this spot is absolutely brilliant.

April21st137
_IcchoudairaRC

Apr21_178_ICcho
DairaArea_AzaleaRC
Apr21_168_ICchoDairaArea_
Yama_zakura_KazuyaRC


  Here are the 2 final shots from this day - both taken at the same Mountain Azalea patch as shown in the 3rd shot in the row above. For the 1st shot I used the Vivid Setting and
shot it at 16 x 9. For the 2nd shot I zoomed in a bit, turned off the Vivid Mode, but left 16 x 9 on (I think).
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Apr21_180_ICcho
DairaArea_AzaleaRC

Apr21_183_ICcho
DairaArea_AzaleaRC

End April 21st, Begin April 28th

  On April 28th Kazuya and I got up at 5:00 AM, got ready and left the house at 5:30 AM. We took a series of trains from Musashisakai (our home station) to Kawaguchi Lake. After
arriving at Kawaguchi Lake we waited for the first bus to take us to where we wanted to go. The bus took about an hour to get us to our destination, which means we got there at about
10:30 AM. The first photo in this row was taken at Kawaguchi Lake Station at 8:56 AM - it's obviously Mt. Fuji's summit area. The 2nd shot is a cherry tree, also at Kawaguchi Lake Station.
The 3rd shot is of Viola orientalis. This is very close to where we got off the bus.

Apr28_002_Kawaguchiko
StationScenery_RC

Apr28_003_Kawaguchiko
StationScenery_RC

April28th_009_
AsagiriKougen_RC


  We went kind of crazy at this burned over field area taking photos of the Viola orientalis. We do not see yellow violets around the Tokyo Area, so we always get excited over yellow
violets.

April28th_014_
AsagiriKougen_RC

Apr28_007_PrefectureBoundary
BusStop_Viola_orientalis_RC

Apr28_015_PrefectureBoundary
BusStop_Viola_orientalis_RC


  Here are the final 2 photos (for now) of Viola orientalis. The 3rd shot is a fine example of Viola eizanensis.

Apr28_019_PrefectureBoundary
BusStop_Viola_orientalis_RC

April28th_037_
AsagiriKougen_RC

April28th_049_
AsagiriKougen_RC


  Here is a Viola eizanensis in first position, followed by a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata in 2nd position. In 3rd position is an Okutama Violet - a Viola X savatieri. It is
the hybrid of Viola eizanensis and Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. We have searched for this violet for years, but we've never found it in bloom before today. So, you should expect to see
a few examples of it.
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Apr28_033_PrefectureBoundary
BusStop_Viola_eizanensis_RC

Apr28_036_PrefBndryBusStop_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedana_f_variegata_RC

Apr28_046_PrefBndryBus
Stop_Viola_X_savatieri_RC


  Here are 3 more shots of the Okutama Violet - a Viola X savatieri. It is the hybrid of Viola eizanensis and Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.

Apr28_049_PrefBndryBus
Stop_Viola_X_savatieri_RC

Apr28_052_PrefBndryBus
Stop_Viola_X_savatieri_RC

Apr28_056_PrefBndryBus
Stop_Viola_X_savatieri_RC


  After we took an abundance of photos of the Okutama Violet we scoured the surrounding forest for more and we found another hybrid. This one is not even in our book, but it has
been reported on the web before. This is the hybrid of Viola eizanensis and Viola bissetii. The flower definitely looks similar to Viola bissetii, but the flower of V. bissetii has no interior hairs.
The backside of the leaf of this one is green - as shown, while the backside of the leaf of the Okutama Violet is purplish brown. The differences between this and the Okutama Violet are easily
noticeable.

Apr28_059_PrefBndryBusStop
_Viola_eizanensis_x_v_bissetii_RC

Apr28_060_PrefBndryBusStop
_Viola_eizanensis_x_v_bissetii_RC
Apr28_062_PrefBndryBusStop
_Viola_eizanensis_x_v_bissetii_RC


  Here are 2 final shots of the hybrid of Viola eizanensis and Viola bissetii in 1st and 3rd position. In 2nd position is a photo of Forest Scenery in this area.

Apr28_064_PrefBndryBusStop
_Viola_eizanensis_x_v_bissetii_RC

Apr28_068_PrefBndryBusStop
_Viola_eizanensis_x_v_bissetii_RC
April28th_149_
AsagiriKougen_RC
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  As we continued on our hike we saw this strange mountain shown in 1st position - why is there such a distinct line on the mountain where the forest changes from coniferous to
hardwood? Can anybody answer that question? The 2nd and 3rd shots show Mt. Fuji.

Apr28_079_PrefBndry
BusStop_Scenery_RC

Apr28_089_PrefBndry
BusStop_Scenery_RC

Apr28_092_PrefBndry
BusStop_Scenery_RC


  Here is a shot of Trillium smallii in first position. That is followed by 2 more shots of photogenic Mt. Fuji.

Apr28_099_PrefBndryBus
Stop_Trillium_smallii_RC

Apr28_103_PrefBndry
BusStop_Scenery_RC

Apr28_105_PrefBndry
BusStop_Scenery_RC


  The first shot in this row shows the soft greens of early spring. The 2nd shot shows a paragliding person. There is a well known paragliding hill near here. The 3rd shot again shows
that mountain with the distinct line marking where the forest type changes from hardwoods to conifers. Note that it happens at both the lower level and also the upper level.

April28th_180_
AsagiriKougen_RC

Apr28_110_NearAsagiri
Kogen_Paraglider_RC

Apr28_113_NearAsagiri
Kogen_Scenery_RC

End Page 3, but April 28th continues on Page 4
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this adventure and also for the conclusion of April!

Preview the Calendars for 2013
(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
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If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of April 2012!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2012

This page continues April 28th at 2:40 PM near Asagiri Kogen. We are still near Kawaguchi Lake. This page
will take you through the end of this adventure - on April 29th - and those are the final photos of the month.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

April 28th Continues From Page 3

  We are still hiking in the Asagiri Kogen Area and here are some more specimens of Viola orientalis in first position. That photo is followed by 2 nice shots of Mt. Fuji.

Apr28_125_Near
AsagiriKogen_MtFuji_RC

Apr28_127_128_Stitch_
NearAsagiriKogen_MtFuji_RC

Apr28_118_NearAsagiri
Kogen_Viola_orientalis_RC


  Here is a shot of me with Mt. Fuji in the background and also a shot of Kazuya with Mt. Fuji in the background. The 3rd shot was taken at Asagiri Kogen Roadhouse with a
considerable degree of zoom and it shows the backside of some Viola orientalis.

April28th_204_
AsagiriKougen_RC

Apr28_130_NearAsagiri
Kogen_Kazuya_RC

Apr28_134_AsagiriKogen
RoadHouse_Viola_orientalis_RC


  Both shots in this row were taken at Asagiri Kogen Roadhouse. To get the first shot I again used a considerable degree of zoom, but for the 2nd one I snuck up on the plant and
shot it. These photos both show the backside of Viola orientalis.
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Apr28_144_AsagiriKogen
RoadHouse_Viola_orientalis_RC

Apr28_147_AsagiriKogen
RoadHouse_Viola_orientalis_RC


  Here is a great shot of Mt. Fuji from the bus stop at Asagiri Kogen Roadhouse. The final shot shows the Fried Shrimp dinner we had. We always go to the same restaurant for
dinner when we visit Kawaguchi Lake and we always get the Fried Shrimp. It's not especially fancy, but it's certainly delicious - and the shrimp are huge!

Apr28_154_Asagiri
KogenRoadHouse_MtFuji_RC
Apr28_157_Kawaguchi_
Lake_FriedShrimpSupper_RC

End April 28th, Begin April 29th

  Now we begin April 29th - and we will be back at home this evening. We got up early to catch the first bus to where we wanted to go - the closest bus stop to Hahanoshira
Waterfall. We are hiking up towards the waterfall now and we have found our first Viola mirabilis var. subglabra. This is the violet which we specifically came here to find! We are already
happy. The 3rd shot is a really nice example of Trillium tschonoskii. Do not confuse this with the Trillium smallii shown on Page 3 in Row 24.

Apr29_01_KawaguchiLake_Viola
_mirabilis_var_subglabra_RC

Apr29_02_KawaguchiLake_Viola
_mirabilis_var_subglabra_RC

Apr29_06_KawaguchiLake
_Trillium_tschonoskii_RC


  Here are 3 more shots of Trillium tschonoskii. It's easy to see why the other species is named Trillium smallii when one compares the size of these 2 Trilliums.

Apr29_08_KawaguchiLake
_Trillium_tschonoskii_RC

Apr29_15_KawaguchiLake
_Trillium_tschonoskii_RC

April29th_04_Hahano
shira_KachiKachi_RC

Apr29_24_KawaguchiLake_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedana_RC

Apr29_28_KawaguchiLake_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedana_RC


  Here are 3 shots of a colorful Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.

Apr29_20_KawaguchiLake_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedana_RC


  As we hike further we come to a place where we have this nice view of Mt. Fuji and some blooming Cherry Trees. In the 1st photo note the house - nice place to live, eh!
Unfortunately there is a huge highway just below the house, so the poor people there always have the sounds of traffic - 24/7/365! Sad!
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Apr29_33_Kawaguchi
Lake_Scenery_Fuji_RC

Apr29_34_35_36_Fused_
KawaguchiLake_Scenery_Fuji_RC

Apr29_37_Kawaguchi
Lake_Scenery_Fuji_RC


  Here is an example of Chloranthus japonicus in first position. That's followed by a beautiful shot of Viola eizanensis in 2nd position. In 3rd position is a nice example of Viola rossii note the curly leaves.

Apr29_43_KawaguchiLake
_Chloranthus_japonicus_RC

Apr29_53_KawaguchiLake
_Viola_eizanensis_RC

Apr29_62_Kawaguchi
Lake_Viola_rossii_RC


  Here is another shot of a Viola rossii - again, note the curled up leaves. This is a distinctive feature of this species in the early spring. In 2nd and 3rd position are some shots of
Viola mirabilis var. subglabra - remember, this is the species which we came here specifically to find.

Apr29_71_Kawaguchi
Lake_Viola_rossii_RC

Apr29_83_KawaguchiLake_Viola
_mirabilis_var_subglabra_RC

Apr29_86_KawaguchiLake_Viola
_mirabilis_var_subglabra_RC


  Here is another shot of Viola mirabilis var. subglabra, followed by an example of Viola collina. In this shot you can see a dried up flower. Unfortunately we did not find any fresh
flowers on this species at all! We were disappointed in that. In 3rd position can be found Scopalia japonica - a poisonous plant, but pretty.

Apr29_92_KawaguchiLake_Viola
_mirabilis_var_subglabra_RC

Apr29_109_KawaguchiLake
_Scopalia_japonica_RC
April29th_60_Hahano
shira_KachiKachi_RC


  Here are 2 additional shots of Scopalia japonica and those are followed by a really nice shot of Viola rossii.
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Apr29_114_KawaguchiLake
_Scopalia_japonica_RC

Apr29_111_KawaguchiLake
_Scopalia_japonica_RC

Apr29_123_Kawaguchi
Lake_Viola_rossii_RC


  Here is another shot of Viola rossii and then we come off the trail and come to the abandoned road which looks directly upon Hahanoshira Waterfall.

Apr29_121_Kawaguchi
Lake_Viola_rossii_RC

Apr29_128_Kawaguchi
Lake_HahanoshiraWaterfall_RC

Apr29_129_SIP_Kawaguchi
Lake_HahanoshiraWaterfall_RC


  Here are 2 more shots of Hahanoshira Waterfall. In center position is a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata. The variegations are so strong in this example that they
virtually make the entire leaf whitish.

Apr29_135_KawaguchiLake_
HahanoshiraWaterfall_RC

April29th_73_Hahano
shira_KachiKachi_RC

Apr29_150_KawaguchiLake
_HahanoshiraWaterfall_RC


  Here are 2 more shots of the Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata with the really intensely variegated leaves.

Apr29_137_KawaguchiLake_Viola_toku
buchiana_var_takedana_f_variegata_RC
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  Upon finishing at the waterfall, we hiked back down to the bus stop and went to the base of the Kachi-Kachi Ropeway, which would take us to the summit of Kachi-Kachi Mountain.
It's not much of a mountain, but the locals call it a mountain. These 3 shots show the scenery from the summit of Mt. Kachi-Kachi. WOW!

Apr29_163_KawaguchiLake
_KachikachiRopewayTop_RC

Apr29_164_KawaguchiLake
_KachikachiRopewayTop_RC

Apr29_165_Adj_Kawaguchi
Lake_KachikachiRopewayTop_RC


  Three additional shots from the summit of Mt. Kachi-Kachi. We were fortunate to be here for the Cherry Blossom Season, which was long past in the Tokyo Area.

Apr29_168_KawaguchiLake
_KachikachiRopewayTop_RC

Apr29_169_KawaguchiLake
_KachikachiRopewayTop_RC
April29th_99_Hahano
shira_KachiKachi_RC


  Here's a shot of Kazuya with Cherry Blossoms and Mt. Fuji behind him. The 2nd shot shows the trail which we hiked out for about a mile or so - searching for some Viola collina
with fresh flowers. None to be found. We found plants, but no fresh flowers. The 3rd shot is a great example of Viola eizanensis. Then we headed back down the mountain and then back to
Kawaguchi Lake Station and then took a train home, arriving at our apartment a bit before 5:00 PM. We surely had great weather for both days. We got our necks and arms sunburned.

Apr29_174_KawaguchiLake
_KachikachiRopewayTop_Kazuya_RC

Apr29_197_KawaguchiLake_Kachikachi
RopewayTop_Viola_eizanensis_RC
April29th_118_Hahano
shira_KachiKachi_RC


  Here is a short movie of Hahanoshira Waterfall. Again, I can't tell you how large (in KB) this will be for you because this is QuickTime magic and supposedly one of the 3 different
size movies will be downloaded for you, depending on your connection speed and your screen size.

Click to Play
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End April 29th, End Page 4, End April 2012's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be happy to have you buy one of our books. For additional information
please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page.

An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.
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Preview the Calendars for 2013
(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2013 - Favorite Photo
"Sea of Japan" - From the Lower Slopes of Mt. Kakuda - Looking at the Sea of Japan. April 13th, 11:35
AM.

APRIL 2013: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Cherry Blossoms Around Our Local Area * Gentiana zollingeri in Bloom * River Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis) * Takao Violet (Viola
yezoensis f. discolor) * Viola keiskei * Asarum caulescens * Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum * Viola bissetii * Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis * Viola obtusa * Viola eizanensis *
Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima * Cymbidium goeringii - an Orchid * Viola rossii * Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana * Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum * Kogesawa Scenery * Jindai
Botanical Garden * Viola sieboldi * Viola violacea var. makinoi * Viola vaginata * Mt. Kakuda * Erythronium japonicum (Trout Lily) * Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna * Heloniopsis
orientalis * Sea of Japan Scenery * Viola grayi at Kakizaki Beach * A Grossly Rubbish Strewn Beach * Viola mandshurica var. crassa * Viola grypoceras f. albiflora * Viola grypoceras f.
rosipetala * Viola variegata var. nipponica * Viola yazawana * Viola orientalis * Japanese Pheasant (Phasianus versicolor) * Viola grypoceras f. purpurellocalcarata * Viola violacea f.
versicolor * Capricornis crispus - a Japanese Kamoshika or Japanese Serow * Shortia uniflora * Viola mirabilis var. subglauca * Beautiful Wisteria Blossoms * A Huge Mountain Clearcut *
More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of April 2013!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2013

This page actually begins with March 29th and a trip to Musashino Park for our annual "Hanami" - Cherry
Blossom viewing and lunch with a high quality Saké under the Cherry Trees. Then we proceed to March 31st
and a trip to Jindai Botanical Garden to view the Cherry Blossoms at night, by the lights. Next, we hiked up
the Hikage Creek Road on April 5th to the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama and also hiked out to Mt.
Kagenobu and then down the Kogesawa (=Koge Creek) trail and all the way to Takao Station. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin March 29th

  On the weekend of March 29, 30 and 31 Kazuya had a bad cold, so we did not go to any mountains to search for violets. On Friday, March 29th we took a bicycle ride through the
international Christian University (ICU) Campus to see the Cherry Blossoms. The first photo in this row was taken as we were preparing to leave the house - a small piece of our Porch
Garden. In this single flower pot you can see Viola japonica in bloom, Strawberry leaves and a very tiny Mountain Pepper (Zanthoxylum piperitum) tree. In 2nd and 3rd positions you can see
the Cherry Blossoms on the ICU Campus.

March29th_
HomeGarden002RC

March29th
_ICU004RC

March29th
_ICU005RC


  This row is still on the ICU campus. In first position is a very large patch of Viola grypoceras. In 2nd position is another shot of Cherry Blossoms and in 3rd position is a Gentiana
zollingeri in bloom.

Mar29_01_ICU_
Viola_grypocerasRC

Mar29_04_ICU_
CherryBlossomsRC

March29th
_ICU008RC


  Here is another shot of Gentiana zollingeri and that's followed by 2 shots of Cherry Blossoms.

Mar29_10Fix_ICU_
Gentiana_zollingeriRC
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_CherryBlossomsRC

Mar29_13_ICU
_CherryBlossomsRC
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  In this row are 3 shots, increasingly zoomed-in, looking towards the highway, down the entry street to ICU.

Mar29_16_ICU_
CherryBlossomsRC

Mar29_17_ICU_
CherryBlossomsRC

Mar29_18_ICU_
CherryBlossomsRC


  In 1st position in this row is the final increasingly zoomed-in shot looking towards the highway, down the main entry street to ICU. In 2nd position is me on my bicycle, riding under
the Cherry Trees. In 3rd position, we have moved to Musashino Park. It's not a great weather day, but it's warm enough to be considered a nice day. We ate our lunch and drank our KamiNo-Itazura Saké under that cluster of Cherry Trees. Kami-No-Itazura means God's Trick; it is a very wonderful tasting Saké and we buy a couple bottles of it every couple of years. In
other words, a bottle lasts for about a year.

Mar29_19_ICU_
CherryBlossomsRC

Mar29_23_MusashinoPk_Cherry
Blossoms_LunchSpotRC
March29th
_ICU028RC


  As we bicycled around in Musashino Park we saw a River Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis) and followed it around as it flitted from the No River to this small pond. We were nicely rewarded
for our efforts as it sat on this post for a long time and even dove into the pond for a fish and then returned to the same post. In the 2nd shot note the fish in its mouth!! In the 3rd shot it
has just barely finished getting the fish down its gullet, and that is why its mouth is still a little bit open.

Mar29_25_MusashinoPk_
Kingfisher_Alcedo_atthisRC

March29th_
MusashinoPark053RC

Mar29_47_MusashinoPk_
Kingfisher_Alcedo_atthisRC


  Here are 2 final shots of that River Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis) and a cloudy day shot of a beautiful Forsythia sp. bush.

Mar29_27_MusashinoPk_
Kingfisher_Alcedo_atthisRC

Mar29_32_MusashinoPk_
Kingfisher_Alcedo_atthisRC

Mar29_61_Musashino
Pk_ForsythiaRC


  In first position here is a Willow Tree (Salix sp.) which is budding out. In 2nd and 3rd positions are 2 more shots of that cluster of cherry trees where we ate our lunch.
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Mar29_64_Musashino
Pk_WillowRC

March29th_
MusashinoPark069RC

Mar29_68_MusashinoPk_Cherry
Blossoms_LunchSpotRC

End March 29th, Begin March 31st

  On the evening/night of March 31st we went to Jindai Botanical Garden to see the Cherry Trees under the lights. Jindai Botanical Garden advertises this event on their website and
Kazuya happened to see it there, so we went out on this cloudy day to see it. Well, it's good that we have annual passes to enter this place otherwise we would have felt very ripped-off. They
have very few lights, they are not well placed and the color temperature of the lights is not so great for photography. In the first 2 shots in this row it is not yet dark, so the shots are not too
bad. In the 3rd shot a flash was used to get it this bright.

March31st_
JindaiBG002RC

Mar31_04_JindaiBG
_Hanami_LightsRC

March31st_
JindaiBG005RC


  A flash was used for the first 2 shots in this row of a Flowering Peach Tree. In the 3rd shot you can see how narrow of a beam the park Gardens lights throw - so disappointing.
Yeah, it's good that we didn't pay for this entry to here!

March31st_
JindaiBG010RC

Mar31_16_JindaiBG
_Hanami_LightsRC

Mar31_20_JindaiBG
_Hanami_LightsRC


  Here is Kazuya looking bored. The 2nd image is a 3 shot panorama of a cluster of Cherry Trees. Exposure has been adjusted with Photoshop. And, then as we bicycled home it
started raining on us, so by the time we got back to our apartment, we were fairly cold and wet. Not a great outing!

Mar31_30_31_32_Panorama
_JindaiBG_Hanami_LightsRC
Mar31_26_JindaiBG
_Hanami_LightsRC

End March 31st, Begin April 5th

  On April 5th Kazuya and I went out to Takao, took a bus to Hikage Creek and hiked up the Hikage Creek Road to the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama (for the 39th time). We
ate part of our lunch at the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama (670 m = 2,199 ft) and then hiked the trail to Mt. Kagenobu (727 m = 2,385 ft) and summited that mountain for the 10th
time. Then we hiked down the Kogesawa (=Koge Creek) trail and down to the bus stop, but it was nearly an hour's wait for the next bus, so we hiked the riverside trail all the way to Takao
Station. Of course we were in search of spring flowers. In this row you can find photos of the Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis f. discolor) and a species of Arisaema (Jack-in-the-Pulpit).
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April5th_Hikage008_Viola
YezoensisFDiscolorRC

Apr05_011_Hikage_Viola
_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

Apr05_017_Hikage
_Arisaema_spRC


  In this row are 3 photos of the Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis f. discolor). The center photo is an overview of the environment.

April5th_Hikage011_Viola
YezoensisFDiscolorRC

Apr05_024_Hikage_Viola
_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

April5th_Hikage012_Viola
YezoensisFDiscolorRC


  In this row the 1st photo is a strangely pink-colored Viola keiskei. We find this pink-colored one in this approximate location every year. It is the only place we ever see a pinkcolored one. Viola keiskei is normally pure white. In center position is a nicely lit example of Asarum caulescens and in 3rd position is a shot of a Chrysosplenium macrostemon var.
atrandrum.

Apr05_044_Hikage_Chrysosplenium
_macrostemon_var_atrandrumRC

Apr05_036_Hikage_
Viola_keiskeiRC
April5th_Hikage025_
AsarumCaulescensRC


  Here are 2 more nice shots of Asarum caulescens and sandwiched between them is a shot of Viola bissetii. The center photo is out of chronological order for portrait mode and
landscape mode balance.
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Apr05_047_Hikage_
Asarum_caulescensRC

Apr05_049_Hikage_
Asarum_caulescensRC
April5th_Hikage031
_ViolaBissetiiRC


  In 1st position in this row is an example of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis. In 2nd and 3rd positions are shots of an early blooming Mountain Cherry Tree.

Apr05_054_Hikage_Oxalis_
griffithii_var_kantoensisRC

April5th_Hikage047
_CherryRC
April5th_Hikage051
_CherryRC


  Here are 2 nice shots of Viola obtusa in 1st and 2nd position. In 3rd position is a nice Viola eizanensis.

Apr05_073_Hikage_
Viola_obtusaRC

Apr05_076_Hikage_
Viola_obtusaRC

April5th_Hikage060_
ViolaEizanensisRC


  In 1st position is another nice shot of Viola eizanensis. In 2nd and 3rd position are shots of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima.

April5th_Hikage061_
ViolaEizanensisRC

April5th_
Hikage069RC

April5th_
Hikage070RC


  Here are 2 beautiful examples of Viola obtusa and then a Scenery Image from a clear-cut along the trail to Mt. Kagenobu. This image was created from 3 exposure-bracketed shots
which were Tone-mapped using the Tone-Compressor Option of Photomatix Pro.
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April5th_Hikage082
_ViolaObtusaRC

April5th_Hikage081
_ViolaObtusaRC

Apr05_102_103_103_TMTC
_Kagenobu_SceneryRC


  The 1st image in this row was created from 3 exposure-bracketed shots which were Tone-mapped using the Details-Enhancer Option of Photomatix Pro. Those 3 photos were also
taken from a clear-cut along the trail from Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama to Mt. Kagenobu. The 2nd shot shows a Cymbidium goeringii - an Orchid. The 3rd shot shows a nice group or cluster of
Viola grypoceras.

Apr05_105_106_107_TMDE
_Kagenobu_SceneryRC

Apr05_109_Kagenobu_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

April5th_MtKagenobu115
_ViolaGrypocerasRC


  The first 2 shots in this row show a nearly red-colored Viola eizanensis. This was found just a ways below the summit of Mt. Kagenobu. It was the reddest example of Viola
eizanensis which we have ever seen. The 3rd shot was taken from the summit of Mt. Kagenobu. The mountain with the tower on it, to the left of center, is Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama. We
hiked more or less along that ridge between there and here.

April5th_MtKagenobu119
_ViolaEizanensisRC

Apr05_113_Kagenobu
_Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr05_119_
Kagenobu_SceneryRC


  Now we are descending from Mt. Kagenobu to the Kogesawa Trail and we found a single example of Viola rossii - shown in the first 2 shots. The 3rd shot is an amazingly white
example of Viola eizanensis.

Apr05_130_Kagenobu
_Viola_rossiiRC

Apr05_131_Kagenobu_
Viola_eizanensisRC
April5th_MtKagenobu
127_ViolaRossiiRC


  Note that we are now hiking down along Kogesawa (=Koge Creek). In 1st position in this row is an example of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana. In center position is a group of
Anemone flaccida and in 3rd position is another Viola eizanensis.
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Apr05_135_Kogesawa_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Apr05_138_Kogesawa_
Anemone_flaccidaRC

April5th_Kogesawa142_
ViolaEizanensisRC


  In 1st position in this row is a shot of Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum and you can also see an Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis growing there. In 2nd and 3rd position are
shots of Viola grypoceras f. variegata, not so common to see. Of course the "variegation" is the red veins in the leaves.

April5th_Kogesawa145_
ChrysospleniumAlbumVarStamineumRC

April5th_Kogesawa154_
ViolaGrypocerasFVariegataRC

April5th_Kogesawa155_
ViolaGrypocerasFVariegataRC


  In 1st position in this row is another shot of Viola eizanensis. That is followed by a shot of Omphalodes japonica - there were more growing here than we had ever seen before. In
3rd position is another example of a pinkish-colored Viola eizanensis.

April5th_Kogesawa156_
ViolaEizanensisRC

April5th_Kogesawa171
_OmphalodesJaponicaRC

Apr05_150_Kogesawa_
Viola_eizanensisRC

End Page 1, but April 5th Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of this April 5th adventure and for the continuation of this month's
adventures.

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
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single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of April 2013!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2013

This page begins with the final few photos from our April 5th adventure to the Hikage Creek, Mt. KobotokeShiro-Yama, Mt. Kagenobu and Kogesawa Area. Then there are 4 photos from an April 6th visit to Jindai
Botanical Garden. Those are followed by Kazuya's April 7th trip to the Minami-Takao Area. Next, are photos
from Kazuya's trip on April 12th to Western Tokyo and then the final adventure on this page is an April 13th
trip to Mt. Kakuda (481.7 m = 1,580 ft), in Niigata Prefecture. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

April 5th Continues From Page 1 (at 2:48 PM)

  Now we are still coming down Kogesawa (=Koge Creek). The first photo in this row shows a very nice example of Viola eizanensis. The 2nd photo shows Kogesawa (=Koge Creek)
and the 3rd photo shows some nice Spring Greenery along the lower portion of Kogesawa, after the trail meets the old logging road.

Apr05_154_Kogesawa_
Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr05_169_Kogesawa
_KogeCreekRC

Apr05_178_Kogesawa
_SpringGreeneryRC


  In this row you can see an image which was created by Tone-mapping with Photomatix Pro using 3 exposure-bracketed photos and the Details-Enhancer Option. The 2nd photo
shows a bright Azalea Bush along the roadside and the 3rd photo shows some more nice Spring Greenery.

Apr05_189_190_191_
TMDE_Kogesawa_SceneryRC

April5th_
Kogesawa220RC

April5th_
Kogesawa222RC

End April 5th, Begin April 6th

  On Saturday, April 6th, there was a heavy storm warning, so in the morning before the storm came in we went to Jindai Botanical Garden again, specifically for the Violets exhibit. I
am not including any photos from that exhibit. The plants were all growing in pots and to me that is not so exciting. It's much more fun to find them in the wild. So - here is a shot of Cherry
Petals floating on the pond and then a 2 shot panorama of the big lawn. On the right hand edge you can see the big clump of Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) which we often show you
beautiful photos of in the Autumn.
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April06_11_12_Panorama
_JindaiBG_BigLawnRC
April06_03_JindaiBG
_CherryPetalsOnPondRC


  Here is a photo of a double-petaled Cherry Tree and then a shot of a flowering peach tree. By the way, this is a different tree than the one you saw on Page 1 in Row 10. And,
that's all from this adventure - and, in case you are wondering, yes - it did rain cats and dogs later in the day. In fact it started raining lightly before we even left the Botanical Garden.

April06_16_JindaiBG
_CherryBlossomsRC

April06_21_JindaiBG
_PeachBlossomsRC

End April 6th, Begin April 7th

  On Sunday, April 7th Kazuya went out to the Minami (=South) Takao Area in search of violets. I relaxed at home because I did not feel well that day. He did not find any new
violets, but he did find that the Rhododendron kaempferi has started to bloom and he also found that the Viola phalacrocarpa is still in bloom.

April7thMinamiTakao012
_RhododendronKaempferiRC

April7thMinamiTakao037
_RhododendronKaempferi
April7thMinamiTakao082
_ViolaPhalacrocarpaRC

End April 7th, Begin April 12th

  On April 12th Kazuya went out to Western Tokyo and climbed 3 mountains which we often go to at this time of the year. I stayed at home because we had a rather major outing
planned for the following day and I did not want to get too fatigued, as the place he went is rather a difficult hike/climb and takes several hours. He found Viola sieboldi and Viola violacea
var. makinoi, as you can see in this row. He also found more species, which you will see in the following rows.

April12th_Takamizu3Mtns
002_ViolaSieboldiRC

April12th_Takamizu3Mtns011_
ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC

April12th_Takamizu3Mtns037_
ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC


  In first position in this row is another shot of Viola violacea var. makinoi and then a Mountain Cherry Tree in Bloom. The 3rd shot shows you some scenery, which shows that spring
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has not fully arrived at this elevation.

April12th_Takamizu3Mtns049_
ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC

April12th_Takamizu
3Mtns098RC
April12th_Takamizu3Mtns
054_CherryRC


  In this row are 2 specimens of Viola rossii and one more shot showing that spring is still to fully arrive here.

April12th_Takamizu3Mtns
114_ViolaRossiiRC

April12th_Takamizu3Mtns
127_MtIwatakeishiRC

April12th_Takamizu3Mtns
202_ViolaRossiiRC


  These 3 shots were taken as Kazuya descended, and show that spring is arriving at this elevation. The first shot shows some beautiful Rhododendron dilatatum flowers at a small
shrine on the side of the mountain. The 2nd shot is some Peach Blossoms and the 3rd shot is some young Maple Leaves.

April12th_Takamizu3Mtns209
_RhododendronDilatatumRC

April12th_Takamizu3Mtns
225_PeachRC

April12th_Takamizu3Mtns
226_MapleLeavesRC

End April 12th, Begin April 13th

  On the morning of April 13th we got up at 4:30 AM, got ready and left the apartment. We took a train from our local station at 6:01 AM and then took the very first Joetsu
Shinkansen of the day to Tsubame-Sanjou Station. From there we took a couple of local trains and ended up at Maki Station, Niigata Prefecture, at 9:28 AM. We took a taxi to Kakuda Beach
and we were going to take a different trail to the summit than we took back in 2011. We searched for that trail for around an hour, and we finally found it, but after hiking it for about 20
minutes we decided that we did not like it and decided to go back down and try to find the course we took to the summit in 2011. We could not find it exactly and we ended up at a vertical
rock face and had to go back down. An old man told us of a shortcut to the Lighthouse Trail from where we were, and we took that way. I had an accident on that vertical rock face I just
talked about and I had several muscle aches and pains and a few minor injuries, but we made it the summit of Mt. Kakuda (481.7 m = 1,580 ft) at around 2:30 PM! As I said, we also visited
this area in 2011 and you can find those photos HERE. The 1st and 3rd photos in this row show where we started from - Kakuda Beach! The 2nd image, out of chronological order for
landscape/portrait mode balance, shows a beautiful Viola vaginata flower.
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Apr13_001_Mt
Kakuda_SceneryRC

Apr13_004_Mt
Kakuda_SceneryRC
April13th_MtKakuda
007_ViolaVaginataRC


  In this row is another example of Viola vaginata, an unknown fungus which was quite photogenic and a Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum).

Apr13_006_Mt
Kakuda_Viola_vaginataRC

April13th_MtKakuda023
_ErythroniumJaponicumRC
Apr13_011_MtKakuda
_UnknownFungusRC


  Now we get into what we truly came here to find - the wild mountain Hepatica which grows on this mountain (Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna). Here are 3 great photos
which show this species. If you visit the 2011 pages from this trip (HERE) you will see that we found a wider variety of colors then.

April13th_MtKakuda031_Hepatica
NobilisVarJaponicaFMagnaRC

Apr13_015_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC

April13th_MtKakuda039_Hepatica
NobilisVarJaponicaFMagnaRC


  Here are 3 more examples of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna.

Apr13_022_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC

Apr13_026_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC

Apr13_032_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC


  Here is a Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna in 1st position, a Heloniopsis orientalis in 2nd position and a scenery shot in 3rd position. That is the Sea of Japan out there.
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Apr13_034_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC

April13th_MtKakuda050
_HeloniopsisOrientalisRC

Apr13_040_Mt
Kakuda_SceneryRC

Apr13_043_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC

Apr13_048_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna.

April13th_MtKakuda057_Hepatica
NobilisVarJaponicaFMagnaRC


  Here are an additional 3 examples of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna. You may get the idea that this flower impresses us, well you would be correct. It's partly that this is
the only place we know of where it can be found in such abundance. It's partly because it comes in so many colors and it's partly because the precise place where we go to find it is
dangerous and difficult to get to.

Apr13_050_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC

Apr13_059_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC

Apr13_065_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC


  AND - another 3 examples of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna, the 3rd one being a very interesting pink color. In the center photo you may notice the Erythronium
japonicum or Trout Lily in the background.

Apr13_080_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC

April13th_MtKakuda084_Hepatica
NobilisVarJaponicaFMagnaRC


  In 1st position is another pink Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna and that's followed by 2 bluish colored examples.
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Apr13_091_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC

Apr13_094_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC

Apr13_097_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC


  Here are 2 shots of Erythronium japonicum (Trout Lily) with the sun behind it and then a white colored Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna.

Apr13_104_MtKakuda
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr13_107_MtKakuda
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr13_111_MtKakuda_Hepatica
_nobilis_var_japonica_f_magnaRC


  In 1st position is nearly the final example of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna and then 2 scenery shots from the Lighthouse Trail ridgeline.

April13th_MtKakuda097_Hepatica
NobilisVarJaponicaFMagnaRC

April13th_
MtKakuda107RC

April13th_
MtKakuda110RC


  In 1st position is another scenery shot and that's followed by 2 shots of Erythronium japonicum. When we were here in 2011 we somehow managed to get some quite impressive
shots of the Trout Lily and I recommend that you also look at those photos HERE if you love Trout Lily.

April13th_
MtKakuda118RC

April13th_MtKakuda125
_ErythroniumJaponicumRC


  Here are 3 more Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) shots and in the 1st one you'll notice the Sea of Japan down there.
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April13th_MtKakuda127
_ErythroniumJaponicumRC

April13th_MtKakuda148
_ErythroniumJaponicumRC
April13th_MtKakuda166
_ErythroniumJaponicumRC


  Here is a shot on the summit of the mountain. It was 2:30 PM or so when we finally arrived there, so we ate a hurried lunch which we had brought with us, and then we headed
down. I had a sore back and left shoulder and I was not moving so fast and the final bus from the trailhead back to the station from this side of the mountain was at 5:11 PM. In center
position is a Luehdorfia japonica butterfly. It is becoming more scarce as its previously lightly managed open woodland habitats are destroyed in favour of agriculture or intensive forestry. It
is restricted to Honshu Island. In 3rd position is a shot of Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna which was taken near a small shrine, practically at the bottom of the mountain.

Apr13_127_MtKakuda
_Scenery_SummitRC

April13th_MtKakuda180_Hepatica
NobilisVarJaponicaFMagnaRC

April13th_MtKakuda179
_LuehdorfiaJaponicaRC


  Here is a final scenery shot from the ridgeline which we descended by and that is followed by a shot of Mt. Kakuda which Kazuya took from the train which we rode to Niigata City,
where we had hotel reservations.

April13th_
MtKakuda183RC

April13th_
MtKakuda198RC


  Here is a collage of individual Hepatica nobilis var. japonica f. magna flower photos which I created from photos which we took in 2011. The 2nd photo shows the abundance of
these plants in a small area which we were fortunate enough to discover back in 2011.

April15th_MtKakuda
_Many_HepaticaRC
April15th_MtKakuda149
+Many_HepaticaRC

End April 13th, End Page 2
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of April 2013!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2013

This page begins with April 14th and the continuation of our trip of that weekend. We went to Kakizaki
Beach in search of a new violet for us. We were amply rewarded for our efforts and found 2 new violets for
us! The next adventure after that was on April 19th - a trip to Western Tokyo to search for violets. Following
that is a trip to the Kawaguchi Lake Area of Yamanashi Prefecture, and a climb of Mt. Kurotake (1,793 m =
5,882 ft) in search of Violets and other spring flowers and beautiful scenery. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 14th
Okay, from our hotel in Niigata City we took trains on Sunday morning, April 14th, to the Sea of Japan and got off at Kakizaki Station, which you can see in the first photo in this
row. From there we walked to Kakizaki Beach in search of a violet we had never before seen - Viola grayi. For a while we thought that we would not find it, but then we started finding a few
of them and after we learned how and precisely where to look for them, we found lots of them. The 2nd and 3rd photos here show the flowers of this violet. In the center photo you can see
the Sea of Japan in the background.

Apr14_01_Kakizaki
Beach_StationRC

Apr14_02_Kakizaki
Beach_Viola_grayiRC

April14th_Kakizaki
026_ViolaGrayiRC

Here are 3 more examples of Viola grayi. As this was a new violet for us, you can expect to see several photos of it. The first photo shows several flowers on a single plant. The
center photo shows the flower spur and the reverse side of the flower and the 3rd photo shows another plant with several flowers on it.
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April14th_Kakizaki
032_ViolaGrayiRC

April14th_Kakizaki
036_ViolaGrayiRC

April14th_Kakizaki
040_ViolaGrayiRC

Apr14_15_Kakizaki
Beach_Viola_grayiRC

Apr14_17_Kakizaki
Beach_Viola_grayiRC

Here are 3 more examples of Viola grayi.

Apr14_13_Kakizaki
Beach_Viola_grayiRC

The 1st photo in this row shows a beautiful flower, the 2nd photo shows a plant and the 3rd photo shows the beach where we found this species. That's me kneeling down to take a
photo.

Apr14_19_Kakizaki
Beach_Viola_grayiRC

April14th_Kakizaki
058_ViolaGrayiRC

April14th_
Kakizaki059RC

Here is another photo of the flower - notice that this is one of the few species of plants growing here. There are beach grasses and beach lettuce and not too much else. The 2nd
photo was put in here to show the amount of garbage on this beach. This entire area looked like this - abandoned Styrofoam and pet bottles, rope chunks and other junk lost or tossed over
the side of fishing boats probably. The 3rd photo shows an entire plant - half buried in the blowing sand.

Apr14_29_Kakizaki
Beach_Viola_grayiRC

Apr14_34_Kakizaki
Beach_GarbageRC

Apr14_35_Kakizaki
Beach_Viola_grayiRC

These 3 photos were included expressly to show the amount of garbage on this beach. Are there beaches which are so very garbage filled in your country? I, personally, would be
embarrassed to show this beach to people if this was my home country. The person in all 3 photos is Kazuya. If you have an inclination to do so, please e-mail me from the link at the bottom
of the page and let me know the condition of beaches in your country. Again, this is Kakizaki Beach at Kakizaki, in Niigata Prefecture, Japan. I worked on a fishing boat in Alaska in the 1970's
and even that many years ago, we were not allowed to throw anything over the side except actual leftover food from our meals. All Coca-Cola Bottles, plastic bags, etc. (all in-organic
materials) were kept on board and taken back to the marina for proper disposal.
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Apr14_37_KakizakiBeach
_Garbage_KazuyaRC

Apr14_38_KakizakiBeach
_Garbage_KazuyaRC

Apr14_39_KakizakiBeach
_Garbage_KazuyaRC

Here is a beautiful Viola grayi flower in 1st position. In 2nd position is another polluted beach shot, with Kazuya walking along looking for violets. In 3rd position is a shot which
shows you the flower spur.

Apr14_47_Kakizaki
Beach_Viola_grayiRC

Apr14_50_Kakizaki
Beach_KazuyaRC

April14th_Kakizaki
076_ViolaGrayiRC

Now, we have unexpectedly run across another violet which is new to us. It is Viola mandshurica var. crassa. It occupies the 1st and 2nd positions in this row. We did not find so
many of this species and it seemed that we were a bit early to find this at its peak as we eventually found several plants with buds. In 3rd position is another example of Viola grayi.

Apr14_60_KakizakiBeach_Viola
_mandshurica_var_crassaRC

Apr14_63_KakizakiBeach_Viola
_mandshurica_var_crassaRC

April14th_Kakizaki
098_ViolaGrayiRC

Here are 2 shots of Viola grayi, the second one showing the surf pounding in the background. The 3rd shot is another Viola mandshurica var. crassa.

Apr14_72_Kakizaki
Beach_Viola_grayiRC

April14th_Kakizaki
119_ViolaGrayiRC

April14th_Kakizaki138_Viola
MandshuricaVarCrassaRC

These 3 final shots from this outing are all Viola mandshurica var. crassa. Note the buds on the plant in 3rd position. I can see at least 5 of them!
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Apr14_80_KakizakiBeach_Viola
_mandshurica_var_crassaRC

Apr14_83_KakizakiBeach_Viola
_mandshurica_var_crassaRC

April14th_Kakizaki154_Viola
MandshuricaVarCrassaRC

End April 14th, Begin April 19th
On April 19th we went out to Western Tokyo and started to climb one mountain, in search of spring violets, but it was disappointing - very few violets - so we went back down and
went to climb another mountain. I was not feeling very great, so I went home and Kazuya climbed that mountain, with good success. In this row you'll see 2 examples of Viola rossii taken
while we were climbing the first mountain and then a rare Viola grypoceras f. albiflora which Kazuya found on the 2nd mountain.

Apr19_2_MtHonita_
Viola_rossiiRC

April19th_MtSougaku061_
ViolaGrypocerasFAlbifloraRC
Apr19_7_MtHonita_
Viola_rossiiRC

Here are 3 more examples of the Viola grypoceras f. albiflora. The center photo is a crop of the 3rd photo, to show you that a distinctive feature of this violet is the fine hairs on the
flower stem.

April19th_MtSougaku062_
ViolaGrypocerasFAlbifloraRC

April19th_MtSougaku063Crop
_ViolaGrypocerasFAlbiflora

April19th_MtSougaku063_
ViolaGrypocerasFAlbifloraRC

In this row are 2 shots of Viola violacea var. makinoi, and in center position is a Viola sieboldi.

April19th_MtSougaku
082_ViolaSieboldiRC
April19th_MtSougaku070_
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ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC

In 1st and 2nd position are 2 more shots of Viola sieboldi and in 3rd position is a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.

April19th_MtSougaku
083_ViolaSieboldiRC

April19th_MtSougaku
089_ViolaSieboldiRC

April19th_MtSougaku108_
ViolaTokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Here is the final row from this date. In first position is a shot of a Viola violacea var. makinoi, in which you should note a lack of hairs in the center of the flower. In center position
is Viola X pseudo-makinoi f. concolor, a rare hybrid of Viola violacea var. makinoi and Viola sieboldi - note the hairs in the center of the flower. In 3rd position is another shot of the Viola X
pseudo-makinoi f. concolor.

April19th_MtSougaku122_
ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC

April19th_MtSougaku138_Viola
XPseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

April19th_MtSougaku139_Viola
XPseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

End April 19th, Begin April 26th
On April 26th we again got up early - 3:30 AM - and headed off for some adventuring! We took trains to Kawaguchi Lake, Yamanashi Prefecture, and then took a bus to the "Mt.
Mitsutouge Entry" bus stop and climbed up the Misaka Pass trail to Mt. Kurotake (1,793 m = 5,882 ft), ate our lunch which we took with us, and then continued on to Mt. Hafu (1,674 m =
5,492 ft). We then hiked to Ooishi (Big Rock) Trail Junction and descended via that course. We took a bus to Kofu and stayed there on this night.
In this row, in first position is a photo showing Viola keiskei & Viola grypoceras in the same shot. In 2nd position is a shot of 2 beautiful Viola rossii flowers. In 3rd position is a Viola
grypoceras f. pubescens - a new 'forma' for us. Note the hairy (pubescent) flower stem, from which it gets it's Latin 'forma' name.

Apr26_002_Kawaguchi_Viola
_keiskei_V_grypoceras_RC

Apr26_026_Kawaguchi
_Viola_rossii_RC

April26th_MtKurotake014
Crop_ViolaGrypoceras_RC

In first position in this row is Viola grypoceras f. rosipetala - another new 'forma' for us! Usually Viola grypoceras is bluish/purplish but, as you can see, this one has rosy petals! In
2nd position is a scenery shot along the trail - note that not very much is growing on the ground yet. In 3rd position is a Viola variegata var. nipponica - a species of violet which we have
only seen one time before this - and in this same location.
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Apr26_030_Kawaguchi
_PinkViola_grypoceras_RC

Apr26_040_Kawaguchi_Viola
_variegata_var_nipponica_RC
Apr26_036_Kawaguchi
_TrailScenery_RC

Click the above button for a Special Page dedicated to most of the Violets which we have identified with confidence.
In this row are 3 shots of Viola variegata var. nipponica. Because we see this species so rarely, we took many photos of it. We have attempted to limit the number we will show you
though!

Apr26_045_Kawaguchi_Viola_
variegata_var_nipponica_RC

Apr26_056_Kawaguchi_Viola_
variegata_var_nipponica_RC

Apr26_057_Kawaguchi_Viola_
variegata_var_nipponica_RC

In this row are the final 3 shots of Viola variegata var. nipponica. Enjoy them, you probably won't see any more photos of this species for a couple of years, unless we are
extremely fortunate.

Apr26_058_Kawaguchi_Viola_
variegata_var_nipponica_RC

Apr26_060_Kawaguchi_Viola_
variegata_var_nipponica_RC

April26th_MtKurotake051
_ViolaVariegataVarNipponica_RC

All 3 shots in this row show examples of Erythronium japonicum - Trout Lily. These shots came out extremely nice.

Apr26_066_Kawaguchi_
Erythronium_japonicum_RC

Apr26_070_Kawaguchi_
Erythronium_japonicum_RC

Apr26_075_Kawaguchi_
Erythronium_japonicum_RC

Here are 3 shots of Viola yazawana. We saw more of this species on this date than we have seen previously - even if you count every time we have ever seen it! We were
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extremely fortunate. This is a very tiny flowered species, as you can see in the 3rd shot, where there is a toothpick for scale.

Apr26_091_Kawaguchi_
Viola_yazawana_RC

Apr26_094_Kawaguchi_
Viola_yazawana_RC

Apr26_102_Kawaguchi_
Viola_yazawana_RC

Here are the final 2 shots of Viola yazawana. You may not see any more photos of this species here for another couple of years either - again, only if we are extremely fortunate.
The 3rd shot is a yellow colored Viola orientalis, the common color of this species.

Apr26_107_Kawaguchi_
Viola_yazawana_RC

April26th_MtKurotake
137_ViolaYazawana_RC

Apr26_118_Kawaguchi_
Viola_orientalis_RC

In first position in this row is another yellow colored violet - Viola orientalis. In 2nd position is a shot of Kazuya on the trail. This trail goes down so steeply and quickly that after we
had already gone past many switchbacks we questioned "wonder how many switchbacks this trail has altogether?" At that point we started counting and there were 17 more switchbacks! In
3rd position is a shot showing a Viola orientalis and a Viola grypoceras in the same shot.

Apr26_120_Kawaguchi_
Viola_orientalis_RC

Apr26_128_Kawaguchi_Viola
_orientalis_V_grypoceras_RC

Apr26_122_Kawaguchi
_KazuyaOnTrail_RC

The final 2 shots from this adventure. As we hiked down the final stretch of the trail, which follows a road and a bunch of fields, we saw this Japanese Pheasant (aka Green
Pheasant) - Phasianus versicolor - sitting there posing for us! Thank you!

Apr26_133_Kawaguchi
_Oishi_Pheasant_RC

Apr26_137_Kawaguchi
_Oishi_Pheasant_RC

End April 26th, End Page 3
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Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this month's adventures and photos!

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of April 2013!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2013

This page begins with April 27th and a trip to/climb of Mt. Kiritou (1,305.4 m = 4,283 ft), in Nagano
Prefecture for a search for a specific violet which we had never seen before (we found it). Then we jump to
April 29th and a trip out to Western Tokyo and a hike/climb to Oonara Pass for spring flowers. That ends the
month of April. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 27th
You probably don't remember, but on the previous page I mentioned (Row #16) that we stayed in Kofu on the night of April 26th. we got up early and took a train to Shiojiri, in
Nagano Prefecture, and upon arriving there we took a taxi to the starting point for climbing Mt. Kiritou (there are no buses). We started on the trail at around 8:00 AM. The first thing we
noticed were some specimens of Viola yezoensis, which we did not expect to find here. This is a violet, not so common, of our home stomping grounds. That is what you see in the first 2
shots in this row. The 3rd shot is a rather rare violet, although we have already seen it this year. It's a Viola grypoceras f. purpurellocalcarata.

April27th_MtKiritou
018_ViolaYezoensis_RC

Apr27_012_MtKiritou_
Viola_yezoensis_RC

Apr27_018_MtKiritou_Viola_grypoceras
_f_purpurellocalcarata_RC

In first position in this row is another shot of the Viola grypoceras f. purpurellocalcarata which we found. In 2nd and 3rd position you can see examples of Viola violacea f.
versicolor. This is what we came here to find! This is the first time we have ever seen this violet. In the 3rd shot you can see that the undersides of the leaves are purplish, the top of the
leaves are green and variegated, and the flower is very beautiful.
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Apr27_019_MtKiritou_Viola_grypoceras
_f_purpurellocalcarata_RC

Apr27_023_MtKiritou_Viola
_violacea_f_versicolor_RC

Apr27_028_MtKiritou_Viola
_violacea_f_versicolor_RC

Here are 3 more shots of the Viola violacea f. versicolor. As this is a new species for us, and it's what we came here to find, you can expect to see several shots of it.

Apr27_034_MtKiritou_Viola
_violacea_f_versicolor_RC

Apr27_035_MtKiritou_Viola
_violacea_f_versicolor_RC

Apr27_038_MtKiritou_Viola
_violacea_f_versicolor_RC

In first position in this row is another shot of Viola violacea f. versicolor and in 2nd and 3rd position you can see examples of Viola violacea var. makinoi.

Apr27_039_MtKiritou_Viola
_violacea_f_versicolor_RC

Apr27_042_MtKiritou_Viola
_violacea_f_versicolor_RC

Apr27_047_MtKiritou_Viola_
violaceavar_makinoi_RC

In first position here is an overview shot of Viola violacea f. versicolor. That is followed by 2 exquisite closer shots of it.

Apr27_054_MtKiritou_Viola
_violacea_f_versicolor_RC

Apr27_058_MtKiritou_Viola
_violacea_f_versicolor_RC

Apr27_067_MtKiritou_Viola
_violacea_f_versicolor_RC

As shown in this row, we were granted a rare treat in this climb. We saw a Capricornis crispus - a Japanese Kamoshika or Japanese Serow. I can't recall how many times we have
seen this animal, but, its rare to see this animal. From Wikipedia: "The Japanese Serow is a goat-antelope found in dense woodland on Honshu, Japan. They stand 60 to 90 centimeters at the
shoulder and weigh 30 to 130 kilograms. They are mottled brown and white and black underneath. Their fur is very bushy, especially their tails. Both sexes have short 10 centimeter horns,
which curve backwards. Japanese Serow are found in dense hillside forests where they eat leaves and acorns. They are diurnal, feeding in the mornings and evenings and resting under rock
ledges for the remainder of the day. The Serow are solitary, or gather in couples, sometimes with kids as well. Generally they live in small ranges, around 20,000 square meters for
individuals and up to 200,000 square meters for larger groups. Ranges are marked with a substance similar to vinegar that is secreted from the Serow's preorbital gland, which is just in front
of the eye (and can be seen in all 3 of these photos). They have lived up to 10 years in captivity. Lifespan in the wild is unknown. The captive population is around 35."
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Apr27_076_MtKiritou_Kamoshika
_Capricornis_crispus_RC

Apr27_077_MtKiritou_Kamoshika
_Capricornis_crispus_RC

Apr27_083_MtKiritou_Kamoshika
_Capricornis_crispus_RC

Here is a very much zoomed photo of that Japanese Serow. The frame of this photo is the same color as the horns. The 2nd photo shows me, at the Mt. Kiritou (1,305.4 m = 4,283
ft) summit sign. The 3rd photo is a Shortia uniflora, a flower which we manage to find a few of nearly every year. We found about 6 or 7 flowers on this climb.

Apr27_084_MtKiritou_Kamoshika
_Capricornis_crispus_RC

Apr27_089_MtKiritou_
Shortia_uniflora_RC
April27th_Mt
Kiritou141_RC

Here is a 2nd shot of the Shortia uniflora flower shown previously. In 2nd position is a shot in which you can see both Viola violacea f. versicolor (right) and Viola violacea var.
makinoi (left). In 3rd position is an overview shot of Viola violacea f. versicolor in which you can see where this species grows. The pines here are Japanese Red Pine (Pinus densiflora).

Apr27_090_MtKiritou
_Shortia_uniflora_RC

April27th_MtKiritou211_
ViolaViolaceaFVersicolor_RC

April27th_MtKiritou225_
ViolaViolaceaFVersicolor_RC

Back at the base of the mountain now and we were shocked to find this species here. All 3 shots are Viola mirabilis var. subglauca, a species which we have only found in 2
locations prior to this one. So, this is the 3rd location we now know that it can be found.

April27th_MtKiritou242_Viola
MirabilisVarSubglabra_RC

April27th_MtKiritou243_Viola
MirabilisVarSubglabra_RC

Apr27_145_MtKiritou_Viola_
mirabilis_var_subglauca_RC

End April 27th, Begin April 29th
Finally, on April 29th, we went out to Western Tokyo, via a Holiday Rapid train, changed to a local train at Mitake and went to Hatonosu. The first shot in this row is a beautiful
Wisteria in full bloom, taken from Mitake Station while we waited for a local train. The 2nd image is a 3 shot panorama which shows a HUGE clearcut being worked on near Mitake. As you can
see, they are clear-cutting the entire mountain. They've been cutting here for 3 years - an ugly scar at THE MOST POPULAR DESTINATION for people traveling this train line. WHY?? I guess
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Japanese people are not turned off by ugly clearcuts! The 3rd shot shows a nice peaceful scene which we saw as we hiked the trail from Hatonosu Station headed for Oonara Pass.

Apr29_04_05_06_Panorama_Mitake
StationArea_WireRemoved_ClearcutRC
Apr29_02_MitakeStation
Area_Wisteria_RC

Apr29_09_
HatonosuArea_RC

About the only species we found on this hike were very common ones, but the 1st and 3rd shots here show Viola sieboldi f. variegata, a species which is not so very common. The
center shot is a Viola violacea var. makinoi, not common at all. And, that's all for the month of April.

Apr29_33_OonaraPassTrail_
Viola_sieboldi_f_variegata_RC

Apr29_41_OonaraPassTrail_
Viola_sieboldi_f_variegata_RC
Apr29_48_OonaraPassTrail_
Viola_violacea_var_makinoi_RC

End April 29th, End Page 4, End April 2013's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
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If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2014 - Favorite Photo
"Countryside Scene" - as we hiked up the road to the start of the Mt. Makiyose Trail. April 27, 8:40 AM.

April 2014: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Cherry Blossom Season around Tokyo * Viola yedoensis * Viola mandshurica * Viola diffusa * Enkianthus quinqueflorus * Corylopsis
sinensis * Taraxacum albidum - the White Dandelion * Fritillaria verticillata (Baimo in Japanese) * Arisaema sp. * Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima * Viola obtusa * Viola bisseti * Viola
tokubuchiana var. takedana * Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana * Viola eizanensis * Viola hondoensis * Omphalodes japonica * Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) * 2 kinds of Skunk
Cabbage - Lysichiton camtschatcense & Symplocarpus foetidus * Viola violacea * Cymbidium goeringii * Viola violacea var. makinoi * Shortia uniflora * Viola rossii * The very rare Viola x
taradakensis var. eizalacea * The rare Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor * Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata * Takao Violet - Viola yezoensis f. discolor * Viola yezoensis *
Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis * Viola orientalis * Viola x savatieri - The Okutama Violet * Viola tokaiensis - a New Addition to our Life List * Viola x pseudo-makinoi - Another New Violet for
our Life List * Chloranthus japonicus * Disporum smilacinum * Mt. Ougi * Viola rossi x Viola bisseti - a Rare Hybrid * Apodemus argenteus - The Small Japanese Field Mouse * More    
(Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of April 2014!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2014

This page begins with April 1st and a trip to Koishikawa Botanical Garden to view the cherry blossoms. After
that we take you to the Minami (South) Takao Area on April 5th and that is all that is on this page.   Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 1st

  On April 1st the Cherry Blossom viewing (Hanami in Japanese) in the Tokyo Area was about at its peak, so we took a trip to Koishikawa Botanical Garden to see some
cherry blossoms and eat a nice lunch under the cherry trees. The 1st and 3rd shots in this row show cherry blossoms and the center photo is of a beautiful Viola mandshurica plant.

Apr01_006_
KoishikawaBG_CherryRC

Apr1st_01_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr1st_15_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr1st_16_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr01_014_
KoishikawaBG_CherryRC


  Here are 3 shots of beautiful cherry blossoms.

Apr01_008_
KoishikawaBG_CherryRC


  The first shot here is a rather zoomed in shot of a cherry tree. The 2nd shot shows a Viola yedoensis plant with flowers and the 3rd shot shows some Viola diffusa.

Apr1st_17_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr1st_22_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr01_023_Koishikawa
BG_Viola_diffusaRC


  In 1st position in this row is another shot of Viola diffusa, then the Koishikawa "Main Street" with a staff member setting up a table to sell postcards and so on. The 3rd
shot is also Viola diffusa.
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Apr1st_25_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr01_041_Koishikawa
BG_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr1st_28_
KoishikawaBGRC


  Here are 3 beautiful shots of cherry blossoms.

Apr01_043_Koishikawa
BG_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr1st_33_34_Koishikawa
BG_PanoramaRC

Apr1st_44_
KoishikawaBGRC


  And here are more cherry blossoms. The 3rd shot shows Kazuya carrying our lunch in a plastic bag. We had a bit of trouble finding an "out of the crowd" spot to be able
to eat our lunch, but we finally found a spot which was satisfactory to us.

Apr1st_48_
KoishikawaBGRC
Apr01_064_Koishikawa
BG_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr01_075_Koishikawa
BG_Cherry_KazuyaRC


  In the first shot in this row you can see why it can be a bit difficult to find a spot to eat one's lunch without a bunch of hens chattering, babies squalling and so on. The
2nd and 3rd shots show a very interesting and strangely colorful bush - Enkianthus quinqueflorus.

Apr1st_75_
KoishikawaBGRC


  And here are 3 more shots of that Enkianthus quinqueflorus bush.
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KoishikawaBGRC
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Apr01_087_KoishikawaBG_
Enkianthus_quinqueflorusRC

Apr1st_90_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr01_091_KoishikawaBG_
Enkianthus_quinqueflorusRC


  In this row are 2 shots of Corylopsis sinensis and then a White Dandelion - Taraxacum albidum.

Apr01_099_KoishikawaBG
_Corylopsis_sinensisRC

Apr1st_94_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr01_106_KoishikawaBG
_Taraxacum_albidumRC


  Here is another shot of the White Dandelion (Taraxacum albidum) and then two shots of an incredibly red cherry - Prunus cerasoides var. campanulata.

Apr1st_113_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr1st_124_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr01_116_KoishikawaBG_Prunus
_cerasoides_var_campanulataRC


  And here are 2 more shots of Viola diffusa and then a final shot of Viola yedoensis.

Apr1st_140_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr1st_146_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr1st_148_
KoishikawaBGRC


  Due to the fact that Koishikawa Botanical Garden is the only place we find Viola diffusa, this is surely the final photo of it you'll see before next year. That is followed by 2
shots of Fritillaria verticillata (Baimo in Japanese). Usually we only find 3 or 4 plants of this species here, but this year they are quite abundant - wonder why?
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Apr1st_192_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr1st_188_
KoishikawaBGRC

Apr01_137_KoishikawaBG
_Fritillaria_verticillataRC


  And here are the final 2 shots taken at Koishikawa Botanical Garden - both of Fritillaria verticillata (Baimo in Japanese).

Apr01_144_KoishikawaBG
_Fritillaria_verticillataRC

Apr01_147_KoishikawaBG
_Fritillaria_verticillataRC

End April 1st, Begin April 5th

  On April 5th we went out to the Minami Takao (South Takao) Area to see what species of flowering plants were in bloom. The first thing we found was this ornamental
peach tree. We found quite a number of Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema) sp.) plants.

Apr05_03_Minami
Takao_PeachRC

Apr5th_Minami
Takao001_PeachRC
Apr05_06_Minami
Takao_ArisaemaRC


  Here are 3 shots of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima (Oka Sumire in Japanese).
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Apr5th_MinamiTakao004_Viola
PhalacrocarpaFGlaberrimaRC

Apr05_07_MinamiTakao_
Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

Apr05_14_MinamiTakao_
Viola_phalacrocarpaRC


  The first and 3rd shots here show Viola bisseti (aka bissetii). The center shot is another specimen of Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.).

Apr05_28_MinamiTakao_
Viola_bissetiiRC

Apr05_33_MinamiTakao_
Viola_bissetiiRC
Apr05_19_Minami
Takao_ArisaemaRC


  In this row are 3 different species of violets. The first is Viola obtusa, the 2nd is Viola bisseti and the 3rd is Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.

Apr5th_MinamiTakao
012_ViolaObtusaRC

Apr05_41_Minami
Takao_Viola_bissetiiRC

Apr05_45_MinamiTakao_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC


  The first shot in this row is another of an amazing Viola bisseti and that is followed by 2 shots of Viola phalacrocarpa. In Row 15 we showed you Viola phalacrocarpa f.
glaberrima - what is the difference in the 2 species? The Latin name gives us a clue - glaberrima comes from glabrous, smooth or hairless. That means that the Viola phalacrocarpa
f. glaberrima has a smooth flower stalk, while the Viola phalacrocarpa has a flower stalk covered with tiny hairs - look at the flower stem insert in the center photo and then go back
to Row 15 and look closely at the 3rd shot for comparison.

Apr05_47_MinamiTakao
_Viola_bissetiiRC

Apr5th_MinamiTakao026
_ViolaPhalacrocarpa_SmRC

Apr5th_MinamiTakao028
_ViolaPhalacrocarpaRC


  The first 2 shots in this row show this difference between Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima and Viola phalacrocarpa quite nicely. The 3rd shot is a Viola tokubuchiana var.
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takedana.

Apr5th_MinamiTakao029_Viola
PhalacrocarpaFGlaberrimaRC

Apr5th_MinamiTakao031
_ViolaPhalacrocarpaRC

Apr05_64_MinamiTakao_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Click the above button for a Special Page dedicated to most of the Violets which we have identified with confidence.

  The first shot in this row is another of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana while the 2nd and 3rd shots show you a relatively rare violet - the Viola chaerophylloides f.
sieboldiana. It is becoming more rare here as it seems that the number of wild boars is increasing and, although they do not eat this plant, their rooting in the earth in this
immediate area is destroying many of this perennial species.

Apr5th_MinamiTakao036_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Apr5th_MinamiTakao054_Viola
ChaerophylloidesVarSieboldianaRC

Apr5th_MinamiTakao057_Viola
ChaerophylloidesVarSieboldianaRC


  In 1st position in this row is a Viola eizanensis and then in the center is a Viola hondoensis. In 3rd position is an Omphalodes japonica.

Apr5th_MinamiTakao063
_ViolaEizanensisRC

Apr05_80_MinamiTakao
_Viola_hondoensisRC

Apr05_85_MinamiTakao_
Omphalodes_japonicaRC


  Here is a final shot of that relatively rare violet - the Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana. The 2nd and 3rd shots show Trout Lily Erythronium japonicum flowers.

Apr5th_MinamiTakao071_Viola
ChaerophylloidesVarSieboldianaRC

Apr05_88_MinamiTakao
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr5th_MinamiTakao085_
ErythroniumJaponicumRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Trout Lilies (Erythronium japonicum) and then a shot which shows 2 kinds of Skunk Cabbage. The White-flowered one is Lysichiton
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camtschatcense and the Brownish/Purplish-flowered one is Symplocarpus foetidus.

Apr05_94_MinamiTakao
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr05_96_MinamiTakao
_Erythronium_japonicumRC

Apr05_102_MinamiTakao_Lysichiton_
camtschatcense_Symplocarpus_foetidusRC


  This is such a rare occurrence that we are showing all of our best shots of this Skunk Cabbage patch. The White-flowered one is Lysichiton camtschatcense and the
Brownish/Purplish-flowered one is Symplocarpus foetidus.

Apr5th_MinamiTakao090_Symplocarpus
Foetidus_LysichitonCamtschatcenseRC

Apr05_104_MinamiTakao_Lysichiton_
camtschatcense_Symplocarpus_foetidusRC

Apr05_107_MinamiTakao_Lysichiton_
camtschatcense_Symplocarpus_foetidusRC

End April 5th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of April 2014!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2014

The 63 images on this page cover the period from Wednesday, April 9th through Sunday, April 13th only.
Between the 2 of us we had 4 separate adventures during these 5 days. Kazuya went to a secret location on
April 9th to search for Viola violacea. Then on April 12th we went together to the Takamizu 3 Mountains Area
to see what we could find. That was followed by a return visit to that area on April 13th by Kazuya. On the
13th, I however, went out and climbed up the Hikage Creek Forest Road to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama to see
what I could find.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 9th

  As the header says, on April 9th Kazuya went to a secret location in search of Viola violacea. He was successful too, as you can see in the 3 photos below.

Apr9th_002_
ViolaViolaceaRC

Apr9th_011_
ViolaViolaceaRC

Apr9th_004_
ViolaViolaceaRC


  Here are 2 more photos of Viola violacea.

Apr9th_015_
ViolaViolaceaRC

Apr9th_025_
ViolaViolaceaRC


  The first photo in this row is the result of tightly cropping the 2nd photo on Row 2 to show only the flower of Viola violacea. The 2nd photo is a Mountain Azalea which he
found.

Apr9th_038_
MountainAzaleaRC
Apr9th_025_
ViolaViolaceaCropRC

End April 9th, Begin April 12th
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  On Saturday, April 12th we went out together and climbed in the Takamizu 3 Mountains Area. The first shot shows a nice Viola sieboldi flower and plant. The 2nd photo
shows that we have 2.7 km, to go to reach the summit of Mt. Sougaku (756 m = 2,480 ft) and 4.2 km to go before we reach the summit of Mt. Iwatakeishi (793 m = 2,602 ft). It
will be the 9th time we've been at these 2 mountain summits together. The 3rd shot shows a nice Cymbidium goeringii orchid which we found.

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts
012_ViolaSieboldiRC

Apr12_07_Iwatakeishi
_SignRC

Apr12_09_Iwatakeishi_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  Here are 3 shots of a Viola violacea var. makinoi which we found. It is so difficult to capture the true colors of these violets - none of these shots are accurate, although
the center one is closest.

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts027_
ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC

Apr12_11_Iwatakeishi_Viola
_violacea_var_makinoiRC

Apr12_15_Iwatakeishi_Viola
_violacea_var_makinoiRC


  Here is one more shot of Viola violacea var. makinoi, with pretty accurate color rendition. The 2nd and 3rd shots show specimens of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts032_
ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts037
_ViolaTokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts045
_ViolaTokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC


  Here is a really fine shot of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and that's followed by 2 shots of Shortia uniflora, which only seems to grow on the most dangerous rocky
precipices.

Apr12_24_Iwatakeishi_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts060_
ShortiaUnifloraRC

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts062_
ShortiaUnifloraRC


  Here is a nice shot of Viola bisseti (aka bissetii) and then a beautifully colored Viola rossi. The 3rd shot is a view from the summit of Mt. Iwatakeishi (793 m = 2,602 ft).
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Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts
078_MtIwatakeishiRC

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts
072_ViolaRossiRC

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts
064_ViolaBissetiiRC


  Here are 3 images of what we came here in search of - Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea. It is the natural hybrid of Viola violacea var. makinoi and Viola eizanensis. We
discovered this single specimen several years ago and we come here every year to search for its flowers. This year it has the most flower buds we have ever seen on it, but we are
just a few days too early to see it at its peak of blooming. The first image in this row has the most accurate colors, but it's a bit too saturated - due to it being a Tone-Mapped
rendition of 3-exposure bracketed shots.

Apr12_36_37_38_Iwatakeishi_Viola_x_
taradakensis_var_eizalacea_TMTC_SIPx2-V-SRC

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts083_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts089_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC


  Here are 2 more images of Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea. The first image is again, Tone-Mapped from 3-exposure bracketed photos.

Apr12_39_40_41_Iwatakeishi_Viola_x_
taradakensis_var_eizalaceaTMTC_SIPx2-V-SRC

Apr12_47_Iwatakeishi_Viola_x_
taradakensis_var_eizalaceaRC


  Here are 3 photos of another hybrid violet - this one is Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor. This is a natural hybrid of Viola violacea var. makinoi and Viola sieboldi. It too
is quite rare. This was the first time we had ever found this particular specimen of it.

Apr12_57_Iwatakeishi_Viola_x_
pseudo_makinoi_f_concolorRC
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  Here are 2 more shots of that same Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor. We took several photos of it when we passed it in the morning, and then we returned to our
starting point via the same route so that we could see it in brighter light.

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts167_Viola
XPseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

Apr12th_Takamizu3Mts146_Viola
XPseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

End April 12th, Begin April 13th - Takamizu 3 Mountains Area

  On the following day, April 13th, Kazuya returned to the Takamizu 3 Mountains Area because he wanted to find that Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea with more flowers
open. He went via a different trail and on his way he found this specimen of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata. The center shot shows a considerable amount of snow
remaining in a valley! April 13th is awfully late to still be finding snow here, but remember that Tokyo had its heaviest snowfall in 45 years during this past winter.

Apr13th_Takamizu3Mts016_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaFVariegataRC

Apr13th_Takamizu3Mts013_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaFVariegataRC
Apr13th_Takamizu
3Mts007RC


  Kazuya also found some Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) and some Rhododendron pentaphyllum var. nikoense before he arrived back at the specimen of Viola x
taradakensis var. eizalacea. He was extremely disappointed that it looked essentially the same as it did yesterday.

Apr13th_Takamizu3Mts043_Rhododendron
PentaphyllumVarNikoenseRC
Apr13th_Takamizu3Mts
029_ErythroniumJaponicumRC


  Here is a final shot of that Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea and then 2 Trout Lily (Erythronium japonicum) shots.
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Apr13th_Takamizu3Mts077_ViolaX
TaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC

Apr13th_Takamizu3Mts050
_ErythroniumJaponicumRC
Apr13th_Takamizu3Mts051
_ErythroniumJaponicumRC

End Takamizu 3 Mountains Area, Begin Hikage Creek/Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama Area

  The Takamizu 3 Mountains Trail is a steep and difficult one, so on the 13th I went out to Hikage Creek and climbed up the forest road to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama (670
m = 2,199 ft). It was the 48th time I'd been at the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama. As I climbed I found several nice violets and in this row are 3 shots of the famous Takao
Violet - Viola yezoensis f. discolor. The "discolor" of course refers to the purplish colored leaves.

Apr13_10_Hikage_Kobotoke_
Viola_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

Apr13_11_Hikage_Kobotoke_
Viola_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

Apr13_16_Hikage_Kobotoke_
Viola_yezoensis_f_discolorRC


  In first position in this row is the Hikage Violet - Viola yezoensis - it is essentially a Takao Violet without the purplish leaves. The 2nd shot is a Viola yezoensis f. discolor Takao Violet. The 3rd shot could possibly be a cross between the Takao Violet and the Hikage Violet, as the leaves are not green and they are also not as purplish as the normal
Takao Violet.

Apr13_24_Hikage_Kobotoke_
Viola_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

Apr13_22_Hikage_Kobotoke
_Viola_yezoensisRC
Apr13_17_Hikage_Kobotoke_
Viola_yezoensis_f_discolorRC


  Here is a very nice shot of a Takao Violet - Viola yezoensis f. discolor, unfortunately it's a bit lacking in its depth of field. Due to the darkness of the area where it was
shot, it was not possible to use a small aperture. The 2nd and 3rd shots show beautiful examples of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis. Of course being an Oxalis, the leaves of this
plant make a nice tangy snack, don't eat too many of them though, as the reason for the tanginess is the Oxalic Acid content.
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Apr13_26_Hikage_Kobotoke_Viola_
yezoensis_f_discolorRC

Apr13_30_Hikage_Kobotoke_Oxalis_
griffithii_var_kantoensisRC

Apr13_33_Hikage_Kobotoke_Oxalis_
griffithii_var_kantoensisRC


  Here are 2 more great shots of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis and those are followed by a shot of Viola bisseti.

Apr13_36_Hikage_Kobotoke_Oxalis_
griffithii_var_kantoensisRC

Apr13_38_Hikage_Kobotoke_Oxalis_
griffithii_var_kantoensisRC

Apr13_40_Hikage_Kobotoke
_Viola_bissetiRC


  I also found snow. You may recall that we showed you photos of the Hikage Creek Forest Road last month HERE and this is the valley which is uphill from the road - the
2nd and 3rd shots in Row 6. The 2nd shot is a Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima and the 3rd shot is a Viola obtusa.

Apr13_45_Hikage_
Kobotoke_SnowRC

Apr13_50_Hikage_Kobotoke
_Viola_phalacrocarpaRC

Apr13_53_Hikage_Kobotoke
_Viola_obtusaRC


  The first image in this row was Tone-Mapped from 3-exposure bracketed shots with PhotoMatrix. The shots were taken across the valley from I-Ccho-Daira and those are
Mountain Cherry Trees in bloom. Can you pinpoint the shelter that is there? It's just to the left of center. The 2nd shot is a nicely colored Viola eizanensis and the 3rd shot is one of
our most common violets - Viola grypoceras, but this small clump of them has SO MANY flowers that it is really impressive.

Apr13_59_60_61_Hikage_Kobotoke
_I_Ccho_Daira_Cherry_TMTCRC

Apr13_66_Hikage_Kobotoke
_Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr13_74_Hikage_Kobotoke
_Viola_grypocerasRC


  Here is a closer shot of that small clump of Viola grypoceras shown just previous. The 2nd shot shows the "restaurant" at the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama. You
may recall that this shop was closed last month due to that heavy snow on the road which you might have looked at from the link in Row 20's row text. Thankfully, they are back in
business now and the crowd today is pretty substantial. You don't have to purchase something from them to be able to sit here and eat, if you brought your own complete lunch it's
still okay to sit here and eat it. Of course, they probably hope that you will purchase a beer, a can of Coca-Cola, an orange or something! I bought a delicious bowl of Nameko (a
type of mushroom) soup to eat with the lunch I took with me. The Nameko soup is a favorite of ours.
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Apr13_76_Hikage_Kobotoke
_Viola_grypocerasRC

Apr13_79_Hikage_Kobotoke_
SummitRestaurantRC


  And, now I'm going back down the mountain, via a different trail. The first shot in this row is a nice Viola phalacrocarpa or maybe a Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima - I
can't see if the flower stems are hairy or smooth. And, the final shot for today is a nice one of Viola bissetii.

Apr13_83_Hikage_Kobotoke
_Viola_phalacrocarpaRC
Apr13_04_Hikage_Kobotoke
_Viola_bissetiiRC

End April 13th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of April 2014!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2014

This page begins with April 17th, and Kazuya's 2nd trip by himself to the Takamizu 3 Mountains Area to
check on the Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea - it was at its peak! Then we jump to April 19th and a trip to
the Kawaguchi Lake area on a Violets hunting expedition.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 17th
We showed you the first photo of Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea back on Page 2, Row 9 - taken on April 12th. Then on the 13th Kazuya returned to its location and
we showed you a few more photos of it on Page 2 in Rows 14 & 15. Now, on April 17th Kazuya returned to its location once again and it was at its peak of blooming, as you will see
in the first 5 rows of this page. Sorry that there are so many photos, we hope that you can appreciate all of them with the knowledge that these are possibly the best photos you
will ever see of this Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea. In all of the years we've been coming to its location we have never seen it at such a peak of flowering. It does not even
have flowers every year, we have come here in more than one year and found no flowers at all. So, anyway, enjoy!

Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts023_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC

Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts010_Viola
XTaradakensisVarEizalaceaCropRC

Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts029_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC

Here are 3 more of the best shots of Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea.

Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts031_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC

Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts041_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaCropRC
Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts032_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC

And here are 3 additional shots of Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea. The first photo has part of it "radial blurred" to prevent people from being able to see more of the
background and possibly identify this location as more than merely the "Takamizu 3 Mountains Area". Notice all of the acorns in the photos for scale.

Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts048_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC

Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts067_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC
Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts060_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC

Two more shots of Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea, the first one again partially "radial blurred" for the same reason as above.
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Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts069_Viola
XTaradakensisVarEizalacea_CropRC
Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts093_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC

Here are the final 2 shots of Viola x taradakensis var. eizalacea. The first shot is amazing. The 2nd image shows 2 separate flower photos which show that the flowers on
one of the plants have hairy centers and the flowers on one of the other plants does not have hairy centers. These 2 plants are just a few centimeters apart.

TN_Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts010_081_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC.JPG

Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts098_
ViolaXTaradakensisVarEizalaceaRC

On this date Kazuya also returned to the spot where we found the Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor which we showed you on Page 2 in Rows 11 & 12. You can see that
even more flowers are open now than there were back on April 12th.

Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts159_Viola
XPseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

Apr17th_Takamizu3Mts162_Viola
XPseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

End April 17th, Begin April 19th
On April 19th we took a day trip all the way to Kawaguchi Lake and then took an hour long bus ride to the "Boundary Bus Stop" (the boundary between Yamanashi and
Shizuoka Prefectures. We were specifically in search of Viola x savatieri - The Okutama Violet. We found it here back in 2012, but it was past its peak of flowering that year, so we
came earlier this year with high hopes. As you can see in this row, we found Viola orientalis - a yellow violet. This is easy to find here in one specific annually burned-over field.

Apr19_03_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_orientalisRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
001_ViolaOrientalisRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
005_ViolaOrientalisRC

Here are 2 more shots of Viola orientalis and a shot of the highway to show you what the weather was like. Rather foggy, but no rain, at least not yet!
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Apr19_10_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_orientalisRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
018_ViolaOrientalisRC

Apr19th_Asagiri
Kougen036RC

The first shot here shows Kazuya actively hunting for violets. The 2nd shot shows the field we are searching. The 3rd shot shows a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f.
variegata.

Apr19_20_BoundaryBusStop
_Viola_orientalis_AreaRC

Apr19_21_BoundaryBusStop
_Viola_orientalis_AreaRC

Apr19_22_BoundaryBusStop_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedana_f_variegataRC

The first shot in this row is also a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata. After that are 2 shots of what we came here in search of - Viola x savatieri - The
Okutama Violet. And, the flowers are perfect, unlike back in 2012 when they were past their peak.

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen063_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaFVariegataRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
068_ViolaXSavatieriRC

Apr19_34_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_x_savatieriRC

Here are 3 more shots of Viola x savatieri - The Okutama Violet. Seeing as this is the violet we came here in search of, you should expect to see several more photos of
it. Note the photo numbers - the 3rd shot is already Kazuya's 90th photo of the day (90th one which he kept).

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
070_ViolaXSavatieriRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
090_ViolaXSavatieriRC
Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
083_ViolaXSavatieriRC

And 3 more shots of Viola x savatieri - The Okutama Violet. The first one is an overview shot. The center shot has been rather tightly cropped.
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Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
101_ViolaXSavatieriRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
107_ViolaXSavatieriRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
113_ViolaXSavatieriRC

Here are an additional 3 shots and again the center one has been rather tightly cropped.

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
119_ViolaXSavatieriRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
120_ViolaXSavatieriRC

Apr19_44_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_x_savatieriRC

And 3 more shots of Viola x savatieri - The Okutama Violet.

Apr19_52_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_x_savatieriRC

Apr19_50_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_x_savatieriRC

Apr19_55_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_x_savatieriRC

Here are the final 2 shots of Viola x savatieri - The Okutama Violet for this year, and possibly for a couple more years as we don't make it out here every year. The 3rd
shot was a new find for us. We had never seen this violet before - Viola tokaiensis. Kazuya is quite sure that he has seen the leaves of it before, but never with flowers. And, by the
way, it's now raining on us, but only lightly.

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
179_ViolaXSavatieriRC

Apr19th_Asagiri
Kougen231RC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
193_ViolaTokaiensisRC

Seeing as this Viola tokaiensis is a new addition to our Violets "Life List" you should also expect to see several photos if it. We only found a very few plants of it. This area
is so incredibly diverse ecologically - there are oak trees, chestnut trees, magnolia trees, cedar trees, spruce trees, true fir trees and more in this area of Mt. Fuji Lava fields. This is
quite an interesting area for its ecological diversity. We should visit here in mid-summer at some point to see it.
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Apr19_58_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_tokaiensisRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
194_ViolaTokaiensisRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
202_ViolaTokaiensisRC

We were amazed at how tiny this Viola tokaiensis is. In these 3 photos we have given you common objects which you can use for scale. In the 1st and 3rd photos is a
common toothpick and in the center photo is a ¥1 coin, which is 20.3 mm (0.8 inches) in diameter. This photo is so cute because it shows that the entire plant is about the size of a
¥1 coin!

Apr19_62_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_tokaiensisRC

Apr19_63_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_tokaiensisRC
Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
206_ViolaTokaiensisRC

Here is another photo with a toothpick for scale and a different plant with a ¥1 coin for scale. In the 3rd photo you must use the forest litter for scale.

Apr19_64_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_tokaiensisRC

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
211_ViolaTokaiensisRC

Apr19_67_68_69_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_tokaiensis_TMDERC

Here are 3 more images, but 4 photos of Viola tokaiensis. "Huh?" you ask? Well, the center image is a 3 shot Tone-mapped image (Photomatix Pro - Details Enhancer
Option) and the 3rd photo (#75) is one of the photos which was used to create the center image.

Apr19th_AsagiriKougen
223_ViolaTokaiensisRC

Apr19_73_74_75_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_tokaiensis_TMDERC1

Apr19_75_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_tokaiensisRC

The first image in this row is the same as the center image of the previous row, but it has an addition. The center image is only the flower of Viola tokaiensis - full size
from the photo. Of course this is not the actual size of the flower - you already saw a photo with a common toothpick for scale, so you know that you are being given a rare chance
to see this flower here in MUCH bigger than life-size. The 3rd shot is another with a toothpick for scale.
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We hope that you enjoyed this adventure as much as we did. Despite the not so nice weather we enjoyed ourselves because we were able to find both what we were searching for and at its peak of blooming - plus a new addition to our life list! The first photo of the day was taken at 10:34 AM and the final one at 1:20 PM. The center photo in Row 15 was
actually the final one of the day. We were able to get to the bus stop in time to catch the 1:59 PM bus and we were able to get a train at Kawaguchi Lake Station at 4:00 PM bound
for home. We finally arrived home at about 7:00 PM.

Apr19_73_74_75_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_tokaiensis_TMDERCRC

Apr19_78_BoundaryBus
Stop_Viola_tokaiensisRC

Apr19_73_74_75_BoundaryBusStop_Viola
_tokaiensis_TMDE_FlowerOnlyRCRC

End April 19th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this month's adventures and photos!

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of April 2014!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2014

This page begins with April 26th and Kazuya's trip to Western Tokyo in search of violets. Then on the 27th
we went, together, to Mt. Makiyose in search of violets. Tuesday, April 29th was a National Holiday so we
went out and climbed Mt. Ougi and Mt. Momokura, in Yamanashi Prefecture - also in search of violets.   Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 26th
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On Saturday the 26th we got up at 4:30 AM and prepared to go out, but my stomach was pretty funny feeling, so I stayed at home. Kazuya went out to somewhere in
Saitama Prefecture in search of violets. He found several specimens of Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor (also see Page 2). In addition he found Viola violacea var. makinoi, which
I don't think we have shown you yet this year. The first photo is one of my favorites - that little flower has its head tilted as if asking "who are you?".

Apr26th_
Naguriko036RC
Apr26th_Naguriko028_
ViolaXPseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

Apr26th_Naguriko038
_ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC

In first and second positions in this row are 2 more examples of Viola violacea var. makinoi. In 3rd position is a new violet for our life list - Viola x pseudo-makinoi. This
one has variegated leaves, as opposed to the Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor in Row #1 and also on Page 2. You will realize that "concolor" means "no color" or "without color"
in Latin. This is what differentiates it from the Viola x pseudo-makinoi - which has the variegated color pattern of the leaves.

Apr26th_Naguriko045_
ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC

Apr26th_Naguriko092_
ViolaXPseudo-makinoiRC
Apr26th_Naguriko071_
ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC

Here are 2 more examples of Viola x pseudo-makinoi and those are followed by a specimen of Viola sieboldi f. variegata.

Apr26th_Naguriko098_
ViolaXPseudo-makinoiRC

Apr26th_Naguriko139_
ViolaXPseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC
Apr26th_Naguriko182_
ViolaSieboldiFVariegataRC

In this row is another example of Viola sieboldi f. variegata, a shot of the beautiful soft shades of early spring green and then another photo of Viola violacea var.
makinoi.
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Apr26th_Naguriko188_
ViolaSieboldiFVariegataRC

Apr26th_
Naguriko215RC

Apr26th_Naguriko217_
ViolaViolaceaVarMakinoiRC

These final 3 shots from this date show an example of Viola sieboldi f. variegata and then 2 final shots of this new violet for our life list - Viola x pseudo-makinoi

Apr26th_Naguriko252_
ViolaSieboldiFVariegataRC
Apr26th_Naguriko292_
ViolaXPseudo-makinoiRC

Apr26th_Naguriko259_
ViolaXPseudo-makinoiRC

End April 26th, Begin April 27th
On Saturday April 27th we again got up at 4:30 AM and we went out to Western Tokyo and climbed up to Sasaone (one = ridge in Japanese) and went up to Mt. Makiyose
(1,188 m = 3,898 ft). The first shot here shows a nice cherry tree (this is high elevation) just before the end of the pavement and the start of the mountain trail. The 2nd and 3rd
shots show spring green. The 2nd shot is a Beech (Fagus sp.) tree. The 3rd shot was taken 20 minutes after the 2nd shot - and obviously at a higher elevation, as can be noted
from how tiny the leaves are at this spot along the trail.

Apr27_05_07_Sasaone_Trail
Entrance_Panorama_ReposRC
Apr27_08_Sasaone
_SpringGreenRC

Apr27_11_Sasaone
_SpringGreenRC

The first shot in this row was taken exactly 30 minutes after the previous shot, and again higher in elevation. These are Japanese Larch Trees. The center shot shows
Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana (center) & Viola grypoceras (left) and the 3rd shot shows Kazuya on Sasa Ridge shooting some violets.

Apr27_13_Sasaone
_SpringGreenRC

Apr27th_MtMakiyose020_Viola
ChaerophylloidesFSieboldianaRC

Apr27_16_Sasaone_
SpringGreen_KazuyaRC

Here are 3 more shots of Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana - the 3rd one being weirdly pinkish in color. Kazuya thinks that this MAY be the known hybrid of Viola
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eizanensis and Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana.

Apr27_17_Sasaone_Viola_
chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC

Apr27_23_Sasaone_Viola_
chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC

Apr27_21_Sasaone_Viola_
chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC

Here is more spring green, but it's not very green yet up at this elevation. In center position is a nice shot of Viola rossi. In 3rd position is another shot of Viola
chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana.

Apr27_62_Sasaone
_Viola_rossiRC

Apr27_36_Sasaone
_SpringGreenRC

Apr27th_MtMakiyose069_Viola
ChaerophylloidesFSieboldianaRC

Here is a final example of Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana and then we're headed down towards Uenohara. Looks like a nice peaceful little village down there, eh! The
person in the 3rd shot is me.

Apr27_67_68_69_Sasaone
_GoingDown_TMTCRC

Apr27th_MtMakiyose078_Viola
ChaerophylloidesFSieboldianaRC

Apr27th_Mt
Makiyose106RC

WOW! Here is a Gentiana zollingeri - the first we've seen this year! The 2nd shot was taken just a short distance above the village, which we never did discover the name
of, by the way. It was about one hour on the bus from here to Uenohara.

Apr27th_MtMakiyose114
_GentianaZollingeriRC
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Cute "Beware of Bears" sign, eh? In the final shot from this day we are looking back up towards Mt. Makiyose and that cleared area near the right side of the photo on the
topmost ridge is where the clearing is from which the 2nd and 3rd photos in Row 10 were taken from.

Apr27th_Mt
Makiyose120RC
Apr27_83_Sasaone
_BewareOfBears_1RC

End April 27th, Begin April 29th
Tuesday the 29th was a National Holiday here in Japan - Showa day - and we both had the day off, so we again got up early, got ready and went to Yamanashi Prefecture
and climbed Mt. Ougi and Mt. Momokura. The first shot in this row shows Kazuya at the starting point, which we had to take a taxi to. The 2nd shot shows a piece of a map which
was at this point. We have marked our route with Blue Arrows and labeled Mt Ougi and Mt. Momokura in English. You'll note that Mt. Ougi is 1,137.8 m (3,733 ft) and Mt.
Momokura is 1,003.4 m (3,292 ft). We also passed over the top of Mt. Okubo (1,109 m = 3,638 ft) and some other smaller peaks. Oh, the Blue Arrows make it appear that we did
not actually go to the summit of Mt. Momokura, but rest assured that we did! The 3rd shot shows Chloranthus japonicus.

Apr29_01_MtOugi
_Momokura_StartingRC

Apr29_02_MtOugi
_Momokura_RouteMapRC
Apr29_17_MtOugi_Momokura
_Chloranthus_japonicusRC

In this row is a beautiful shot of Viola rossi and 2 shots of a pretty Disporum smilacinum.

Apr29_24_MtOugi_
Momokura_Viola_rossiRC

Apr29_36_MtOugi_Momokura
_Disporum_smilacinumRC

Apr29_37_MtOugi_Momokura
_Disporum_smilacinumRC

In places along the trail there was still a good amount of snow, as you can see in shots 1 and 3. The center shot shows a pretty beetle - although I don't know what kind
it is.
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Apr29_43_MtOugi_
Momokura_SnowRC

Apr29_47_MtOugi_
Momokura_BeetleRC

Apr29_50_MtOugi_
Momokura_Snow_KazuyaRC

The first shot in this row shows a nice Viola grypoceras f. purpurellocalcarata - this was the first time we'd seen this violet this season. The 2nd shot is a 3 shot
Photomatix-Pro High Dynamic Range image created from 3 exposure-bracketed photos, using the Tone Compressor Option. It shows a mutant Viola rossi flower - it is a mutant due
to the fact that it has 2 extra petals. The 3rd shot is an amazingly pink Viola eizanensis.

Apr29_54_MtOugi_Momokura_
Viola_grypoceras_whiteRC

Apr29_62_63_64_MtOugi_Momokura_
Viola_rossi_mutantTMTCRC

Apr29th_MtOugi052
_ViolaEizanensisRC

Here are 3 more shots of that amazingly pink Viola eizanensis. We'd never seen one so very pink as this.

Apr29_70_MtOugi_Momokura
_Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr29_72_MtOugi_Momokura
_Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr29th_MtOugi053
_ViolaEizanensisRC

Then we came to a spot where there was an abundance of the hybrid of Viola rossi x Viola bisseti, a rare find. All 3 shots in this row shot that species.

Apr29_75_MtOugi_Momokura
_Viola_rossi_x_bissetiiRC

Apr29th_MtOugi073_Viola
RossiiXViolaBissetiiRC
Apr29th_MtOugi076_Viola
RossiiXViolaBissetiiRC
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Here is one more shot of the rare Viola rossi x Viola bisseti and then 2 shots which show each of us at the summit of Mt. Ougi (1,137.8 m 3,733 ft).

Apr29_84_MtOugi_Momokura
_Viola_rossi_x_bissetiiRC

Apr29th_
MtOugi112RC

Apr29_97_MtOugi_Momokura
_MtOugiSummit_KazuyaRC

In this row is another shot of Viola rossi x Viola bisseti, a shot of a patch of the plants of Viola rossi x Viola bisseti and then a simple Viola rossi for a quick and easy
comparison. Note that the Viola rossi has a great deal of hairs in the flower center whereas Viola rossi x Viola bisseti has either none or else only a couple of hairs.

Apr29_98_MtOugi_Momokura_Viola
_rossi_x_bissetiRC

Apr29_102_MtOugi_
Momokura_Viola_rossiRC

Apr29th_MtOugi123_Viola
RossiiXViolaBissetiiRC

Here is another shot of the flower of Viola rossi x Viola bisseti and then another shot of a patch of the plants.

Apr29_110_MtOugi_Momokura_
Viola_rossi_x_bissetiRC

Apr29_121_MtOugi_Momokura_
Viola_rossi_x_bissetiRC

We found some "wildlife" on this adventure - we saw a squirrel and also this Apodemus argenteus - the Small Japanese Field Mouse. The final shot is a shot which was
taken as we neared Saruhashi Train Station. We took no photos at the summit of Mt. Momokura, the weather had deteriorated and it was raining lightly by that point and we ate
our lunch at that summit and then hurried down this amazingly steep trail.

Apr29th_MtMomokura169_
ApodemusArgenteusRC

Apr29th_
MtMomokura185RC

End April 29th, End April 2014's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.
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January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, End May 2014 Pages
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2015 - Favorite Photo
"Japanese Badger" - Meles anakuma (Anakuma in Japanese) - The Japanese Badger. April 18th, 2:05
PM.

APRIL 2015: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Another version of the "Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons" book - Hardcover with Dust Jacket * Our Annual
Cherry Blossom Viewing Outing (Hanami in Japanese) at Musashino Park * Cherry Blossoms * Spiraea sp. Blossoms * Primrose in Bloom (Primula sp.) * Arisaema ringens (Jack-in-thePulpit) * Viola keiskei * Yama-Buki-Sou * Anemone flaccida * A Grey Heron (Ardea cinerea) * Chloranthus japonicus * Gentiana zollingeri * Viola betonicifolia var. albescens * Trip to Hikage
Creek, Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama & Mt. Kagenobu * Viola yezoensis f. discolor (Takao Violet) * Viola yezoensis (Hikage Violet) * Close-up of Arisaema sp. (Jack-in-the-Pulpit) Flower *
Asarum caulescens * Hardcover Version of "A Pocket-Size Version of Some Violets of Eastern Japan - 2nd Edition" book * Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima * Viola obtusa *
Mountain Cherry Blossom Scenery * Viola eizanensis * Cymbidium goeringii - an Orchid * A Trip to Yamanashi & Shizuoka Prefectures * Mt. Fuji * Viola orientalis * Viola tokubuchiana var.
takedana * Viola x savatieri (Okutama Violet) * Viola tokaiensis * Viola bissetii * Paeonia japonica * Viola shikokiana * Meles anakuma - the Japanese Badger * Kazuya's Trip to Naguriko *
Viola violacea var. makinoi * Viola sieboldi * Viola sieboldi f. variegata * Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor * Viola x pseudo-makinoi * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go
directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of April 2015!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2015

This page begins and ends with April 1st and our "Hanami" (Cherry Blossom Viewing) outing to eat our
lunch and drink some Sake while sitting under the Cherry Trees at Musashino Park. After we finished up
there we went to the Natural Area of Nogawa Park to see what flowers were in bloom. After that we came
home and relaxed.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Another version of the Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons book

  These 2 images show the Entire Cover and the Entire Outer Cover. This version is 6.14 x 9.21 inches (234 x 156 mm) and has a dust jacket, so the first image shows the
cover including the front and rear flaps of the dust jacket. The 2nd image shows the entire cover with the flaps removed. The actual hard cover of this version is blue cloth (fancy,
eh?) with no image on it. The Book Title is stamped on the spine. Check back later in the month to see a photo of the book, I don't even have a copy yet, so I cannot include one at
this time.

Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons
Entire Cover - Including Flaps
Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons
Entire Outer Cover


  The first image in this row shows only the front flap of the dust jacket. The 2nd image shows only the rear flap of the dust jacket.

Outdoor Photography of Japan:
Through the Seasons - Front Flap

Outdoor Photography of Japan:
Through the Seasons - Rear Flap

If you're interested, the "Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons" book is
now available at Amazon, as well as your local bookseller, in a HARDCOVER Edition with dust
jacket! Just go to Amazon.com via the link just below and either order it there or else write down
the ISBN and ask your local bookstore to order it.
"Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons" - (Hardcover with Dust Jacket) at
Amazon)
Begin April 1st

  The first two photos on this row show a beautiful clump of Spiraea thunbergii in full bloom. The first photo shows me and the 2nd photo shows Kazuya beside these
flowering bushes. The 3rd shot shows the Cherry Trees under which we ate our nice lunch and drank our nice Sake.
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Apr01_03_NogawaMusashino
Pk_SpiraeaRC

April1st_MusashinoPark
006_SpiraeaThunbergiiRC

April1st_
MusashinoPark010RC


  Here are 3 more shots of the Cherry Trees which we ate our lunch and drank our Sake under.

Apr01_04_NogawaMusashino
Pk_CherryBlossomsRC
Apr01_09_NogawaMusashino
Pk_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr01_10_NogawaMusashinoP
Pk_CherryBlossomsRC


  In 1st position in this row is a close-up of a clump of cherry blossoms. The 2nd shot is me being cute and the 3rd photo was shot using the Vivid Mode setting on my
camera so it came out quite Vivid!

April1st_Musashino
Park016RC

April1st_Musashino
Park021RC

Apr01_25_NogawaMusashino
Pk_CherryBlossomsRC


  Here is one final shot of the cherry trees under which we ate our lunch. The 2nd shot in this row shows a Primrose which is beginning to bloom. This was taken in the
Natural Area of Nogawa Park.

April1st_Musashino
Park029RC

Apr01_32_NogawaMusashino
Pk_PrimroseRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Primrose. Kazuya identified the first shot as Primula sieboldii and the 2nd shot as Primula japonica.
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April1st_NogawaPark036
_PrimulaSieboldiiRC

April1st_NogawaPark042_
PrimulaJaponicaRC


  Here are 3 more shots of this small area of Primrose. You may remember that last month's first page started out with Primrose photos too. Well, this is the same area as
those photos were taken in.

Apr01_33_NogawaMusashino
Pk_PrimroseRC

Apr01_34_NogawaMusashino
Pk_PrimroseRC
Apr01_35_NogawaMusashino
Pk_PrimroseRC


  The first 2 photos in this row show Arisaema ringens (Jack-in-the-Pulpit). Around here there are 3 or 4 species of Arisaema. This one is the largest. The 3rd shot shows a
nice shot of Viola keiskei.

Apr01_46_NogawaMusashino
Pk_Arisaema_spRC

Apr01_38_NogawaMusashino
Pk_Viola_keiskeiRC
April1st_NogawaPark047_
ArisaemaRingensRC


  The first shot here is of a beautiful yellow flower called Yama-Buki-Sou in Japanese. The 2nd shot shows a small patch of Anemone flaccida and the 3rd shot is another of
Viola keiskei.
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Apr01_40_NogawaMusashino
Pk_YamaBukiSouRC

April1st_NogawaPark048
_AnemoneFlaccidaRC

Apr01_42_NogawaMusashino
Pk_Viola_keiskeiRC


  In first position here is another of the species of Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) which grows around here, I'm not sure which species this one is. The 2nd shot shows
some nicely colored young Maple leaves and the 3rd shot shows a Grey Heron (Ardea cinerea) roosting on a tree branch over the top of Mirror Pond.

April1st_NogawaPark
049_MapleRC
Apr01_45_NogawaMusashino
Pk_Arisaema_spRC

Apr01_58_NogawaMusashino
Pk_HeronRC


  Here is another shot of the Grey Heron (Ardea cinerea) which was roosting on a tree branch over the top of Mirror Pond. The 2nd photo is a small plant - Chloranthus
japonicus - this always seems prettier when we find it in the woods than when we find it here in Nogawa Park. The 3rd shot is a Gentiana zollingeri in bloom.

Apr01_49_NogawaMusashino
Pk_HeronRC

Apr01_60_NogawaMusashinoPk
_Chloranthus_japonicusRC

Apr01_61_NogawaMusashinoPk
_Gentiana_zollingeriRC


  The first and third shots in this row are of Viola betonicifolia var. albescens. The only place we ever find this species is right beside the highway growing under the guard
rail in the cracks between the sidewalk and the curb and therefore I have "Photoshopped" these 2 photos to eliminate as much of the highway as possible. The center image is a
tightly cropped portion of a photo of Gentiana zollingeri to show just the flowers.

Apr01_72_NogawaMusashinoPk_Viola_
betonicifolia_var_albescensRC

April1st_NogawaPark059_Viola
BetonicifoliaVarAlbescensRC
Apr01_62_NogawaMusashinoPk_
Gentiana_zollingeri_CroppedRC

End April 1st, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of April 2015!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2015

This page begins and ends with April 12th and our outing to the Hikage Creek Area, a climb to the Mt.
Kobotoke-Shiro-Yama summit (670 m = 2,199 ft) for the 54th time and then an additional climb to the
summit of Mt. Kagenobu (727 m = 2,385 ft) for the 12th time. From there we descended to the bus stop and
took a bus back to Takao Station and headed home. we found an abundance of violets on this outing.   Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 12th

  The first thing we found was Viola yezoensis f. discolor (Takao Violet). All 3 photos in this row show this species. The center image shows the outlined area of the 3rd
photo. The f. discolor refers to the purplish-brown color of the leaves of this violet.

Apr12_07_Hikage_Kagenobu
_Viola_yezoensisRC

Apr12th_25_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC
Apr12th_25Part_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC


  All 3 photos in this row show what could be a cross between the Viola yezoensis f. discolor (Takao Violet) and the normal Viola yezoensis (Hikage Violet). Note that the
leaves are not very purplish brown at all.

Apr12th_34_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC
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Apr12_28_Hikage_Kagenobu
_Viola_yezoensisRC
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  WOW! Check out this beautiful flower of one of the species of Arisaema sp. (Jack-in-the-Pulpit). Of course the 1st image includes only the outlined area of the next photo.

Apr12_31Crop_Hikage_
Kagenobu_Arisaema_spRC

Apr12_32_Hikage_
Kagenobu_Arisaema_spRC


  The first 2 shots in this row seem to be of Viola yezoensis (Hikage Violet), while the 3rd shot is most decidedly of a Viola yezoensis f. discolor (Takao Violet).

Apr12_42_Hikage_Kagenobu_
Viola_yezoensisRC

Apr12th_42_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC

Apr12_44_Hikage_Kagenobu_
Viola_yezoensisRC


  The first shot in this row is very similar to the previous photo and is, of course, Viola yezoensis f. discolor (Takao Violet). The 2nd and 3rd shots show Anemone flaccida in
the wild. Remember the photo of the small patch of this species on Page 1, Row 10, Center Photo? Quite a difference, eh?

Apr12th_45_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC

Apr12th_51_Hikage
KagenobuAnemoneFlaccidaRC

Apr12th_52_Hikage
KagenobuAnemoneFlaccidaRC


  Here are 3 shots of Asarum caulescens growing on a small hillside above Hikage Creek. We don't manage to get here for the peak of blooming of this species every year,
but when we do get here at the proper time we always seem to manage to get some nice photos.

Apr12_49_Hikage_Kagenobu
_Asarum_caulescensRC

Apr12_48_Hikage_Kagenobu
_Asarum_caulescensRC
Apr12th_60_HikageKagenobu
AsarumCaulescensRC
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  In 1st position in this row is another Viola yezoensis f. discolor (Takao Violet), mixed in with some Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis. The 2nd shot is a perfect one of an
entire Viola yezoensis f. discolor (Takao Violet) plant and the 3rd shot seems to be a Viola yezoensis (Hikage Violet).

Apr12th_66_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC

Apr12_52_Hikage_Kagenobu
_Viola_yezoensisRC
Apr12th_70_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC


  The hardcover version of "A Pocket-Size Version of Some Violets of Eastern Japan - 2nd Edition" book will be available on Amazon and through your favorite
bookstore on May 15, 2015. The list price is $33.95. The ISBN-10 is 099621612X and the ISBN-13 is 978-0-9962161-2-8 if you want to write those down and ask your local
bookstore to order it for you. It is 124 pages and contains about 105 images. The images are the same as the paperback version, the only thing different is the hard cover. The list
price for the paperback version is $24.79. Of course you can find it by going to the "Our Books" button at the bottom of this page and clicking the "General Information" link and
going from there.

Hardcover Edition of
'A Pocket-Size Version of Some Violets of Eastern Japan'
available May 10, 2015


  In this row you can see a Viola yezoensis (Hikage Violet) and then a Viola yezoensis f. discolor (Takao Violet) and in 3rd position a Viola eizanensis.

Apr12_56_Hikage_Kagenobu
_Viola_yezoensisRC

Apr12th_77_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC

Apr12_65_Hikage_Kagenobu
_Viola_yezoensisRC


  Here are examples of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima and Viola obtusa for you to enjoy. Can you recognize any of them on your own yet?

Apr12th_83_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC
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  There are a couple of places along the trail to Mt. Kagenobu where we sometimes can find the pinkest Viola eizanensis flowers that we ever see. Here is one example, the
2nd image being cropped out of the outlined area of the first photo. The 3rd shot is a scenery shot in which you can see quite a number of Mountain Cherry Trees (Yama-Zakura) in
bloom.

Apr12th_95_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC

Apr12th_97_Hikage
KagenobuSceneryRC
Apr12th_95Part_
HikageKagenobuViolaRC


  Here are 3 more amazingly pink examples of Viola eizanensis. The 2nd image shows the outlined area of the first photo and is different enough from the one immediately
above it so that it is worth showing to you. The 3rd shot is kind of an overview photo showing this plant growing among the dead grass.

Apr12th_99_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC

Apr12_69_Hikage_Kagenobu
_Viola_eizanensisRC
Apr12th_99Part_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC


  Here are the final 3 photos which we want to show you from this outing. The first shot is of a Viola obtusa, the 2nd shot shows a Mountain Cherry Tree (Yama-Zakura) in
bloom down below us in the forest and the 3rd shot shows three nice Cymbidium goeringii Orchid flowers. Note the cute little insect sitting atop the far right flower.

Apr12th_104_Hikage
KagenobuViolaRC

Apr12th_110_Hikage
KagenobuCymbidiumGoeringiiRC
Apr12th_106_Hikage
KagenobuYamaZakuraRC

End April 12th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of April 2015!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2015

This page begins and ends with April 18th and a trip to Asagiri Kougen, in Shizuoka Prefecture, on a violets
search. If you're interested, we were quite successful.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 18th

  We took trains from our home station of Musashi-Sakai all the way to Mt. Fuji Station. The first photo in this row was taken from Mt. Fuji Station. This city recently
changed its name from Fuji Yoshida to Mt. Fuji, which we think is quite silly - it's quite a ways from Mt. Fuji, as you can see from this photo. Anyway, from there we rode a bus for
about an hour and got off at the "Prefecture Boundary" bus stop. Within just a few minutes we found these yellow violets - Viola orientalis. Off to a good start!

Apr18_02_MtFuji
_FujiSanStationRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen
001_ViolaOrientalisRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen
014_ViolaOrientalisRC


  Here is another photo of Viola orientalis. The outlined area shows the area included in the next image. The 2nd image is the outlined area of the previous photo. The 3rd
shot is another of Mt. Fuji and shows that it's now getting cloudy.

Apr18_03_BoundaryBus
StopArea_Viola_orientalisRC

April18th_Asagiri
Kougen017RC
Apr18_03Part_BoundaryBus
StopArea_Viola_orientalisRC


  Here is a more zoomed-in shot of Mt. Fuji. By noon or thereabouts it was so cloudy that there was not even a hint that Mt. Fuji existed off in that direction. The 2nd
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image - Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana - includes only the outlined area of the 3rd photo in this row.

Apr18_10_BoundaryBus
StopArea_MtFujiRC

Apr18_13_BoundaryBusStopArea
_Viola_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC
Apr18_13Part_BoundaryBusStopArea
_Viola_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC


  Here is a final shot of Viola orientalis. That is followed by another photo of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and that is followed by a photo of the variegated leaf form,
naturally it is a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata.

Apr18_18_BoundaryBus
StopArea_Viola_orientalisRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen035_
ViolaTokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC

Apr18_29_BoundaryBusStopArea_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedana_f_variegataRC


  Here are 2 nice shots of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana f. variegata which show the entire plant. The 3rd shot is a rare Okutama Violet (Viola x savatieri). It is the
hybrid of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and Viola eizanensis. Last year the flowers were much nicer color. Is it possible that we got here after the peak of flower colors this
year? HERE is a link to the the page with last year's photos of this species if you'd like to compare the flower colors.

Apr18_35_BoundaryBusStopArea_Viola_
tokubuchiana_var_takedana_f_variegataRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen046
_ViolaXSavatieriRC
April18th_AsagiriKougen039_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaFVariegataRC

Click the above button for a Special Page dedicated to most of the Violets which we have identified with confidence.

  Here are 2 more shots of the Okutama Violet (Viola x savatieri). The first shot is an overview. The 3rd shot is another of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.
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April18th_AsagiriKougen047
_ViolaXSavatieriRC

Apr18_43_BoundaryBusStop
Area_Viola_x_savatieriRC

Apr18_42_BoundaryBusStopArea_
Viola_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC


  And here are the 3 more shots of the Okutama Violet (Viola x savatieri). In the 3rd shot you can see 5 flowers.

April18th_AsagiriKougen050
_ViolaXSavatieriRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen063
_ViolaXSavatieriRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen072
_ViolaXSavatieriRC


  In this row are 3 images of Viola eizanensis. Please recall that this is the species which hybridizes with Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana to create the Okutama Violet.
The 3rd image is, of course, the outlined area of the 2nd photo.

Apr18_51Crop_BoundaryBus
StopArea_Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr18_53_BoundaryBusStop
Area_Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr18_53Part_BoundaryBus
StopArea_Viola_eizanensisRC


  Here are nearly the final shots of Viola x savatieri. Sorry that there are so many shot of this species, please keep in mind its extreme rarity before being too critical.

April18th_AsagiriKougen081
_ViolaXSavatieriRC

Apr18_58_BoundaryBusStop
Area_Viola_x_savatieriRC

Apr18_66_BoundaryBusStop
Area_Viola_x_savatieriRC


  In this row is an additional shot of Viola x savatieri and that is followed by 2 images of Viola tokaiensis. The 2nd image shows only the outlined area of the 3rd shot.

Apr18_68_BoundaryBusStop
Area_Viola_x_savatieriRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen094
Part_ViolaTokaiensisRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen
094_ViolaTokaiensisRC


  In this row in first position is a beautiful shot of Viola bissetii and that is followed by the FINAL 2 shots of Viola x savatieri. Enjoy, you won't see this species again until
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next year, if then!

April18th_AsagiriKougen
096_ViolaBissetiiRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen102
_ViolaXSavatieriRC
Apr18_72_BoundaryBusStop
Area_Viola_x_savatieriRC


  There are so many different micro-environments in this area. As we were walking through this forest we came upon this small valley which probably had (has) a hundred
Paeonia japonica plants growing in it. The center shot shows the valley. The 3rd shot shows several plants growing together.

April18th_AsagiriKougen
113_PaeoniaJaponicaRC

Apr18_86_BoundaryBusStop
Area_PeonyValleyRC

Apr18_83_Boundary
BusStopArea_PeonyRC


  In 1st position in this row is the final shot of Paeonia japonica. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya shooting a Viola x savatieri - a very large overview of the environment where
they can be found. The 3rd shot is of a Viola shikokiana. We do not find this one every year, and were rather surprised to find it growing here.

Apr18_85_Boundary
BusStopArea_PeonyRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen
116_ViolaShikokianaRC
Apr18_80_BoundaryBusStopArea_
Kazuya_Viola_x_savatieriRC


  Here is a 2nd shot of Viola shikokiana and that is followed by 2 shots of Viola tokaiensis. In the 3rd shot Kazuya used a ¥1 coin for scale. As you will see in the next row,
a ¥1 coin is 20.3 mm (0.799 in) in diameter. This is such a very tiny plant and flower. Maybe it's time to go back to Row 10 and study that center image again.

April18th_AsagiriKougen
117_ViolaShikokianaRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen
122_ViolaTokaiensisRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen
126_ViolaTokaiensisRC


  Here are 3 more images of Viola tokaiensis. The center one is a collage of photos which we took last year and it is the image which you will see in the Some Violets of
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Eastern Japan - 2nd Edition book on page 52. If you'd like to go to the page which shows the Violets Book and download the low quality, watermarked and secured against
printing PDF file of this book then please go HERE.

April18th_AsagiriKougen
129_ViolaTokaiensisRC

Viola_
tokaiensisRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen
131_ViolaTokaiensisRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Viola tokaiensis. In the 1st and 3rd photos a toothpick is used for scale. And, before you ask, yes - it is a normal size toothpick, just like you
have on your very own table for picking your teeth.

Apr18_95_BoundaryBusStop
Area_Viola_tokaiensisRC

Apr18_91_BoundaryBusStop
Area_Viola_tokaiensisRC
April18th_AsagiriKougen
136_ViolaTokaiensisRC


  Here are 2 more shots of this Viola tokaiensis and then a very large overview shot of the type of environment where you might find them.

April18th_AsagiriKougen
148_ViolaTokaiensisRC

Apr18_102_BoundaryBusStop
Area_Viola_tokaiensisRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen
156_ViolaTokaiensisRC


  Here is the final shot of flowers on this page - a last Viola tokaiensis. Then - as we were heading back to the main road Kazuya saw some movement. We stopped and
studied what we were seeing and shot some photos, but Kazuya was not sure at that point what it was. He thought it might be an Anakuma, which translates to English as "hole
bear". Later on, when we were on the bus headed back to the station he looked it up on Google, and he was correct. The full Latin name is Meles anakuma. The English is Japanese
Badger.

Apr18_112_BoundaryBus
StopArea_Viola_tokaiensisRC

April18th_AsagiriKougen
160_MelesMelesAnakumaRC

Apr18_116_BoundaryBusStopArea_
Meles_anakuma_JapaneseBadgerRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Meles anakuma - the Japanese Badger. This is the first and only one of this critter we have ever seen in our 14 years of hiking in Japan's
mountains, although Wikipedia says it is not rare. Notice, in the final shot, that it is hanging out in some moss covered rocks. As we approached closer it disappeared into a hole
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under the rocks.

Apr18_120_BoundaryBusStopArea_
Meles_anakuma_JapaneseBadgerRC

Apr18_126_BoundaryBusStopArea_
Meles_anakuma_JapaneseBadgerRC


  As we rode the bus back to the station we passed by, right on the main highway, this rock sculptor shop which had the display shown in this photo. Do you see what I
see? This is a 3-way intersection, so hundreds of cars, maybe thousands, see this every day. The final shot, also shot from the bus window, shows that Mt. Fuji has returned. The
clouds have pretty much dissipated and said good-bye.

Apr18_127Rotate_Kawaguchi
LkAreaFromBusRC

Apr18_128_Kawaguchi
LkAreaFromBusRC

End April 18th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this month's adventures and photos!

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of April 2015!
posted: April 30th, 2015
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This page begins and ends with April 25th. Kazuya got up early and went to Naguriko in Saitama Prefecture
on a violet's hunting expedition. As you will see - he was successful. I had a very bad cold and felt quite
weak and under the weather so I spent the day resting at home.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 25th

  In this first row are 3 shots of Viola violacea var. makinoi - a pretty and cute smaller violet.

April25th_NaguriKo006
_ViolaMakinoiRC

April25th_NaguriKo008
_ViolaMakinoiRC

April25th_NaguriKo009
_ViolaMakinoiRC


  The first shot in this row shows a Viola sieboldi, the 2nd shot shows another Viola violacea var. makinoi and the 3rd shot is a Viola sieboldi f. variegata.

April25th_NaguriKo011
_ViolaSieboldiRC

April25th_NaguriKo015
_ViolaMakinoiRC

April25th_NaguriKo016_Viola
SieboldiFVariegataRC


  In first position in this row is another Viola sieboldi f. variegata and then 2 shots of the non-variegated version - plain old Viola sieboldi.

April25th_NaguriKo017_Viola
SieboldiFVariegataRC

April25th_NaguriKo018
_ViolaSieboldiRC

April25th_NaguriKo020
_ViolaSieboldiRC


  In this row are 3 images of Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor. The outlined area of the first photo shows the portion which is included in the 2nd image. If I recall
correctly, last year (2014) was the first time we ever found this species and added it to out life-list. It is the hybrid of Viola violacea var. makinoi and Viola sieboldi.

April25th_NaguriKo022_ViolaX
Pseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

April25th_NaguriKo025_ViolaX
Pseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC
April25th_NaguriKo022Part_
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ViolaXPseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC


  Here are three more shots of Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor. The "concolor" refers to there being no color (besides green) in the leaves.

April25th_NaguriKo027_ViolaX
Pseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

April25th_NaguriKo033_ViolaX
Pseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

April25th_NaguriKo039_ViolaX
Pseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC


  Here are 2 shots of Viola x pseudo-makinoi (note the whitish color in the leaves, what some might refer to as variegations - therefore - NOT without color) and in center
position is a shot of the trail through this area. The Viola x pseudo-makinoi is a hybrid of Viola variegata var. makinoi and Viola sieboldi f. variegata.

April25th_NaguriKo048_ViolaX
Pseudo-makinoiRC

April25th_NaguriKo054_ViolaX
Pseudo-makinoiRC
April25th_Naguri
Ko068RC


  The first shot in this row shows another Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor, the 2nd shot is another Viola violacea var. makinoi and the third shot shows a Viola sieboldi f.
variegata.

April25th_NaguriKo091_ViolaX
Pseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

April25th_NaguriKo101
_ViolaMakinoiRC

April25th_NaguriKo104_
ViolaSieboldiFVariegataRC


  Here is a final shot of Viola x pseudo-makinoi f. concolor and then the final 2 shots of Viola x pseudo-makinoi.

April25th_NaguriKo106_ViolaX
Pseudo-makinoiFConcolorRC

April25th_NaguriKo120_
ViolaXPseudo-makinoiRC

April25th_NaguriKo137_
ViolaXPseudo-makinoiRC

End April 25th, End April 2015's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
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Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of our
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, April 2015
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2016 - Favorite Photo
"Cymbidium goeringii" - The Spring Orchid. April 9th, 9:44 AM.

APRIL 2016: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING A Trip to and Climb of Mt.
Takao and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama * Viola bisseti * Arisaema sp. Flower * Viola
tokubuchiana var. takedana * Viola eizanensis * Viola grypoceras * Omphalodes
japonica * The Viola rossii X Viola bisseti hybrid * Viola japonica * Chrysosplenium
macrostemon var. atrandrum * Viola yezoensis f. discolor - the Takao Violet * Viola
yezoensis - the Hikage Violet * Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis * Dichocarpum
trachyspermum * Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum * A Trip to and Climb in the

Minami-Takao (South Takao) Area * Rape Flower * Cherry Blossoms * Kerria japonica
* Viola phalacrocarpa * Arisaema urashima - a Species of Jack-in-the-pulpit * Ajuga
decumbens, both Pink and Purple * Scutellaria indica var. parvifolia * Viola
phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima * Viola obtusa * Chaenomeles japonica * Cymbidium
goeringii - the Spring Orchid * Gentiana zollingeri * Viola chaerophylloides f.
sieboldiana * Anemone flaccida * Viola keiskei * Anemone nikoensis * More     (Click
on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of April 2016!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2016

This page begins and ends with April 1st and a trip to/climb of Mt. Takao and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama. This
was our 113th climb of Mt. Takao and our 58th climb of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama - and possibly our last.  
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Note Well: This month's photos mark the final ones
from my 15 years in Japan. Kazuya and I are moving
to my home in Fairbanks, Alaska later on this month
(May 2016). It will most likely take us a couple of
months to get settled and start going on some

adventures in Alaska, but rest assured that we hope
and plan to continue to maintain and update this
website as soon as possible. Thank you for your
support through the years.

Begin April 1st

  As the header information states, on April 1st we went out and climbed Mt. Takao for the 113th time and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama for the 58th time. The violets season
was off to a good start and we got an abundance of photos. In this first row are three shots of Viola bisseti and all of them are wonderful shots.

Apr1_04_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_bissetiRC

Apr1_03_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_bissetiRC

Apr1_05_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_bissetiRC


  In this row are three increasingly close shots of a Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) flower.

Apr1_09_Takao_
Hikage_Arisaema_spRC

Apr1_10_Takao_
Hikage_Arisaema_spRC


  The first two shots in this row show Viola bisseti and the third shot is of a Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.
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April1st_Takao002
_ViolaBissetiiRC

April1st_Takao003
_ViolaBissetiiRC

Apr1_14_Takao_Hikage_Viola
_tokubuchiana_var_takedanaRC


  The first shot in this row is of a Viola bisseti, the second shot shows a Viola eizanensis and the third shot shows both Viola eizanensis and Viola grypoceras (the purple
one is Viola grypoceras).

Apr1_16_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_bissetiRC

April1st_Takao014_
ViolaEizanensisRC

April1st_Takao015_
ViolaEizanensisRC


  In this row are two shots of Viola eizanensis.

Apr1_26_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr1_27_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_eizanensisRC


  In this row are three images of Viola eizanensis. The outlined area in the first photo shows the area that is included in the center image.

Apr1_28_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr1_36_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_eizanensisRC
Apr1_28Part_Takao_
Hikage_Viola_eizanensisRC

Click the above button for a Special Page dedicated to most of the Violets which we have identified with confidence.

  The first shot in this row is another of Viola eizanensis. The center image shows the outlined area of the third photo. This is Omphalodes japonica. Somehow, we got the
very best shots of this flower that we have ever succeeded in getting. In past years our photos of this flower have always failed to show that white center of the flower like we
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would have desired it to show.

April1st_Takao024
_ViolaEizanensisRC

April1st_Takao026_
OmphalodesJaponicaRC
April1st_Takao026Part
_OmphalodesJaponica


  Here are two more shots of Omphalodes japonica.

April1st_Takao027_
OmphalodesJaponicaRC

April1st_Takao031_
OmphalodesJaponicaRC


  And here are three more images of Omphalodes japonica. Note that the outlined area in the first photo shows what you can see in the center image.

Apr1_42_Takao_Hikage_
Omphalodes_japonicaRC

April1st_Takao034_
OmphalodesJaponicaRC
Apr1_42Part_Takao_Hikage
_Omphalodes_japonicaRC


  From left to right in this photo are photos of Viola eizanensis, Viola grypoceras and then Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.

Apr1_49_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_eizanensisRC

Apr1_51_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_grypocerasRC


  The first photo in this row is Viola grypoceras. The second and third shots are of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana.
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Apr1_52_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_grypocerasRC

Apr1_53_Takao_Hikage_Viola_
toukubuchiana_var_takedanaRC

Apr1_57_Takao_Hikage_Viola_
toukubuchiana_var_takedanaRC


  The first photo in this row is an astounding one of Viola grypoceras. The second shot is another of Viola tokubuchiana var. takedana and the third shot shows a hybrid
violet, a Viola rossii X Viola bisseti. This was the first time we'd ever seen this violet.

Apr1_62_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_grypocerasRC

April1st_Takao059_
ViolaRossiiXViolaBissetiiRC
April1st_Takao045_Viola
TokubuchianaVarTakedanaRC


  Seeing as this was the first time we'd ever seen Viola rossii X Viola bisseti here are three more images of it. The center image shows only the outlined area of the third
photo.

April1st_Takao060_
ViolaRossiiXViolaBissetiiRC

Apr1_69Part_Takao_Hikage
_UnknownVioletRC

Apr1_69_Takao_Hikage
_UnknownVioletRC


  Here are two final shots of Viola rossii X Viola bisseti. This species was found near the summit of Mt. Takao. As we continued on from the summit along the trail to Mt.
Kobotoke-Shiro-yama we found the blooming cherry tree shown in the third photo.

April1st_Takao064_
ViolaRossiiXViolaBissetiiRC

April1st_Takao061_
ViolaRossiiXViolaBissetiiRC


  Here are three images of Viola bisseti. The center image shows only the outlined portion of the third photo.
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Apr1_74_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_bissetiRC

Apr1_75_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_bissetiRC
Apr1_75Part_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_bissetiRC


  Finally, in this row is a shot of Viola eizanensis. That is followed by two photos of Viola japonica.

Apr1_78_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_eizanensis_TMTCRC

Apr1_83_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_japonicaRC

April1st_Takao080_
ViolaJaponicaRC

End Page 1, but April 1st Continues on Page 2 at 1:36 PM
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of April 2016!
posted: April 30th, 2016
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This page continues April 1st at 1:36 PM from Page 1. At this point we are quite low down on the Hikage
Creek Road and hiking down to the bus stop. In Row 8 we jump to April 9th and a trip to and hike in the
Minami-Takao (South Takao) area.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Note Well: This month's photos mark the final ones
from my 15 years in Japan. Kazuya and I are moving
to my home in Fairbanks, Alaska later on this month
(May 2016). It will most likely take us a couple of
months to get settled and start going on some

adventures in Alaska, but rest assured that we hope
and plan to continue to maintain and update this
website as soon as possible. Thank you for your
support through the years.

April 1st Continues From Page 1 (at 1:36 PM)

  Now we are still hiking down the Hikage Creek logging road and there are only 18 more photos from this date. The first photo in this row is another of Viola japonica. The
second and third photos are of Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum.

Apr1_84_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_japonicaRC

Apr1_81_Takao_Hikage_Chrysosplenium
_macrostemon_var_atrandrumRC

Apr1_85_Takao_Hikage_Chrysosplenium
_macrostemon_var_atrandrumRC


  All three shots in this row show Chrysosplenium macrostemon var. atrandrum. Interesting little plant, eh?

Apr1_86_Takao_Hikage_Chrysosplenium
_macrostemon_var_atrandrumRC

Apr1_82_Takao_Hikage_Chrysosplenium
_macrostemon_var_atrandrumRC

April1st_Takao083_Chrysosplenium
MacrostemonVarAtrandrumRC


  Now we have gotten low enough in elevation so that we are beginning to find some of the famous Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis f. discolor). The first shot was taken at
the highest elevation, where the buds were not yet open. After a short time, though, we got low enough on the mountain so that we found plants with open flowers, as shown in the
second and third shots.

April1st_Takao084_
ViolaYezoensisFDiscolorRC

Apr1_91_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

April1st_Takao087_
ViolaYezoensisFDiscolorRC


  In first position in this row is a shot of Oxalis griffithii var. kantoensis and in second position is a Hikage Violet (Viola yezoensis) - basically a Takao Violet, but with green
leaves instead of the purplish-brown leaves of the Takao Violet.
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Apr1_97_Takao_Hikage_Oxalis
_griffithii_var_kantoensisRC

Apr1_100_Takao_Hikage
_Viola_yezoensisRC


  Here are two images of the Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis f. discolor). The outlined area in the first photo shows what is included in the second image.

Apr1_103_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_yezoensis_f_discolorRC
Apr1_103Part_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_yezoensis_f_discolorRC


  The first shot in this row shows a Viola hondoensis, the second shot is a Takao Violet (Viola yezoensis f. discolor) and the third shot is of a Dichocarpum trachyspermum.

April1st_Takao099_
ViolaHondoensisRC

Apr1_114_Takao_Hikage_
Viola_yezoensis_f_discolorRC

April1st_Takao101_
DichocarpumTrachyspermumRC

Click the above button for a Special Page dedicated to most of the Violets which we have identified with confidence.

  Here is one more shot of the Dichocarpum trachyspermum and then the final shot for today. The second photo is Chrysosplenium album var. stamineum, and it is nearly
finishing up blooming for this year.

April1st_Takao102_
DichocarpumTrachyspermumRC
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End April 1st, Begin April 9th

  Now we jump to April 9th and a trip to the Minami-Takao (South Takao) area. The first shot was taken right at the bus stop where we began the climb and shows Rape
Flower in bloom. Have you ever eaten Rape Flower? The second shot shows a late blooming cherry tree and the third shot shows the brilliant yellow flowers of Kerria japonica.

April9th_Minami
Takao_001RC

Apr9_04_MinamiTakao
_CherryBlossomsRC

Apr9_01_MinamiTakao
_Kerria_japonicaRC


  Here are three more shots in which you can see the brilliant yellow flowers of Kerria japonica. The person in the center photo is me.

April9th_MinamiTakao_004
_KerriaJaponicaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_005
_KerriaJaponicaRC
April9th_MinamiTakao_007
_KerriaJaponicaRC


  In this row are two shots of Viola phalacrocarpa, what an amazing shade of purple, eh?

Apr9_10_MinamiTakao_
Viola_phalacrocarpaRC


  All three images in this row show Arisaema urashima - a species of Jack-inthe-pulpit. As with all members of the genus Arisaema, the inflorescence consists of a
spathe tube enclosing a spadix appendix. In the case of A. urashima, the spadix
appendix is elongated into a free hanging thread of 45 to 60 cm. The Japanese name
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April9th_MinamiTakao_010
_ViolaPhalacrocarpaRC

has something to do with fishing. Note that the third image is a portion of the second
photo. I believe that this was the first time we'd ever seen this plant. It certainly is
interesting.
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Apr9_15_MinamiTakao_
Arisaema_urashimaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_012
_ArisaemaUrashimaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_012
Part_ArisaemaUrashimaRC


  Here are three more shots of Arisaema urashima - a species of Jack-in-the-pulpit.

Apr9_17_MinamiTakao
_Arisaema_urashimaRC

Apr9_18_MinamiTakao
_Arisaema_urashimaRC

Apr9_21_MinamiTakao
_Arisaema_urashimaRC


  In first position in this row is the final shot of Arisaema urashima - a species of Jack-in-the-pulpit, showing only the leaves. That is followed by two shots of a pink
flowered Ajuga decumbens.

Apr9_22_MinamiTakao
_Arisaema_urashimaRC

Apr9_25_MinamiTakao_
Ajuga_decumbensRC
April9th_MinamiTakao_013_
AjugaDecumbensRC


  In this row are two shots of a purple flowered Ajuga decumbens.

April9th_MinamiTakao_014_
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AjugaDecumbensRC

Ajuga_decumbensRC


  In first and second position in this row are shots of Scutellaria indica var. parvifolia. In third position is a shot of Viola grypoceras.

Apr9_30_MinamiTakao_Scutellaria
_indica_var_parvifoliaRC

Apr9_34_MinamiTakao_
Viola_grypocerasRC
April9th_MinamiTakao_017_Scutellaria
IndicaVarParvifoliaRC


  All three shots in this row show Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima. What's the difference between this and the Viola phalacrocarpa which you saw above? The flower stem
of Viola phalacrocarpa is covered with small hairs, while the flower stem of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima is smooth and glabrous.

April9th_MinamiTakao_018_Viola
PhalacrocarpaFGlaberrimaRC

Apr9_44_MinamiTakao_Viola_
phalacrocarpa_f_glaberrimaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_019_Viola
PhalacrocarpaFGlaberrimaRC


  In this row are three shots of Viola obtusa. The first shot is really amazing for the detail which it shows.

Apr9_46_MinamiTakao
_Viola_obtusaRC

Apr9_47_MinamiTakao
_Viola_obtusaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_020_
ViolaObtusaRC


  In first position in this row is another shot of Viola phalacrocarpa f. glaberrima. The second and third shots show the amazingly orange flowers of Chaenomeles japonica.

April9th_MinamiTakao_022_Viola
PhalacrocarpaFGlaberrimaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_023_
ChaenomelesJaponicaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_024_
ChaenomelesJaponicaRC

End Page 2, but April 9th Continues on Page 3 at 9:34 AM
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Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of April 2016!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2016

This page continues April 9th at 9:34 AM from Page 2, finishes April 9th and that's all there is for April
2016.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Note Well: This month's photos mark the final ones
from my 15 years in Japan. Kazuya and I are moving
to my home in Fairbanks, Alaska later on this month
(May 2016). It will most likely take us a couple of
months to get settled and start going on some

adventures in Alaska, but rest assured that we hope
and plan to continue to maintain and update this
website as soon as possible. Thank you for your
support through the years.

April 9th Continues From Page 2 (at 9:34 AM)

  It's still pretty early in the morning as we continue on this page with April 9th. The first two photos in this row show nice examples of Viola bisseti and the third one
shows Cymbidium goeringii, in Japanese, the Spring Orchid.

Apr9_58_MinamiTakao
_Viola_bissetiRC

Apr9_59_MinamiTakao
_Viola_bissetiRC

Apr9_63_MinamiTakao_
Cymbidium_goeringiiRC


  Here are three more shots of the Cymbidium goeringii orchid. The plant in the center shot has quite an amazing number of blooms, usually plants in the wild only have
one or two flowers.
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April9th_MinamiTakao_027_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC

Apr9_64_MinamiTakao
_Cymbidium_goeringiiRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_032_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC


  Here are the final two shots of the Cymbidium goeringii orchid.

April9th_MinamiTakao_033_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_034_
CymbidiumGoeringiiRC


  Here is a single beautiful flower on a Gentiana zollingeri plant. The outlined area of the first photo shows the area which is shown in the second image.

April9th_MinamiTakao_039_
GentianaZollingeriRC
April9th_MinamiTakao_039Part_
GentianaZollingeriRC


  Here are two shots of the Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana violet. We only see this species once every couple of years and this was a remarkable patch of them, so
there are several photos taken from various angles.

April9th_MinamiTakao_041_Viola
ChaerophylloidesVarSieboldianaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_042_Viola
ChaerophylloidesVarSieboldianaRC


  Here are three more photos of the Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana violet. Isn't this an amazing patch of them?
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April9th_MinamiTakao_055_Viola
ChaerophylloidesVarSieboldianaRC
April9th_MinamiTakao_043_Viola
ChaerophylloidesVarSieboldianaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_051_Viola
ChaerophylloidesVarSieboldianaRC

Click the above button for a Special Page dedicated to most of the Violets which we have identified with confidence.

  And three more shots of Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana.

Apr9_84_MinamiTakao_Viola_
chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_064_Viola
ChaerophylloidesVarSieboldianaRC

Apr9_94_MinamiTakao_Viola_
chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC


  In first position is the Viola chaerophylloides f. sieboldiana violet and also some Viola grypoceras. In center position is the final shot of Viola chaerophylloides f.
sieboldiana. In third position is a fine example of Viola obtusa.

April9th_MinamiTakao_066_ViolaC
haerophylloidesVarSieboldianaRC

Apr9_90_MinamiTakao
_Viola_obtusaRC
Apr9_97_MinamiTakao_Viola_
chaerophylloides_f_sieboldianaRC


  Here are three more shots of Viola obtusa. We generally see a few of this species every year, but never a great number of them.

April9th_MinamiTakao_065
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_ViolaObtusaRC

_Viola_obtusaRC

_ViolaObtusaRC


  Here are two more shots of Viola obtusa and then a shot of Anemone flaccida. We are now getting pretty low on the mountain and following more or less along the side of
a stream.

April9th_MinamiTakao_075
_ViolaObtusaRC

Apr9_106_MinamiTakao
_Viola_obtusaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_083
_AnemoneFlaccidaRC


  Here are three more shots of Anemone flaccida. The center shot gives you an idea of its abundance.

April9th_MinamiTakao_084
_AnemoneFlaccidaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_085
_AnemoneFlaccidaRC

Apr9_115_MinamiTakao
_Anemone_flaccidaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_088
_AnemoneFlaccidaRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_089
_AnemoneFlaccidaRC


  Here are the final three shots of Anemone flaccida.

April9th_MinamiTakao_086
_AnemoneFlaccidaRC


  In first position in this row is a shot of Viola yezoensis f. discolor - the Takao Violet. The second and third shots show Viola keiskei.

April9th_MinamiTakao_104_
ViolaYezoensisFDiscolorRC

April9th_MinamiTakao_116
_ViolaKeiskeiRC

Apr9_140_MinamiTakao_
Viola_keiskeiRC


  Here is another Takao Violet - Viola yezoensis f. discolor, a shot showing the delicate greens of spring and then another Viola keiskei.
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April9th_MinamiTakao_120_
ViolaYezoensisFDiscolorRC

Apr9_144_MinamiTakao_
Viola_keiskeiRC
April9th_Minami
Takao_126RC


  When we arrived at the road and started hiking down it we found the Anemone nikoensis shown here. It seemed to us that it had been planted, but regardless, it's nice.

April9th_MinamiTakao_130
_AnemoneNikoensisRC

Apr9_147_MinamiTakao
_Anemone_nikoensisRC

End April 9th, End April 2016's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 3 of 3, April 2016
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2017 - Favorite Photo
"Sandhill Cranes (Grus canadensis)" - Creamer's Field, Fairbanks. April 28th, 2:43 PM.

APRIL 2017: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING A Driving-Day-Trip from Fairbanks
to Delta Junction and Return * The Incredible Alaska Range near Delta Junction * The
Tanana River * A Pair of Bald Eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) * A Visit to the University of
Alaska - Fairbanks "Museum of the North" * Our Driveway and Land as "The Spring Thaw"
Begins * A Visit to Creamer's Field as the Waterfowl Begins to Arrive * Trumpeter Swans
(Cygnus buccinator) * Canada Goose (Branta canadensis) * Mallard Duck (Anas

platyrhynchos) * Northern Pintail Duck (Anas acuta) * American Wigeon (Anas americana) *
White-fronted Goose (Anser albifrons) * Sandhill Crane (Grus canadensis) * An Ichneumonid
Wasp * Our Front Yard - April 20th and 30th Comparison * Kazuya's Baked Delights *
Lavender Macaron * Fruit Éclairs * Fruit Tarts & Tartlets * Rose Macaron * Chick & Bunny
Macaron for Easter * Mango-Pineapple Éclairs * Smoked Salmon Éclairs * More     (Click on
the Photo or on this text to go directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of April 2017!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2017

This page begins with April 3rd and a driving trip
from Fairbanks to Delta Junction. It was a beautiful
sunny day and it was Kazuya's Saturday, so we took
off to get some views of the Alaska Range. Then we
jump to April 10th and a visit to the University of

Alaska - Fairbanks Museum of the North. After that
there some shots of our yard on April 11th, as the
snow starts to get serious about leaving for this
season. We're tired of you, snow, please leave.

Begin April 3rd

  As the page header says, this is April 3rd, and Kazuya and I are on a drivingday-trip from Fairbanks to Delta Junction, Alaska and return to Fairbanks. Once you get
around 40 miles down the Alaska Highway, towards Delta Junction, the good views of
the Alaska Range south of Delta Junction start to appear here and there, mostly where

Apr03_01Adj_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

the highway runs along close to the Tanana River. In this row are three shots which
were taken at the first spot we came to where the views were really great. I'm sorry,
but I'm not even going to try to give you the names of any particular peak.

Apr03_02Adj_Crop_
TripToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_03Adj_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC


  Here are three more shots of the Alaska Range south of Delta Junction. The third image is a 2-shot panorama. These shots were taken around 40 miles east of Fairbanks,
along the Alaska Highway.

Apr03_06_07_AutoPano_
TripToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC
Apr03_04Adj_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_05Adj_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC


  Here are another three shots which show the Alaska Range near Delta Junction. Is this incredible scenery? Hope you agree that it is. By the way, did you notice that the
first two photos in this row are the originals which make up the 2-shot panorama in third position in Row 2.

Apr03_06Adj_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_07Adj_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_12_TripTo
Delta_AlaskaRangeRC


  We're still driving down the Alaska Highway, we have not yet reached Delta Junction, and we won't for a while. It's 100 miles from Fairbanks to Delta Junction. When one
stops often for photos of the scenery, it ends up being about a 3 hour trip. Note the third image is again a 2-shot panorama.
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Apr03_19_20_AutoPano_
TripToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC
Apr3rd_68_HomeTo
DeltaJunction_AlaskaHwyRC

Apr3rd_87_HomeTo
DeltaJunction_AlaskaHwyRC


  The center shot in this row shows what it looked like behind us at this overlook. The third image is a 5-shot panorama.

Apr03_19_20_21_22_23_AutoPano_
TripToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_21_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr3rd_99_HomeTo
DeltaJunction_AlaskaHwyRC


  And here are three more shots. This was really impressive for Kazuya. I had seen these views in the past, but when we drove up to Fairbanks on June 4, 2016, it was
cloudy and we were not able to see any views like this at all.

Apr03_22_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_24Adj_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_25Adj_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC


  The center shot is Kazuya as he snaps photos of the amazing beauty. I wish I knew the name of the third shot so that I could learn what kind of a formation it is by
Googling the name.

Apr03_26Adj_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_27Adj_TripTo
Delta_AlaskaRangeRC
Apr03_29_TripTo
Delta_AlaskaRangeRC


  Okay, now it's after we stopped in Delta Junction to check out what items the
largest grocery store in had to offer. They had one or more aisles of goods with Russian
names. And, I do not mean Russian translated to English, I mean that the labels were in
Russian characters. I guess there are a lot of Russian immigrants in the Delta Junction
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area nowadays. We have driven a ways down the Richardson Highway towards
Glenallen and have stopped at a viewpoint near Fort Greely, Alaska. The first image is a
2-shot panorama and the third one is a 4-shot panorama.
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Apr3rd_118_119_120_121_AutoPano
_RichardsonHwyNearFtGreelyRC

Apr03_32_33_AutoPano_
Adj_TripToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr3rd_109_Richardson
HwyNearFtGreelyRC


  These three shots were all taken from the viewpoint across the highway from Ft. Greely. WOW!

Apr03_35_TripTo
Delta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_37Adj_Trip
ToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_36_TripTo
Delta_AlaskaRangeRC


  At this time we are about 46 miles (73 km) from the peaks we are photographing. They are in the 10,000 - 14,000 feet (3,048 - 4,267 meters) range as far as elevation
goes. The third shot in this row, however, is of a Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) along the Tanana River, which we saw on the way home.

Apr3rd_147_BaldEagle
_ComingHomeFromDeltaJctRC
Apr03_39_TripTo
Delta_AlaskaRangeRC

Apr03_40_41Adj_AutoPano
_TripToDelta_AlaskaRangeRC


  The first image in this row is a portion of the previous photo so that we could increase the relative size of the eagle. There were two Bald Eagles there, which we did not
immediately notice, but then this one flew off to a tree top and we noticed another one on a tree top close to the one which had just landed in the tree top.

Apr3rd_147Part_BaldEagle
_ComingHomeFromDeltaJctRC
Apr3rd_154_BaldEagle
_ComingHomeFromDeltaJctRC


  Here is a shot which shows the two birds, probably a mating pair, in nearby tree tops. The second shot shows portions of two separate photos, one of which showed the
bird on the left and the second one showed the bird on the right. They appear to be looking at each other. Note how the weight of the birds has bent the tops of the trees.
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Apr3rd_164Part_168Part_Bald
Eagle_ComingHomeFromDeltaJctRC

Apr3rd_162_BaldEagle
_ComingHomeFromDeltaJctRC

End April 3rd, Begin April 10th & 11th

  April 10th was Kazuya's Saturday and we decided to make a day of walking
through the University of Alaska - Fairbanks campus and also going to the UAF's
Museum of the North. The first shot shows an exterior view taken near the entrance of

April10th_001_Museum
OfTheNorthRC

the museum. The second shot shows me in front of a huge grizzly bear. The third shot
shows and explains some of the differences between a woolly mammoth and a
mastodon.

April10th_013_Museum
OfTheNorthRC

April10th_015_Museum
OfTheNorthRC


  Here is a front-on shot of the previous image and display, which shows and explains some of the differences between a woolly mammoth and a mastodon. The second
shot shows me in front of a display about some kind of whale.

April10th_016_Museum
OfTheNorthRC

April10th_042_Museum
OfTheNorthRC


  By April 11th the snow was melting pretty good here at the house. The first two shots show the view looking both up and also down the driveway - looking south and
then looking north. The third shot was taken on the west side of the house. When you click, you get two photos - one taken on March 4th - compare them. Pretty amazing
comparison, eh.

Apr11_1_Melting
YardSnowRC

Apr11_2_Melting
YardSnowRC

Apr11_3_Melting
YardSnowRC

End April 10th & 11th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's activities and adventures, beginning on April 17th.
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(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of April 2017!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2017

This page consists primarily of bird photos we took
on our outings to Creamer's Field. Enough snow has
melted and it's getting warm enough so that
waterfowl is beginning to return to this area.
Creamer's Field is the prime place to go in Fairbanks

to see what birds have returned so far in the early
part of the season. It consists of not only good
fields, but also some forest land, so a great variety
of birds can be seen here plus a number of birders
with big camera lenses.

Begin April 17th

  In this first row here at Creamer's Field we have just arrived. It's about 10:30 AM and each of these three shots is increasingly zoomed in. You can see Trumpeter Swans
(Cygnus buccinator). Swans are not only the heaviest living bird native to North America, they are also the largest extant species of waterfowl, with a wingspan that may exceed 10
feet (3.0 m).

Apr17_01_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

April17th_003_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr17_02_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC


  In the first two positions are more photos of Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator). Note that the pond is iced over at this spot, and it must be cold because in the center
photo both of the swans have one foot lifted off of the ice. The center photo also shows some specimens of the Canada Goose (Branta canadensis). The third shot shows only the
Canada Goose.
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Apr17_05_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC
Apr17_06_Creamers
Field_CanadaGooseRC

Apr17_04_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC


  Three more shots which show the waterfowl of Creamer's Field on April 17th.

April17th_011_
CreamersFieldRC

April17th_024_
CreamersFieldRC

April17th_028_
CreamersFieldRC


  Trumpeter Swans, Canada Geese and a Mallard Duck or two.

April17th_029_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr17_13_Creamers
Field_CanadaGooseRC

April17th_030_
CreamersFieldRC


  All three shots in this row feature Trumpeter Swans coming in for a landing. They are such a big bird that they circle a couple of times to figure precisely where they want
to land. The size of these birds does not permit them to land on a dime, like smaller birds can do.

April17th_038_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr17_14_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwans_FlyingRC

April17th_039_
CreamersFieldRC


  More waterfowl. Note how the Creamer's Field people have gone through and made rows which would melt quickly once the thaw began. Of course this melting snow also
creates a number of small ponds in this fairly flat field. That and the roots of the grass and whatever else, seem to attract the birds.
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Apr17_15_Creamers
Field_CanadaGooseRC

Apr17_16_Creamers
Field_CanadaGooseRC

April17th_048_
CreamersFieldRC


  So stately! And, so very large so as to make a Canada Goose appear small. Note that the Canada Geese are walking on ice in the center photo - it was very laughable to
see them come in and land on the ice, as well as their slips and falls while walking on the ice.

Apr17_19_Creamers
Field_CanadaGooseRC
Apr17_24_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

Apr17_26_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC


  Now we've changed our location by hiking around 1/4 mile or so. There is really an abundance of Trumpeter Swans in this small area.

Apr17_27_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

April17th_076_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr17_28_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

Apr17_32_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

April17th_082_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr17_33_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC


  Amazing.


  The center shot shows a "wing-flap competition" or whatever! The outlined area of the center photo is what makes up the third image.
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April17th_113Part
_CreamersFieldRC

Apr17_40_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

April17th_113_
CreamersFieldRC


  In the third photo in this row, the gray Trumpeter Swan is an immature one, it is not dirty.

April17th_114_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr17_46_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

April17th_134_
CreamersFieldRC


  Okay, let's look at the other birds for a bit. In the first photo in this row, you can see several Mallard Ducks (Anas platyrhynchos). The center shot shows a Northern
Pintail Duck (Anas acuta). The third shot shows several American Wigeons (Anas americana).

April17th_173Part
_CreamersFieldRC

April17th_147_
CreamersFieldRC
April17th_170Crop
_CreamersFieldRC


  All three shots in this row show the White-fronted Goose (Anser albifrons).

Apr17_50_Creamers
Field_WhiteFrontedGooseRC


  A mixture of species are shown in these two photos.
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Field_WhiteFrontedGooseRC

Apr17_54_Creamers
Field_WhiteFrontedGooseRC
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April17th_189_
CreamersFieldRC

April17th_200_
CreamersFieldRC


  The purpose of this photo was to capture the White-fronted Geese (Anser albifrons).

April17th_203_
CreamersFieldRC

April17th_204_
CreamersFieldRC


  In the evening we found this Ichneumonid Wasp on our window. It probably got into the house on or in the firewood. This family of wasps generally deposits its eggs
inside insect pupae or larvae, which is why it needs the long ovipositor.

April17th_213_
CreamersFieldRC

End April 17th, Begin April 20th

  This panoramic photo was taken with my iPhone on April 20th at around 8:30 AM. The second one was taken on April 30th at around 10:30 AM. A huge difference in 10
days, eh!

Apr20_iPhone
Pano_FrontYard_AdjRC

Apr30Adj_iPhone
_THE THAWRC

End April 20th, Begin April 28th

  On April 28th I made a brief stop at Creamer's Field when I went to pick Kazuya up from work and I was so very fortunate to see these two Sandhill Cranes (Grus
canadensis). I was even more fortunate to see them perform a mating dance. which is what is going on in the second and third shots.
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Apr28_01_Creamers
Field_SandhillCraneRC

Apr28_07_Creamers
Field_SandhillCraneRC

Apr28_06_Creamers
Field_SandhillCraneRC


  Here are two more shots of these amazing Sandhill Cranes (Grus canadensis)

Apr28_09_Creamers
Field_SandhillCraneRC
Apr28_08_Creamers
Field_SandhillCraneRC


  Here are the final two shots of Sandhill Cranes (Grus canadensis). The first photo is amazing - I was so fortunate. In the second photo it's another part of the mating
dance. After I went and picked up Kazuya, we came here again, but unfortunately for Kazuya these birds were gone and he still has not had a chance to see the Sandhill Cranes this
season.

Apr28_10_Creamers
Field_SandhillCraneRC

Apr28_11_Creamers
Field_SandhillCraneRC

End April 28th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the for
the conclusion of this month's photos - Kazuya's Baked Delights!

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of April 2017!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2017

This page shows only Kazuya's Baked Delights for
the month of April. There are some items which he
made for us to eat at home and some items which he
made for his work at the Alaska Coffee Roasting
Company. 
Sometimes he makes items for us here at

home and then takes samples in to work and they
ask him to make that same item for the shop - for
example, the Fruit Tartlets in Row 5! That really
makes both of us feel very good.
Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin Kazuya's Baked Delights

  The first shot in this row shows a Lavender Macaron. The second and third shots show Fruit Éclairs, which Kazuya started making at their shop - these have become very
popular!

March29th_003_
LavenderMacaronRC

March31st_001_
FruitEclairRC

March31st_002_
FruitEclairRC


  There are many possible combinations of Fruit Éclairs.

March31st_003_
FruitEclairRC


  Here is a Strawberry Tart that Kazuya made at home. This is ready to be put in the oven.
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FruitEclairRC
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Apr4th_05_
MakingTartsRC

Apr4th_06_
MakingTartsRC


  And here is the above Strawberry Tart after being baked. Yummy!

Apr4th_13_
MakingTartsRC

Apr4th_18_
MakingTartsRC

Apr4th_21_
MakingTartsRC


  Here are two photos of Tarts with amazing fruits on top. Kazuya made these at home and took some to work with him to show his boss. Of course, it wasn't very long
after that - and his boss wanted him to make them for sale - shown in the third photo.

Apr5th_02_
Tarts_TakeToWorkRC

Apr5th_07_
Tarts_TakeToWorkRC

April8th_001_
FruitTartletRC


  Here are two shots of Rose Macaron.

April9th_002_
RoseMacaronRC


  Now it's time for Berry Éclairs!
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RoseMacaronRC
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April14th_001_
EclairBerriesRC
April14th_003_
EclairBerriesRC


  The day before Easter Kazuya made these for the shop. He took in a drawing on paper to show them his idea.

April16th_002_
ChickMacaronRC
April16th_003a_
ChickMacaronRC

April16th_005_
ChickMacaronRC


  Same as above - the day before Easter Kazuya made these for the shop. He took in a drawing on paper to show them his idea.

April16th_008_
BunnyMacaronRC
April16th_009_
BunnyMacaronRC


  There are SO VERY MANY people who believe that a Macaron and a Macaroon are the very same thing - that Macaron is merely French for Macaroon, or that the speaker
is saying it wrong, or whatever, well - here are the facts!
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MacaronVsMacaroon1RC

MacaronVsMacaroon2RC

MacaronVsMacaroon3RC


  Here are some Mango-Pineapple Éclairs. WOW!

April22nd_001_
EclairMangoPineappleRC
April22nd_002_
EclairMangoPineappleRC


  These Smoked Salmon Éclairs were even more amazing though!

April22nd_004_
EclairSmokedSalmonRC

April22nd_006_
EclairSmokedSalmonRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End April 2017's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for
the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php
DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of
our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System
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HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding
any title please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any
thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 3 of 3, April 2017
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©),
year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2018 - Favorite Photo
"Trumpeter Swans" - At Creamer's Field. April 27th, 11:42 AM.

MAY 2018: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING An April 16th Trip to Creamer's Field
Migratory Waterfowl Refuge * Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) * An April 18th Day Trip
from Fairbanks to Summit Lake on the Richardson Highway * The Alaska Range of
Mountains * Amazing Mountain Scenery * Rock Ptarmigan (Lagopus muta) * An April 27th
Trip to Creamer's Field * Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator) * Mallard Ducks (Anas
platyrhynchos) * More Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) * A Sandhill Crane (Grus

canadensis) * A Map of Creamer's Field * Our South Yard showing Snow Melt Through the
Month * Comparison Shot of South Yard Snow Melt Last Year vs. this Year * Kazuya's
Baked Delights * German Chocolate Cake * Hamantaschen * Banana and Chocolate Chip
Scones * Brownies * Strawberry Cream Scones * A Review of Kazuya's Baked Delights by
a Fairbanks Food Critic * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to
the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of April
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: May 1st, 2018

This page begins with April 16th and a trip to
Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge to see
which species have arrived so far. Then we jump to
April 18th and a day trip from Fairbanks, down to

Summit, Alaska, at the summit of the Alaska Range
on the Richardson Highway (Alaska Route 4) . Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 16th

  On April 16th Kazuya and I went to Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge here in Fairbanks to see what waterfowl had made it this far north as of this date. The
only thing we saw were Canada Geese (Branta canadensis). Too early for the other species we were hoping for.

Apr16_1_Creamers
Field_CanadaGooseRC

April16th_002_Canada
Goose_CreamersFieldRC

April16th_004_Canada
Goose_CreamersFieldRC


  A few more Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) at Creamer's Field.

Apr16_2_Creamers
Field_CanadaGooseRC

April16th_008_Canada
Goose_CreamersFieldRC

End April 16th, Begin April 18th

  On April 18th we went out on a long drive for a day trip. We drove down the Alaska Highway (Richardson Highway) to Delta Junction and then we continued south on
the Richardson Highway to Summit Lake, at the summit of the Alaska Range. Let's start out with photos taken between Fairbanks and Delta Junction. By the time we got back
home we'd driven 346.4 miles.

April18th_005_To
DeltaJunctionRC

Apr18_01_Summit
LakeTripRC


  The Alaska Range and the Tanana River in the foreground. Between Fairbanks and Delta Junction.
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Apr18_04_Summit
LakeTripRC

Apr18_05_Summit
LakeTripRC

Apr18_09_Summit
LakeTripRC


  Here are three more shots of the Alaska Range, taken between Fairbanks and Delta Junction. Does anybody know the name of that prominent feature in the center
photo? It also shows in the third photo. Please?

Apr18_10_Summit
LakeTripRC

Apr18_11_Summit
LakeTripRC

Apr18_12_Summit
LakeTripRC


  Here is a shot of Kazuya shooting a photo, the Tanana River and a great shot of what is probably Mt. Hess (12,030 ft = 3,667 m).

Apr18_14_Summit
LakeTrip_KazuyaRC

Apr18_15_Summit
LakeTripRC

Apr18_19_Summit
LakeTripRC


  Now we have passed Delta Junction and are headed down the highway towards Summit, Alaska and Summit Lake.

Apr18_22_Summit
LakeTripRC

April18th_059_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC


  Here are three more shots taken south of Delta Junction on the Richardson Highway.
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Junction_SummitLakeRC
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April18th_069_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_075_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_076_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC


  Some amazing scenery. I was driving and Kazuya was shooting photos as we drove along. We made frequent stops for photos.

April18th_084_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_094_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_102_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_107_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

Apr18_26_Summit
LakeTripRC

Apr18_27_Summit
LakeTripRC

Apr18_30_Summit
LakeTripRC

April18th_126_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC


  WOW!


  Now we are seeing the Delta River along with the Alaska Range.

Apr18_29_Summit
LakeTripRC


  Such amazing beauty.
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April18th_127_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

Apr18_32_Summit
LakeTripRC

April18th_154_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC


  Anything I can write would be inadequate against such a backdrop of beauty.

April18th_175_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

Apr18_34_Summit
LakeTripRC

Apr18_35_Summit
LakeTripRC


  As you can see, as we continue to drive south, we start seeing more clouds up there at peak level.

Apr18_37_Summit
LakeTripRC

Apr18_41_Summit
LakeTripRC

April18th_230_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

End Page 1, but April 18th Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this April 18th adventure, beginning at 10:12 AM.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of April
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: May 1st, 2018

As stated
continues
adventure
adventure

at the bottom of Page 1, this page
our "Day Trip to Summit, Alaska"
of April 18th, at 10:12 AM.
That
ends with Row 9 and then we go to

Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge for the
remainder of the page. We noticed that some bird
species are arriving later than they did last year.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

April 18th Continues from Page 1 (at 10:12 AM)

  We're continue from Page 1 here and still driving down the Richardson Highway between Delta Junction and Summit, Alaska.

April18th_231_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_232_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_268_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC


  As we approach the summit of the Alaska Range we begin to see more and more high level clouds. In the third shot you can see the Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline.

April18th_269_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_272_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_273_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC


  The Trans-Alaska Pipeline is again evident. In the second and third shots, if we remember correctly, this is called Rainbow Ridge.

April18th_280_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_300_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_311_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC


  In first position in this row is an iPhone panoramic photo which covers about 180°. The second shot shows that we are pretty high in elevation now, above tree level. In
the third shot, those buildings mark Summit, Alaska. We continued a few miles past here.
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DrivingToDelta
_PanoramaRC

April18th_330_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_331_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC


  The first two photos in this row show Summit Lake and in the third shot, we have crossed the summit of the Alaska Range and come to the headwaters of the Gulkana
River.

April18th_335_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_336_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

Apr18_49_SummitLake
Trip_GulkanaRiverRC


  Now we have stopped for lunch at the headwaters of the Gulkana River and then turned around and headed back to Fairbanks. The second shot is Summit Lake again,
with a small airplane flying over. In the third shot you can see at least six Rock Ptarmigan (Lagopus muta).

Apr18_51_Summit
LakeTripRC

April18th_340_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_347_DeltaJunction
_SummitLake_PtarmiganRC


  Here are three more shots of Rock Ptarmigan (Lagopus muta). We also saw Snow Buntings on this trip, but those birds seldom stop to take a break and although we
did get some photos, none of them are good enough to bother showing you.

April18th_351_DeltaJunction
_SummitLake_PtarmiganRC

April18th_353_DeltaJunction
_SummitLake_PtarmiganRC


  Here is a final Rock Ptarmigan (Lagopus muta) shot and then two final shots of Summit Lake.
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April18th_358_DeltaJunction
_SummitLake_PtarmiganRC

Apr18_55_Summit
LakeTripRC

Apr18_56_Summit
LakeTripRC


  Here is a shot of Kazuya and our rig and then two final shots which were taken before we got back to Delta Junction.

Apr18_60_SummitLake
Trip_KazuyaRC

April18th_400_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

April18th_401_Delta
Junction_SummitLakeRC

End April 18th, Begin April 27th

  Now we have returned to Creamer's Field to see what has arrived since our
last trip here on April 16th. As you can see, the Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator)
have arrived. Swans are not only the heaviest living bird native to North America, they

are also the largest extant species of waterfowl, with a wingspan that may exceed 10
feet (3.0 m). The third shot shows a pair of Mallard Ducks (Anas platyrhynchos).

Apr27_03_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_07_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC
Apr27_10_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  Here are three more shots of Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator). You can also see some Canada Geese (Branta canadensis). Note how small the huge geese
appear when compared to the swans.

Apr27_11_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_14_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  Here come some Canada Geese (Branta canadensis)! In the third shot is another pair of Trumpeter Swans.
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Apr27_16_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_17_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_22_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  In first position is a pair of Canada Geese and then a pair of Trumpeter Swans with some White-Fronted Geese (Anser albifrons) and then a single Sandhill Crane (Grus
canadensis).

Apr27_25_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_34_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_37_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  Here is a final shot of the single Sandhill Crane (Grus canadensis). This was the only one we saw on this date. The second shot shows an overview of Creamer's Field
with Birch Hill in the background. The third shot shows a number of Trumpeter Swans.

Apr27_38_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_39_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_40_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

End Page 2, but April 27th Continues on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of April
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: May 1st, 2018

This page continues April 27th and our trip to
Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge. That
ends with Row 7 and then we show you some
photos of the progress of snow melt around our

house and yard. After that we jump to "Kazuya's
Baked Delights" offerings for this month. Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

April 27th Continues from Page 2

  Our April 27th trip to Creamer's Field continues on this page. Here are three shots which show Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator) with one foot up in the air. Are
their feet cold and they're holding them up out of the cold water to warm them in the sun, or what? It looked very uncomfortable.

Apr27_51_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_55_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_56_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  Here is a pair of Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator) that are playing around and, seemingly, reveling in having arrived at Creamer's Field. In the 3rd shot you can
see one of them rolling around in the water. We saw this pair rolling around and around several times.

Apr27_60_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_61_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_63_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  In this row, and also in the next row, are two pair of Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator) which seem to be posturing for who gets the prime feeding spot (or
something). They kept stretching their necks to the maximum possible height and then ducking their heads, doing some wing threats and so on. It was interesting.

Apr27_72_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_73_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr27_74_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  The posturing you saw in the previous row continues here and in the third shot, you can see that the pair of Swans on the right have won and the pair on the left say
"okay, you can have this spot."
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Apr27_75_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

April27th_152_
CreamersFieldRC

April27th_157_
CreamersFieldRC


  In first position is a White-Fronted Goose (Anser albifrons). Then there are two shots of some Canadian Geese coming in for a landing.

April27th_003_
CreamersFieldRC

April27th_048_
CreamersFieldRC

April27th_052_
CreamersFieldRC


  In first position in this row is a Trumpeter Swan (Cygnus buccinator) stretching its wings. In second position is a pair of White-Fronted Geese (Anser albifrons) and in
third position is another Trumpeter Swan, one who looks like it's giving somebody an earful!

April27th_064_
CreamersFieldRC

April27th_066_
CreamersFieldRC

April27th_112_
CreamersFieldRC


  Here is a final shot which shows a number of Trumpeter Swans and Canada Geese. In second position is a map of Creamer's Field. HERE is a link to this same map if
you'd like to see it larger.

April27th_129_
CreamersFieldRC

CreamersField_GoogleMapsRC

End April 27th, Begin Breakup and Snow Melt around our Yard

  Here are a few photos which show the progress of snow melt and breakup around our yard. The first shot was taken on April 7th and you can see that the pile of snow
just off our driveway and front porch is still pretty deep. The second shot was taken on April 12th, for comparison. The third shot was taken on April 21st. Note how much the pile
of snow just off the front porch has gone down.
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April07_Snow
DrivewayRC

April12_4_
SnowDrivewayRC

April21_Driveway
_YardSnowRC


  Here is a comparison of this year and last year. The first shot was taken on April 30, 2018 and the second shot was taken on April 30, 2017. We had lost considerably
more snow last year on this date than we've lost this year. Oh, and you can't really tell here, but it was snowing when I took the 2018 photos; snow on April 30th, BAH!

Apr30Adj_iPhone
_THE THAWRC

Apr30_1_2_3_AutoPano_
Driveway_Yard_SnowRC

End April Breakup/Snowmelt, Begin

  On April 6th Kazuya and I had a First Friday gig at Fairbanks Rings and Things. Here is a piece of Kazuya's German Chocolate Cake, some Hamantaschen and some
Banana Scones with Chocolate Chips. We sold out before the end of the day.

April5th_004_
GermanChocolateCakeRC

April5th_008_
HamantaschenRC


  The first two shots in this row also show products that we sold at the First
Friday Event. Then on April 13th, 14th and 15th we attended the "Spring Bazaar" at
Bentley Mall. Seeing as it was a three-day event, we expected to have some slow time
and so on, but what we did not expect was that on the third day, the review shown in

April5th_014
_BrowniesRC

April5th_009_
BananaSconeRC

third position would be posted to Facebook by a local food critic. Apparently, quite a
few people follow that food critic, because suddenly people were coming out of the
woodwork and we ended up being sold out at 3:00 PM. Our next event is First Friday
in May, back at Fairbanks Rings and Things. Let's see if people remember!

April6th_002_
StrawberryCreamSconeRC

Kazuya
Review_1RC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End April 2018's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
HERE IS
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Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Our Publications Links, End Page 3 of 3, April 2018
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2019 - Favorite Photo
"Trumpeter Swan" - Cygnus buccinator. April 12, 1:13 PM.

APRIL 2019: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A Reminder About Our Newest Book
* A Trip to Murphy Dome * Snowy Scenery * Three-toothed Saxifrage (Saxifraga
tricuspidata) * Incredibly Colored Lichen (Xanthoria elegans) * Forming Cottongrass
(Eriophorum vaginatum) Buds * Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge * Trumpeter

Swans (Cygnus buccinator) * Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) * Mallard Ducks (Anas
platyrhynchos) * Hiking the Borealis Trail at Creamer's Field * Spring Thaw/Breakup Near
our House * Snow and Thaw, Snow and Thaw * A Sun Dog * Kazuya's Baked Delights *
More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of April
2019!

Go To Page:

posted: May 2nd, 2019

This page begins with a reminder about our newest
book, just in case you are interested. After that we
take a trip to the summit of Murphy Dome for a look
around. Finally, we go to Creamer's Field Migratory

Waterfowl Refuge to see what kinds of Migratory
Waterfowl can be seen. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Our Newest Book

  Here is an image of the front cover of Twelvemile: Summit to Summit.
You will most likely note that this is quite different from our usual cluttered book
covers. I had a great deal of help and advice from an Australian friend who taught me
that "less is more" and that for this book the cover text and everything else about it
should look elegant. He rejected many of my trials, but he finally said "that's it!"
Thank you Josef. If you would like to see the details page for this book CLICK HERE.
You can go to the Amazon order page from there as well as be able to download a PDF
of the book. This book is available in both paperback and hardcover editions. It is not,

and will never be available as an e-Book. The reason for this is due to the "coffeetable" format, i.e., 11 inches in width by 8.5 inches in height and also due to the fact
that 75 of the included photos are two-page spreads, that is, they go full width of the
open book - about 22 inches across. It would not be possible to see and appreciate
these two-page spreads in an e-Book. The second and third images below show twopage spread photos; the first image shows pages 174 & 175 and the second image
shows pages 206 & 207.

Twelvemile_
Page174_175RC

Twelvemile_
Page206_207RC

Twelvemile_ALL
_11x85Smlst_Page_001RC

End Newest Book, Begin April 10th

  On April 10th we drove up to Murphy Dome (2,884 foot = 879m) again to see how the snow and everything else had changed since our last trip up there on February
2nd, 2019. The first shot in this row shows a great shot of Denali by Kazuya. The second and third shots are scenic shots.

April10th_002
_MurphyDomeRC

Apr10_02_
MurphyDome_SceneryRC

April10th_004
_MurphyDomeRC


  There was enough ground which was snow free so that we were able to wander around up there for a couple of hours or so and not have to walk in any snow which
was deeper than our ankles. The first two shots are scenery shots and the third shot shows Saxifraga tricuspidata - the Three-toothed Saxifrage in its winter/spring colors.

April10th_007
_MurphyDomeRC

April10th_011
_MurphyDomeRC
Apr10_07_Murphy
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  These incredibly colored lichens (Xanthoria elegans) were the most colorful thing we found. The first shot shows Kazuya photographing them, while the second and
third shots show close-up shots of them.

Apr10_09_
MurphyDome_KazuyaRC

Apr10_12_
MurphyDome_LichenRC

Apr10_13_
MurphyDome_LichenRC


  Here are two more shots of this amazing lichen (Xanthoria elegans) and then a shot of a different rocky prominence.

Apr10_14_
MurphyDome_LichenRC

April10th_015_Murphy
Dome_XanthoriaElegansRC

Apr10_16_
MurphyDome_SceneryRC


  The first image here shows a 2-shot panorama of what are probably the White Mountains. The second shot is a scenery shot and the third shot shows a very small
Cottongrass (Eriophorum vaginatum) plant which is just beginning to bloom.

Apr10_19_20_AutoPano
_MurphyDome_SceneryRC
April10th_023_
MurphyDomeRC
Apr10_23_Murphy
DomeUnknownPlantRC


  Here are three additional shots of the Cottongrass (Eriophorum vaginatum) buds which are forming. This was the first time we'd ever seen Cottongrass at this stage of
its growth cycle.

April10th_031_MurphyDome
_EriophorumVaginatumRC

April10th_035_MurphyDome
_EriophorumVaginatumRC

Apr10_30_Murphy
DomeUnknownPlantRC

End April 10th, Begin April 12th & 14th

  On both the 12th and the 14th we visited Creamer's Field Migratory
Waterfowl Refuge. These three shots show that the Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus
http://www.danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[05/02/2019 1:28:34 PM]

America, they are also the largest extant species of waterfowl, with a wingspan that
may exceed 10 feet (3.0 m). You can also see Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) and
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buccinator) have arrived. Swans are not only the heaviest living bird native to North

April12th_002
_CreamersFieldRC

Mallard Ducks (Anas platyrhynchos) in these photos.

April12th_006
_CreamersFieldRC

Apr12_4_
CreamersFieldRC


  Here are three more shots of Trumpeter Swans, Canada Geese and other waterfowl which have stopped over at Creamer's Field for a break from the trip to the nesting
areas, which are farther north.

Apr12_5_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr12_6_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr14_06_
CreamersFieldRC


  Here are two shots of Trumpeter Swans in flight - such a huge bird. We also took a walk on what is called the "Borealis Trail" while we were here. This is a walk
through a Northern Boreal Forest, which is becoming flooded and slowly dying due to the increasing permafrost melt and other phenomenon related to global warming or climate
change.

April14th_010
_CreamersFieldRC

April14th_018
_CreamersFieldRC

Apr14_13_Creamers
Field_BorealisTrailRC


  Here are two additional shots of our walk on the "Borealis Trail". Several years ago this was dry and the trees were healthy.

Apr14_14_Creamers
Field_BorealisTrailRC

April14th_023_
CreamersFieldRC


  Here are two final shots from our walk on the "Borealis Trail" The second shot is an iPhone panoramic shot.
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Creamers
BorealisTrailRC

April14th_025_
CreamersFieldRC

End April 12th & 14th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of April
2019!

Go To Page:

posted: May 2nd, 2019

This page begins with April 22nd and another visit
to Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge.
Then we show you some photos of our yard and
snow and melting snow and snow again and so on.

Down near the bottom are the month's photos of
Kazuya's Baked Delights products.
Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 22nd
Here are the first three photos from our April 22nd trip to Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge. In these shots you can see Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus
buccinator), Canada Geese (Branta canadensis), Mallard Ducks (Anas platyrhynchos) and more.

Apr22_01_
CreamersFieldRC
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April22nd_001_
CreamersFieldRC

April22nd_005_
CreamersFieldRC
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Here are three more shots of migratory waterfowl at Creamer's Field. These birds stop by here for a short time to take a break from their annual migration to their
breeding grounds.

April22nd_006_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr22_05_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr22_06_
CreamersFieldRC

We hope you can appreciate the Trumpeter Swans, Canada Geese, Mallard Ducks and so on. We surely do appreciate it - it's a sure sign that spring is soon going to be
here.

April22nd_011_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr22_10_
CreamersFieldRC

April22nd_017_
CreamersFieldRC

Here are yet another three shots. The center shot truly shows the scale of a Trumpeter Swan compared to a Canada Goose. The Canada Goose would appear huge
compared to many birds, but in this shot it is dwarfed by the Swan.

April22nd_023_
CreamersFieldRC

April22nd_031_
CreamersFieldRC
Apr22_23_
CreamersFieldRC

Here are two more shots of migratory waterfowl. The center shot is an overview of Creamer's Field.

April22nd_032_
CreamersFieldRC

Incredible. Is that the best word?
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Apr22_28_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr22_31_
CreamersFieldRC
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April22nd_072_
CreamersFieldRC

April22nd_057_
CreamersFieldRC
April22nd_071_
CreamersFieldRC

Here are two shots which show the White-fronted Goose (Anser albifrons). We don't see a great number of these here.

Apr22_33_
CreamersFieldRC

Apr22_34_
CreamersFieldRC

Here are two more shots in which you can find the White-fronted Goose (Anser albifrons) as well as some Canada Geese.

April22nd_076_
CreamersFieldRC

April22nd_077_
CreamersFieldRC

End April 22nd, Begin Spring Breakup
This has been a really strange spring here in Fairbanks. On April 11th the snow in our yard was nearly gone and I had raked out the pile beside the driveway so that it
would melt quicker. Then on April 19th it snowed again - about 2 inches here at our place. In the third shot you can see how heavily it was snowing.

WestYard_
04_11_2019RC

Apr19_2_
SnowStormRC

That snow from April 19th melted quickly and by April 21st our yard was
totally bare of snow. We cut down 4 of the trees in our West Yard - you can compare
this photo to the first one in the row just above to see which ones are gone. We want
to cut down all of the trees which are dangerously close to the house over the course
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Apr19_3_
SnowStormRC

of this summer. Then, on April 24th we woke up to another 4 inches of snow, as can
be seen in the center photo. By this time of the year the sun is giving off good heat,
and that is obvious in the third photo, where the unmelted snow shows the precise
shadow of the woodshed.
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Apr21_1_WestYard
_4TreesCutDownRC

Apr24_1_
WestYardRC

The first photo here, taken on April 15th shows the sun reflecting off the
stovepipe of our woodstove at 8:30 PM. The days are already incredibly long, but
nothing like how long they will soon be. On April 15th we already had 15 hours, 11
minutes, and 43 seconds of possible sun. On April 30th we had 16:55:39 of possible

Apr27_1_
SnowInShadowRC

sun. On the solstice (June 21) we'll have 21:49:36 of possible sun. The second photo
shows an amazingly bright sun-dog on April 20th. This was noteworthy because we
don't generally see sun dogs when the sun is this high in the sky.

Apr20th_1
_SunDogRC
Apr15_1Adj_Sun
ReflectingStovepipeRC

As I have done for the past years since we've been in Alaska, here are comparison shots of our driveway and garden area, taken from near the front porch. These
shots show April 30, 2017, April 30, 2018, and May 1, 2019.
April 30, 2017

April 30, 2018

April 30, 2017

April 30, 2018

May 1, 2019

May 1, 2019

End Spring Breakup, Begin
(Link to Kazuya's Baked Delights Facebook Page)
Here are some noteworthy Baked Delights which Kazuya baked during April. The first shot shows Chocolate Marble Twists while the second and third shots show the
exterior and interior of some Maple Melon-Pan. He melted some butter and mixed Maple Syrup in it and then let it harden again and placed pieces of it in the center of these.
They are super delicious.

April4th_01_
ChocolateMarbleTwistRC

April9th_005_
MapleMelonPanRC

April9th_006_
MapleMelonPanRC

The first shot in this row shows what Kazuya called Miso-Pan, but they were actually more like a Miso cookie. He didn't like the taste, but I did. The second and third
photos are Pao De Queijo, also delicious.
http://www.danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[05/02/2019 1:28:34 PM]
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April15th_002
_MisoPanRC

April15th_003_
PaoDeQueijoRC

Here is a cake which Kazuya made for a special order. It was rather funny.
It was ordered by a husband for his wife and he told Kazuya precisely what to write on
the cookies. Then, they sent him a photo as she was getting ready to blow out the
candles, and they had removed the cookie which says 41 and replaced it with candles

April16th_001
_StrawberryCakeRC

April15th_005_
PaoDeQueijoRC

which said 42nd birthday! I guess it's typical - how many husbands even remember
their wife's birthdays, let alone their wife's correct age? The third shot shows some
Walnut Buns. Of course they were delicious.

April16th_006
_StrawberryCakeRC

Arpil20th_001
_WalnutBunsRC

End Kazuya's Baked Delights, End April 2019's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 2 of 2, April 2019
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2020 - Favorite Photo
"Trumpeter Swans" - Cruising Around. April 27, 4:37 PM.

APRIL 2020: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A "Wintry Mix" Storm at Home *
Shrew and Northern Red-backed Vole Eating * The First Pussy Willows * Snow & Hardpack
on Steele Creek Road * Snow Shadows (Barcode on the Snow) * The First Trumpeter
Swans (Cygnus buccinator) at Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge * A Series

Showing Trumpeter Swans Mating * Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) * Spring Thaw at
Home and Close to Home * Comparison Shots of Spring Breakup - 2017, 2018, 2019 and
2020 * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the April
photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of April
2020!

Go To Page:

posted: May 3rd, 2020

This page begins with a spring snowstorm and
some photos taken from the front porch on April
5th.
Following that, there is a row of photos
showing small mammals and then a shot of the first
pussy willows, a walk up the road and then some

tree shadows on the snow. The final seven rows
are all photos which were taken at Creamer's Field
Migratory Waterfowl Refuge and include an eleven
shot sequence of Trumpeter Swans in the act of
mating. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 5th - 9th

  These two photos were taken on April 5th during a "wintry mix" storm - there was snow, small hail (corn snow?), rain and whatever for about an hour. These photos
were taken with the firewood in the woodshed as a backdrop because that was the background against which it showed up best.

Apr5_1_
SnowstormAtHomeRC

Apr5_2_
SnowstormAtHomeRC


  We've had this small rodent feeding bowl outside for a couple of months
now. We called it the "Vole Bowl" because we thought the only thing which was
feeding at it were our local Northern Red-backed voles (probably Myodes rutilus). We
had thought that the smaller animals with a more pointed head were young voles, but
we recently discovered that they are actually some kind of Shrew, possibly the Arctic

April1st_001_
BabyVoleRC

Shrew, but there are too many kinds here to be sure. In the first shot in this row you
can see one of the Shrews attempting to cart off a chunk of unsalted butter. The
second and third photos show one of our Northern Red-backed Voles going for
sunflower seeds.

Apr6_2_Red
BackedVoleAtHomeRC

Apr9_1_Red
BackedVoleAtHomeRC


  On April 8th we noticed the first Pussy Willows were out, but on the same day we also had an opportunity to shoot the second shot, which shows our road (Steele
Creek Road) with an abundance of both new snow and old hardpack, still making it a treacherous drive.

April8th_007
_WillowRC

April8th_008
_SteeleCreekRdRC


  Last month we showed you a couple shots which were similar to this "barcode on the snow", or shadows on the snow. The first photo in this row is "as-shot" and the
second one is the same photo but has been converted to an HDR (High Dynamic Range) photo in Photoshop®.
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Apr9_2_Snow
ShadowsAtHomeRC

Apr9_2HDR_Snow
ShadowsAtHomeRC


  Here is another "barcode on the snow". The first image is "as-shot" and the second image is the same photo, but shadows have been brightened up.

Apr9_3_Snow
ShadowsAtHomeRC

Apr9_3SIP_Snow
ShadowsAtHomeRC

End April 5th - 9th, Begin April 17th - 22nd

  The first Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator) started showing up at
Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge a couple of days before these shots were
taken, but even on this date, there were only a few to be seen there. These are such

Apr17_03_
TrumpeterSwansRC

an amazing bird. The Trumpeter Swan is not only the heaviest living bird native to
North America, it is also the largest extant species of waterfowl, with a wingspan that
may exceed 10 feet (3.0 m).

Apr17_04_
TrumpeterSwansRC

Apr17_05_
TrumpeterSwansRC


  The first two photos in this row show more photos of the Trumpeter Swans. The third shot is of Canada Geese (Branta canadensis).

April17th_034_Creamers
Filed_CygnusBuccinatorRC

April22nd_001_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

April22nd_007_Creamers
Field_BrantaCanadensisRC


  Beginning in this row is a ten shot series of two Trumpeter Swans caught in the act of mating. OH WOW!! This was the first time I had ever seen such large birds
mating.
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April22nd_022_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

April22nd_023_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

April22nd_024_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

April22nd_026_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

April22nd_027_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC


  In these three shots the Trumpeter Swans continue to mate.

April22nd_025_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC


  These three shots continue the process of mating. The third shot - the process is finished.

April22nd_028_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

April22nd_029_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC


  The first shot here shows that after mating, they just swim away and say
"thanks for the excitement" (or whatever). The second image is a ten frame animation
of the process. The title slide will show for about 5 seconds or so, which gives you time

April22nd_031_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

April22nd_030_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

to read it, and the remaining shots then proceed at about a slide every 1.5 seconds. It
will repeat indefinitely, but will always hold for 5 seconds on the title slide.

April22nd_022-031_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinator_Small


  The first shot in this row shows the same two swans which mated, now they are both preening and making themselves pretty again after getting a bit mussed up. The
second and third shots show amazing photos by Kazuya of two swans flying off.
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April22nd_046_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

April22nd_047_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

April22nd_048_Creamers
Field_CygnusBuccinatorRC

End April 17th - 22nd, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of April
2020!

Go To Page:

posted: May 3rd, 2020

This page begins with April 27th and another trip to
Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge to see
more Trumpeter Swans and other migratory birds.
Beginning in Row 4 are photos taken near home
which show what was happening with snow melting

and land becoming bare of snow. The final two
rows show similar shots of our land from 2017,
2018, 2019, and 2020 to compare how much snow
remained (or how much snow was gone). Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 27th

  On April 27th we again went to Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge
to check on the birds. In the first two photos in this row, there must be something
quite delicious down on the bottom of the pond for the birds to do this "bottoms up"
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pose. They stay under water for quite a while and it seems dangerous to ignore any
predators which may be around - bald eagles and foxes. In the third shot you can see
this swan telling the world that "I'm big - leave me alone!"
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Apr27_09_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

Apr27_10_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

Apr27_12_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC


  Here are three more Trumpeter Swan (Cygnus buccinator) photos - a pair just leisurely swimming around and finding goodies to eat under the water.

Apr27_19_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

Apr27_20_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

Apr27_21_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC


  The first and third photos show that at this time there are quite a large number of Swans here. The center shot shows a Canada Goose (Branta canadensis) and its
reflection in the water.

Apr27_30_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC

Apr27_32_Creamers
Field_TrumpeterSwansRC
Apr27_27_Creamers
Field_CanadaGooseRC

End April 27th, Begin April 14th - 30th Around Our Home Area

  On April 14th it got warm enough for the snow to really start melting pretty quickly and we took this shot of the very first water puddle in our driveway. The second
shot was taken as we walked up Steele Creek Road on our daily walk.

Apr14_1_Snow
MeltingAtHomeRC


  These three shots show the progress of spring thaw - April 14th, April 19th, and then April 23rd.
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Apr15_1_WalkUp
SteeleCreekRoadRC
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Apr19Adj_
HouseSnowRC

Apr14_2_Snow
MeltingAtHomeRC

Apr23_1_
SnowOnHouseRC


  On our daily walks we walk past this field, locally known as Gettinger's Field, quite often and over the years we have gotten many good photos here. Here, you can see
that on April 23rd there was still quite an abundance of snow.

Apr23_2_
GettingersFieldRC

Apr23_3_
GettingersFieldRC


  These two shots were also taken on our walk of April 23rd - water, water everywhere! We wonder what made those mushroom shaped snow piles out there. We
theorize that they are the remains of where somebody walked sometime during the winter and packed down the snow. Do you have a different theory?

Apr23_4_Walk
UpSteeleCreekRoadRC

Apr23_6_Walk
UpSteeleCreekRoadRC


  These two shots were taken from our North Window and compare what things looked like on April 27th, and just three days later, on April 30th.

Apr27_1_From
NorthWindowRC

Apr30_1_From
NorthWindowRC


  These three images show similar views looking south from our porch on April 17th, April 20th and April 27th.
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Apr20_2SIP_AtHome
_SpringBreakupRC

Apr17_01_02_Auto
Pano_DrivewaySnowRC

Apr27_06_07_Pano
_SnowAtHomeRC


  As I have done for the past years since we've been in Alaska, here are comparison shots of our driveway and garden area, taken from near the front porch. These
shots show April 30, 2017 and April 30, 2018.
April 30, 2017

April 30, 2018

April 30, 2017

April 30, 2018


  Here are the final two comparison shots of our driveway and garden area, taken from near the front porch. These shots show May 1, 2019 and April 30, 2020.
May 1, 2019

May 1, 2019

April 30, 2020

April 30, 2020

End April 14th - 30th, End April 2020's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 2 of 2, April 2020
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2021 - Favorite Photo
"Snow Melt" - An Animated GIF. April, 2021.

APRIL 2021: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A 10
Photo Series of Snow Accumulation During the Winter of
2020-21 * An Animated GIF of Snow Accumulation During
the Winter * Snowstorm of April 4 * Some Snowy Photos of
our Land * Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge *
Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) * Trumpeter Swans
(Cygnus buccinator) * A Walk Up the Road to Gettinger's
Field * A Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes) * Another Trip to

Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge * White-fronted
Geese (Anser albifrons) * Sandhill Cranes (Grus canadensis)
* Snow Melt in Gettinger's Field * The First American Robin
(Turdus migratorius) of 2021 * The Full "Pink Moon" * A 10
Photo Series of Snow Disappearance During April 2021 *
April 30 Snowstorm * A Five-Year History of Snow Melt on
our Land * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to
go directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of April
2021!

Go To Page:

posted: May 2nd, 2021

This page begins with a series of photos which were
taken between September 24, 2020 and April 4,
2021 which show the snow as it was building up
through the winter. The second image in Row 4 is
an animated GIF which shows the entire series.
Each image shows for 3 seconds, so please be a

little bit patient. Then there are some photos which
were taken as the snow fell on April 4. After that
are some photos which were taken at Creamer's
Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, and then a few
more snowy photos taken near home. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Snow Accumulation - September 24, 2020 through April 4, 2021

  As stated up above, the first four rows this month show the snow accumulation over the course of our long Alaskan winter. This row shows the first three shots, taken
on September 24, October 26, and October 29.

Sept24_
WestYardRC

Oct26_1_
Snow_At_HomeRC

Oct29_1_West
YardSnowRC


  Continuing the "snow accumulation" series of photos - these three shots illustrate the situation on November 6, November 7, and November 17.

Nov6_05_Snow
StormAtHomeRC

Nov7_10_iPhone
_SnowWorkAtHomeRC


  The first "snow accumulation" photo in this row was taken on January 11 note that the snow has actually decreased since the previous photo on November 17.
This photo was taken during early morning daylight hours and that is why everything

Jan11_iPhone
_EarlySunColorsRC
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is a bit pinkish. The second shot was taken on March 7 and the final shot was taken on
March 29. Until March 28 it seemed that we would not have much of a total snow
accumulation this winter, but then it started getting ridiculous.

March7_Out
WestWindowRC


  And then - April 3 and 4 came along and we were no longer short of snow at
all, in fact there was one heck of a lot. If I remember correctly it ended up being about
the 4th most snow accumulation on record or something like that. Officially, there

Nov17_1_iPhone
_AtHome_SnowRC

March29_1_From
WestWindowRC

were 40 inches of snow on the ground on April 10. The final shot in this row is the
animated GIF which shows the build-up of snow. It's 3 seconds between images to
give you time to study each image a little bit.
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Apr4_1_Out
WestWindowRC

Winter_2020_21
_WestYard

End Snow Accumulation, Begin April 4 - 24

  The first shot in this row was taken during the snowstorm of early April. I thought that we had around 14 inches of new snow, but officially it was 18-19 inches. All of
these photos were taken during early morning hours. Isn't the amount of snow on the bird feeder kind of amazing?

Apr4_2_3_ManualPano_
NewSnowAtHome14InchesRC
Apr4_1_NewSnow
AtHome14InchesRC

Apr4_9Adj_NewSnow
AtHome14InchesRC


  These three images were all created from photos taken on April 11. The first one was taken from the porch while looking south across our garden. The center shots
were taken while looking more or less east from our porch and the third image was taken from the edge of the driveway.

April11_4_5_AutoPano
_AtHome_SnowRC

April11_1_2_AutoPano
_AtHome_SnowRC

April11_6_7_AutoPano
_ExpSIP_AtHome_SnowRC


  On April 13 we went to Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge to see which migratory waterfowl had arrived in Fairbanks. As you can see, the Canada Geese
(Branta canadensis) and the Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator) had arrived, the Alaska Department of Fish & Game had cleared parts of the Refuge main field and also had
spread various types of barley and other foods - the birds were happy.

Apr13_1_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr13_4_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  On April 13 the evening sky was a really strange light orange/pink color and it was quite the scene. These photos do not even begin to show just how weird and
amazing it was, but maybe you can get an idea.
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Apr13_1Crop_iPh_
EveningLighting_SnowRC

Apr13_4_5_Adj_AutoPano_
iPh_EveningLighting_SnowRC


  On April 18 we took a walk up the road from our place. These two shots
show Gettinger's Field, a place we often walk to and look at. In the second shot you
can see that we have found a fox which we were able to zoom in to. It was walking
back and forth in an area and we realized, after a while, that it was probably listening

for voles and/or shrews running along in their tunnels beneath the snow because we'd
see it stop from time to time and jump on the snow to crush it down and maybe grab
a shrew or vole.

Apr18_01_Gettingers
Field_FoxRC

Apr18_02_Gettingers
Field_FoxRC


  This shot of Gettinger's Field is more zoomed than the one just above, and the shot of the fox is, likewise, more zoomed in than the one above it.

Apr18_2_
GettingersFieldRC

Apr18_10_
GettingersField_FoxRC


  On April 21 we again went to Creamer's Field to check out the Migratory Waterfowl which utilizes that place. In this row you see some Canada Geese (Branta
canadensis) and Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator).

Apr21_01_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr21_02_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr21_04_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  In the first shot in this row you can see more Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator), along with some Canada Geese and a Mallard Duck. The birds in the second and
third shots are a pair of White-fronted Geese (Anser albifrons).
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Apr21_08_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr21_16_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr21_17_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  These two shots were taken three days later and at that time the Sandhill Cranes (Grus canadensis) have also arrived.

Apr24_4_Creamers
FieldBirdsRC

Apr24_5_Creamers
FieldBirdsRC

End April 4 - 24, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's best and/or most interesting photos.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of April
2021!

Go To Page:

posted: May 2nd, 2021

This page begins with April 24 and a walk up the
road to Gettinger's Field, where we saw our first
American Robin of 2021. After that are some shots
of the April Full Moon, the "Pink Moon" and then
there are a series of photos which show the snow
melting and disappearing, very similar to the snow
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[05/02/2021 1:58:54 PM]

then followed by another Animated GIF image of
the disappearance of the snow. There are a series
of five similar shots from 2017 - 2021, and then
there is a very short video which you will be given
the opportunity to download and view. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.
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accumulation series on the previous page. That is

Begin April 24

  On April 24 we took a another walk up to Gettinger's Field to see what was happening with the melting snow. Isn't the amount of runoff from the melting snow really
amazing, though? We also saw our first American Robin of the season, isn't it a brilliant color?

Apr24_2_
GettingersFieldRC

Apr24_3_
GettingersFieldRC

Apr26_03_
FirstRobin2021RC


  On April 26 we were able to see the Full "Pink Moon", thanks to no clouds or overcast. We captured it through the trees from our porch.

Apr26_02_Full
PinkMoonRC

Apr26_03_Full
PinkMoonRC

Apr26_05_Full
PinkMoonRC


  Here are the final two shots of the "Pink Moon". Of course these shots were zoomed-in compared to the shots in the previous row.

Apr26_07_Full
PinkMoonRC

Apr26_09_Full
PinkMoonRC

End April 24, Begin Snow Disappearance Sequence

  On the first page we showed you a series of photos which showed the
accumulation of snow during the winter of 2020-21, so on this page we have a series
which shows the opposite - the decumulation (yes, it's a real word) of the snow as the
thaw progressed. So, the first shot here is the same as the maximum snowfall on April
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4. The second shot was taken on April 12, in the morning, after I attempted to move
some snow farther away from the uphill side of our house. The third shot was taken in
the late afternoon of that same date - April 12. When you get to the animated GIF file
you'll be able to more easily notice the melt between morning and evening.
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Apr4_1a_Out
WestWindowRC

Apr12_
SnowWork_180RC

Apr12_3SIP_SnowWork
FromWestWindow_180RC


  The first shot in this row was taken on April 13, the second shot on April 17, after attempting to move even more snow, or at least spread it out for faster melting. The
third shot was taken on April 18.

Apr13_1SIP_
FromWestWindow_180RC

Apr17_1SIP_
FromWestWindow_180RC

Apr18_2SIP_iPh
_FromWestWindow_180RC

Apr23_2_From
WestWindow_180RC

Apr25_From
WestWindow_180RC


  Here are the shots from April 20, April 23 and April 25.

Apr20_1SIP_
FromWestWindow_180RC


  Here is the final shot, taken on April 26. The 2nd image in this row is the animated GIF of the snow decumulation. As I write this on May 2, there is still more than 12
inches (30 cm) of snow in the shade of the woodshed.

Apr26_1_From
WestWindow_180RC

SnowMelt
Animation

End Snow Disappearance Sequence, Begin Final Photos

  And THEN! We had another two inches of snow on April 30. This first photo was taken from our north window - after the first snowfall is the only time of the year that
the amount of low brush - Arctic Wild Rose, Highbush Cranberry, and so on is so obvious. The second shot was taken while looking south from the edge of our driveway.
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Apr30_2_iPh_From
NorthWindowRC

May1_2_From
PorchLookingSouthRC.jpg


  In this and also the following row are five shots which show more or less the same scene, on the same date, but in different years. The shots in this row show April 30,
2017 and April 30, 2018.
April 30, 2017

April 30, 2018

Apr30Adj_iPhone
_THE THAWRC

Apr30_1_2_3_AutoPano_
Driveway_Yard_SnowRC


  Here are the equivalent shots which were taken on May 1, 2019, April 30, 2020, and May 1, 2021.
May 1, 2019

May1_1_2_3_Auto
Pano_AtHome_2WebRC

April 30, 2020

May 1, 2021

Apr30_3_
FromPorchRC

May1_2_3_SIPCrop_AutoPano
_FromPorchLookingSouthRC


  On April 24 the snow was melting so rapidly - while the ground was still frozen - that water was flowing everywhere. Below, you will find three short videos of water
flowing on our property.

Click this image/text for a video of water flowing
on our property during the height of spring breakup.
Water flowed everywhere for about 6
days after these 3 short films were created.
You will be prompted to open this video with some program
which is already on your system - I think (and hope).
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End Final Photos, End April 2021's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 2 of 2, April 2021
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.
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Go To Page:
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
April 2022 - Favorite Photo
"Castner Glacier Ice Cave" March 31, 10:00 AM.

APRIL 2022: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A Trip to Castner
Glacier and the Ice Cave Inside of it * Amazing Eastern Alaska Range
Mountain Photos * Inside an Ice Cave * Kazuya's Amazing Nerikiri *
Our Driveway * Snow Buntings (Plectrophenax nivalis) and/or McKay's
Buntings (P. hyperboreus) at Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl

Refuge * Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) * Trumpeter Swans
(Cygnus buccinator) * Kazuya's "Choux A La Crème Sakura" * Six
Photos - Six Years of the Same Spot * More    (Click on the Photo or
on this text to go directly to the April photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of April
2022!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2022

This page covers only one adventure - a trip to the
Castner Glacier Ice Cave. The parking area is about
130 miles from Fairbanks, down the Alaska
Highway to Delta Junction, then down the

Richardson Highway to the parking area, and then
about a 1.2 mile hike in to the ice cave. A most
amazing adventure, for sure. Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

Begin March 31st

  On the final day of March, 2022 we took a drive down the highway to the Castner Glacier Ice Cave parking area. These three shots were taken between Delta Junction
and the parking area for Castner Glacier. This is the eastern portion of the Alaska Range.

Mar31_01_Castner
GlacierTripRC

Mar31_05_Castner
GlacierTripRC

Mar31_06_Castner
GlacierTripRC


  Here are two additional shots which were taken while getting to our destination, and then the third shot was taken in the parking area for the hike into Castner Glacier.
Notice that we are the second vehicle in the parking area.

March31st_040_
CastnerGlacierRC

March31st_073_
CastnerGlacierRC

March31st_120_
CastnerGlacierRC


  Now we are hiking up Castner Creek towards the Castner Glacier - such incredible surroundings - WOW!

Mar31_21_22_SIPAutoPano_
CastnerGlacierTripRC

Mar31_13_14_SIPAutoPano_
CastnerGlacierTripRC
Mar31_17_Castner
GlacierTripRC


  We have a feeling that we're going to see the Castner Glacier Ice Cave entrance as soon as we go around that one little ridge. The second and third photos show that
we were correct. The entrance doesn't look so huge while one is standing in front of it and looking at it, but before the end of the page we hope that you'll actually be able to
appreciate the scale of everything.
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Mar31_33_34_SIP_ReposPano_
CastnerGlacierTripRC
Mar31_28_Castner
GlacierTripRC

Mar31_31_Castner
GlacierTripRC


  The first photo in this row might begin to give you an idea about the size of this cave - if I am six feet tall, then that wall I am studying must be at least 40 feet high.
Also, check out the third photo, the ceiling must be at least 30 feet above Kazuya's head.

March31st_144_
CastnerGlacierRC

Mar31_37_Castner
GlacierTripRC

Mar31_49_Castner
GlacierTripRC


  The portion of the cave where one can stand fully upright is probably less than 100 yards in length, but we have read that there is a tiny opening back there that one
can crawl through and go more distance. We did not search for that tiny opening, so we have no idea as to the truth of that.

March31st_151_
CastnerGlacierRC

March31st_153_
CastnerGlacierRC

March31st_155_
CastnerGlacierRC


  In the photos just above in the previous row, you can see that there are some ice crystals on the ceiling of the ice cave. The three photos in this row do a short study
of the crystals.

March31st_156_
CastnerGlacierRC

Mar31_63_Castner
GlacierTripRC

March31st_157_
CastnerGlacierRC


  The first shot in this row was HDR processed, that is what gave it the strange color and effect, I like it though. The second photo is again looking at the entrance area
from outside. The third photo looks towards the entrance from back in the area of the ice crystals on the ceiling.
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Mar31_66_SIPSelect_HDR_
CastnerGlacierTripRC

Iphone_March31st_4151
_CastnerGlacierRC

March31st_161_
CastnerGlacierRC


  The first and third shots in this row give you an idea of the scale of things here. Even when we were walking around here, we were not as aware of the scale of
everything as we should have been, we noticed it after we got home and were studying the photographs.

Iphone_March31st_4166
_CastnerGlacierRC

Iphone_March31st_4187
_CastnerGlacierRC

Iphone_March31st_4190
_CastnerGlacierRC


  The first shot here is another which was taken while looking towards the entrance. The second and third shots attempt to show scale. In the third shot, I was trying to
get some photos of the stones and rocks which are frozen inside of the ice. They came out, but to look at them, you would say that they are meaningless, so none of them are
included here.

Iphone_March31st_4245
_CastnerGlacierRC

Iphone_March31st_4261
_CastnerGlacierRC
Iphone_March31st_4254
_CastnerGlacierRC


  Here are the final three shots of the Ice Cave. Just as we were exiting for
the final time, the next people showed up. We were so amazingly fortunate that we
arrived early enough so that none of our photos include any strangers in them. Keep in
mind that a glacier ice cave is the place where the melting ice from the glacier

emerges during the warmer part of the year. We want to try and come back here in
the summertime and see what it looks like, so watch for some summertime photos
someday.

Iphone_March31st_4255
_CastnerGlacierRC

Mar31_iPh_19_
CastnerGlacierTripRC

Iphone_March31st_4269
_CastnerGlacierRC


  We walked over to the side and ate the lunch which we took with us before we started our hike back to the rig. These three photos were taken as we hiked back
towards the highway, and our rig.
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Mar31_76_SIP_Castner
GlacierTripRC

March31st_200_
CastnerGlacierRC

March31st_206_
CastnerGlacierRC


  These three images were also taken as we hiked back towards the highway. Note how well packed the trail is - an abundance of folks come here, and it's virtually
every day of the week. Note that March 31st, the day we came here, was a Thursday, and when we got back to our rig, there were 11 vehicles in the parking area - and there is
no other place to go from the parking area.

Mar31_82_83_AutoPano_
CastnerGlacierTripRC
March31st_183_
CastnerGlacierRC

March31st_192_
CastnerGlacierRC


  Some small areas of Castner Creek were already melted out and flowing - note how thick the ice is, where you can see it. In the second photo - those are all Ptarmigan
tracks.

March31st_234
_SummitLakeRC

Mar31_87_Castner
GlacierTripRC


  After we finished with the glacier and ice cave, we continued to drive down the Richardson Highway to Summit Lake, and a bit beyond. The first shot here shows
Summit Lake. The center shot shows a Snow Bunting, and the third shot also shows Summit Lake on the left side.

March31st_251
_SummitLakeRC

March31st_276
_SnowBuntingRC

March31st_293
_SummitLakeRC


  The first shot in this row also shows Summit Lake. The second shot is not Summit Lake, just a flat area. The third shot shows that one should be careful while driving.
And from that point onward nothing exciting happened. By the time we arrived at home, we'd driven 344 miles on this date. We left the house at about 6:50 this morning and
arrived home at about 5:10 this evening.
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March31st_294
_SummitLakeRC

March31st_297
_SummitLakeRC

March31st_311
_SummitLakeRC

End March 31st, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of April
2022!

Go To Page:

posted: April 30th, 2022

This page begins with April 3rd and some photos of
Kazuya's amazing Nerikiri, Sakura flavored this
time.
Then we show you a single shot of our
driveway on April 9th and after that, we take a trip
to Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge.

Next, you'll see some amazing Cream Puff photos,
and then you'll see more Creamer's Field Waterfowl
photos. Finally, you'll see six images which show
the same spot in different years.
Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin April 3rd - 22nd
On April 3rd Kazuya made another batch of his famous Nerikiri. These things are just too amazing for words to describe, both in looks and in flavor.

April3rd_009_
Nerikiri_SakuraRC
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April3rd_010_
Nerikiri_SakuraRC
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The first photo in this row shows our driveway on April 9. The snow is beginning to be wet out there in the low spot. The second and third photos were shot at
Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge on April 11 - the second shot is an overview of the field, and the third shot shows a flock of Snow Buntings.

Apr9_iPh_
DrivewayRC

Apr11_01_
CreamersField_RC

Apr11_03_Creamers
Field_SnowBuntingRC

Here are three more shots of the Snow Buntings (Plectrophenax nivalis). Our book says that these and also McKay's Buntings (Plectrophenax hyperboreus) are often
found together during migration, so if you look closely enough, and know precisely what you're looking for, maybe you can find both species in these photos.

Apr11_11_Creamers
Field_SnowBuntingRC

Apr11_12_Creamers
Field_SnowBuntingRC

April11th_022_Creamers
Field_SnowBuntingsRC

In these three photos you can easily find both Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) and also Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator). How do you like the third photo,
taken by Kazuya?

April15th_002_Creamers
Field_CanadaGeeseRC

April19th_007_
CreamersFieldRC

April19thSelected_0003_
CreamersFieldRC

The first two shots in this row show a flock of Canada Geese in flight, and a single Trumpeter Swan is flying with them. The third shot shows only Canada Geese.

April19th_029_
CreamersFieldRC

Here are more Geese and a Swan in flight - so amazing.
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April19th_033_
CreamersFieldRC

April19th_086_
CreamersFieldRC
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April19thSelected_0011
_CreamersFieldRC

April19thSelected_0006
_CreamersFieldRC

On April 20 Kazuya made some special cream puffs, specifically "Choux A La Crème Sakura." The filling was Cherry Blossom flavored. These were extremely delicious,
oh, and also very beautiful to see.

April20thSelected_0002
_CreamPuffsSakuraRC

April20th_014_
ChouxALaCremeSakuraRC

Now it's April 22 and we are back at Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge. There are more Trumpeter Swans now than there were on the 19th. These are such
an amazing bird. The Trumpeter Swan is not only the heaviest living bird native to North America, it is also the largest extant species of waterfowl, with a wingspan that may
exceed 10 feet (3.0 m).

Apr22_10_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Apr22_16_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC
April22ndSelected_008_
CreamersFieldRC

Here are more Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) and also Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator).

Apr22_09_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

April22nd_173_
CreamersField_CanadaGooseRC
April22ndSelected_
005_CreamersFieldRC

In this and also the following row are six shots which show more or less the same scene, on the same date, but in different years. The shots in this row show April 30,
2017, April 30, 2018, and May 1, 2019.
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April 30, 2017

April 30, 2018

Apr30Adj_iPhone
_THE THAWRC

Apr30_1_2_3_AutoPano_
Driveway_Yard_SnowRC

May 1, 2019

May1_1_2_3_AutoPano
_AtHome_2WebRC

Here are the equivalent shots which were taken on April 30, 2020, May 1, 2021, and April 30, 2022.
April 30, 2020

May 1, 2021

April 30, 2022

Apr30_3_
FromPorchRC

May1_2_3_SIPCrop_AutoPano_
FromPorchLookingSouthRC

Apr30_iPh_CropSIP_
ComparisonPhoto_PreviousYearsRC

End April 22nd, End April 2022's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 2 of 2, April 2022
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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